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CHAPTER I 

THE HISTORICAL POSITION OF WOMEN 

IN RESTORATION ENGLAND 

Before an analysis of the treatment of women in the 

plays of Etherege, Wycherley, and Congreve can be under

taken, it is first necessary to discover the actual con

dition of women in England between the years I66O through 

1700. After ascertaining how women actually lived during 

the Restoration, one can then examine the works of the comic 

dramatists and better understand the various women characters 

treated therein. Women in Restoration England, of course, 

occupied a secondary position to men. Educational opportu

nities for women were almost nil. About the only education 

available was finishing school or individual tutoring for 

wealthy young ladies. Despite these handicaps many women 

did progress intellectually in the Restoration. Numerous 

women wrote scholarly essays and books, some of which will 

be discussed in this chapter. In some social areas, sexual 

freedom in particular, many women managed to shake off old 

shackles and experience higher levels of freedom. In mar

riage, however, the young female prospect had almost no 

freedom to choose her own spouse. Marriages were arranged 



by parents, and young worr.en had little say in the matter. In 

order to learn the actual condition of women in the period, 

this chapter will examine the economic, professional, educa

tional, intellectual, social, and sexual condition of women 

in the period. Since many contemporary historians discuss 

the condition of Rastoration women, I did not feel it manda

tory to consult original court and church records. 

In a discussion of the economic status of Restoration 

women it is helpful to divide the tasks performed by women 

into two areas» domestic activities and industrial or pro

fessional jobs. According to Alice Clark in her excellent 

book called Working: Life of Women in the Seventeenth Century, 

the housewife's domestic tasks included not only those jobs 

traditionally assigned to mistresses of households, such as 

caring for babies and children, cooking, house cleaning, 

sewing, and preserving food, but also such things as brewing, 

dairy work, the care of poultry £uid pigs, the production of 

vegetables and fruit, spinning flax and wool, nursing, and 

practicing medicine. Obviously the economic value of such 

tasks was never calculated, as it has been in modern times 

by advocates of women's liberation; instead, women simply 

performed those duties which society dictated as appropriate. 

As the historian, David Ogg, relates, "Women were advised to 

content themselves with their domestic and family duties, 

virtue and modesty being the characteristics most befitting 

(London: Frank Cass and Company Limited, I968), p. 5, 
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their sex," 

The lowest rung on the Restoration economic ladder was 

occupied by widows whose husbands had been poor. For these 

unfortunate women there was usually only one direction in 

which they could turn. Most of them did not possess the 

skills necessary to serve in the house of a gentlewoman; 

hence, most turned to spinning, but their earnings were 

unbelievably low, even though the demand for their labor 

appears nearly always to have exceeded the supply. Alice 

Clark reports that "the wages paid to women in the seven

teenth century for spinning linen were insufficient, and 

those paid for spinning wool, barely sufficient, for their 

individual maintenance, and yet out of them women were ex

pected to support, or partly support, their children."-^ 

City records are full of references to poor working women 

who died of starvation. Higher rates of pay for spinning 

appear to have been secured by those women who did not have 

to depend completely upon it for their living, but could buy 

wool, spin it at their leisure, and sell the yarn in the 

highest market, while those who worked full time for manu

facturers or clothiers were usually paid substandard wages 

and were often subjected to rather severe oppression. 

Women's positions in business trades were considerably 

2 
England in the Reign of Charles II (Oxford: Clarendon 

Press, 193^)» p. 116. 

-̂ Clark, p. 95. 



more lucrative financially than those of their sisters who 

worked on farms or in spinning factories. Although women 

seldom served as apprentices, marriage to a member of a 

guild conferred upon the wife her husband's rights and 

privileges, and since she retained these rights after his 

death, she could as a widow operate the business or trade 

after her husband's death. Many widows did just this. For 

example, Clark cites a list made in I63O of the names of 

the master printers of London. Three of the twenty-four 

4 were women, all widows of deceased master printers. Even 

the widows of carpenters could carry on the trade of their 

dead husbands, if they wished to and possessed the ability. 

London records show that several such widows retained their 

late husbands' apprentices and continued the businesses prof

itably. 

The lack of technical skill and knowledge which often 

hampered the position of women in the skilled trades was of 

much less significance in retail trades. In retail busi

nesses manual dexterity and technical aptitude were not so 

important as personality and financial shrewdness, areas in 

which women have always excelled. Alice Clark states that 

"the woman who was left without other resources turned 

naturally to keeping a shop, or to the sale of goods in 

the street, as the most likely means for maintaining her 

children, and thus the woman shopkeeper is no infrequent 

^Clark, p. 162. 
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figure in contemporary writings." Since women shopkeepers 

were much in evidence in Restoration England, they became 

minor stock figures in the drama of the period. In Con

greve 's The Old Bachelor Belinda says that "a Country 

Squire, with the equipage of a Wife and two Daughters, 

came to a Mrs. Snipwell's shop while I was there. . . .the 

Father bought a Powder-Horn, and an Almanack, and a Comb-

Case; the Mother a great Fruz-Towr, and a fat Amber-Neckless; 

the Daughters only took two pair of kid-leather Gloves, with 

trying 'em on." Indeed, Samuel Pepys' first mistress, Betty 

Lane, ran a haberdasher's shop in Westminster Hall. On 

July 18, 1663, Pepys recorded in his diary that he bought 

some collars from her. Other businesses in which women 

could engage were baking, milling, selling fish, and es

pecially brewing, but toward the end of the century women 

began being driven out of most trades and businesses. 

Alice Clark attributes this exodus of women from busi

ness to the increasing spread of capitalism: "The imme

diate result is obscure, but it seems probable that the 

wife of the prosperous capitalist tended to become idle, 

the wife of the skilled journeyman lost her economic inde

pendence and became his unpaid domestic servant, while the 

^Clark, p. 198. 

Act IV, Scene viii. 

'''john Harold Wilson, The Private Life of Mir. Pepvs 
(New York: Farrar, Straus, and Cudahy, 1959), p. 69. 



wives of other wage earners were driven into the sweated 
o 

industries of the period." In other words the v/ives of 

workers in a capitalistic enterprise no longer had any 

business to inherit upon the death of their husbands, while 

the wives of owners of capitalistic concerns were permitted 

to withdraw from all connection with business due to rapid 

increases in wealth for management. Apparently, once the 

strong hand of necessity was relaxed from women of the 

middle classes, there was a marked tendency in Restoration 

England for married women to withdraw from all economically 

productive activity, amd when they did so, most turned to 

the cultivation of idle graces. Mrs. Samuel Pepys is an 

excellent example, and she was not even of the upper middle 

class early in her marriage. Time and again Pepys com

plains that his wife has nothing worthwhile with which to 

occupy her time. Elizabeth's principal activities were 

reading aloud, singing, dancing, setting hair, and trimming 

petticoats with ribbons and lace, and she insisted on a 
9 

paid servant to accompany her in these pursuits.^ 

It should not be assumed, however, that capitalism 

completely forced all or even most women into economic 

sterility. The production efficiency of women's services 

in domestic industry remained fairly high, and every 

^Clark, p. 235. 

^The Diarv of Samuel Pepys. ed. by Henry B. Wheatley, 
Vols. 1-3, I659-I663 (London: G. Bell and Sons Ltd., I962), 
pp. 367-370. 
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family which possessed sufficient capital for domestic in

dustry could provide profitable occupation for its women 

without their having to enter the labor force. Housewives 

who contributed to the economic support of their families 

still far outnumbered the combined number of middle class 

women of leisure and their poorer sisters who struggled for 

survival in the labor market. 

Closely related to the discussion of economic produc

tivity of English women during the Restoration is an analy

sis of the professions which were open to them. Perhaps 

certain of the jobs mentioned in the previous discussion 

of economics should have been saved for the analysis of 

professions (I have no quarrel with anyone who would do so), 

but I have chosen arbitrarily to examine midwives, teachers, 

and actresses as three representative professions. 

Until the beginning of the seventeenth century midwifery 

was regarded as an inviolable mystery, a profession exclu

sively reserved for women. Although men began to enter the 

profession in this period, women still far outnumbered the 

men and were probably far more accomplished in the art. 

The extent to which women ruled this occupation is illus

trated by the fact that men who practiced the profession 

were called midwives. The midwife held a recognized po

sition in society and was often well educated and well paid. 

Midwifery was also one of the few professions which did not 

experience a decline in efficiency in the country as opposed 
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to London. Alice Clark quotes one Jane Sharp who in The 

Midwives Book said that "'the poor Country people, where 

there are none but women to assist (unless it be those that 

are exceeding poor or in a starving condition, and then they 

have more need of meat than midwives)...are fruitful and as 

safe and well delivered, if not much more fruitful, and 

better commonly in Childbed than the greatest Ladies of the 

10 

Land.'" Although the lower infajit mortality rate in the 

country could be attributed to the robustness of country 

living, the low rate might also signal the greater efficiency 

of women midwives as opposed to the London-quartered males 

of the profession. 

The more accomplished midwives were able to command 

impressive salaries. All levels of society, rich and poor 

alike, depended on the midwife for her services. Fees 

charged by those who were successful were quite high, and 

during the first half of the century their reputations were 

superior to those of male doctors. Clark cites records 

which show that one Madame Peron, midwife to Queen Henrietta 
11 

Maria, was paid 400 pounds in I630 for services rendered. 

Surprisingly enough, midwives were licensed, not by any 

professional medical boards of doctors or midwives, but by 

bishops of the Church of England. In granting licenses the 

bishops were supposed to concern themselves with the com-

•^^Clark, pp. 267-68, 

^^Clark, p. 268. 
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petence of the applicants, but most bishops were lax in their 

duties. It appears, however, that from the Church's point of 

view, the midwife's main importance was not due to the fact 

that the life of the mother and child might depend on her 

skill, but to her capacity for performing baptismal rites. 

A statement from William Watson in his The Clergyman's Law 

(1747) illustrates the Church's religious concern: "In 

hard Labours the Head of the Infant was sometimes baptized 

before the whole delivery. This Office of Baptizing in 

Cases of Necessity was commonly performed by the Midwife; 

and 'tis very probable, this gave first Occasion to the 

Midwives being licensed by the Bishop, because they were to 

be first examined by the Bishop or his delegated Officer, 

whether they could repeat the Form of Baptism, which they 

12 were in haste to administer in such extraordinary Occasion." 

Another reason for protestant bishops grajiting licenses was 

the fear of secret baptisms into the Catholic Church. Since 

they possessed licensing powers, the bishops could make 

certain of the proper religious convictions of applicants. 

Unlicensed midwives were sometimes prosecuted severely, es

pecially if they were Catholics. 

Perhaps the bleakest aspect of life for women in seven

teenth century England was the lack of opportunity for edu

cation. Schools were run by and for men almost exclusively. 

Two professional women teachers, however, attempted to fight 

^^Clark, pp. 277-78. 
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against the condition of male chauvinism in education. 

Mrs. Hannah Woolley and Mrs. Bathshua Makin separately pub

lished their views on women's education between I67O and 

1675. Doris r.lary Stenton in her extremely valuable book 

entitled The English Woman in History reports that all 

that is known about Hannah Woolley's family and youth is 

what she tells us in her own books, the most important of 

which is The Gentlewomain's Companion (I672), Orphaned at 

fourteen, Woolley was the sole mistress of a school by the 

time she was fifteen. Apparently she owed her advancement 

to a wealthy lady who employed V/oolley to teach her daugh-

13 ter. -̂  Ada Wallas in her book Before the Bluestockings 

quotes extensively from the introduction to The Gentlewoman's 

Companion and proves quite conclusively that Mrs. Woolley 

was a leading spokesmaji in the field of women's liberation 

in education: "The right education of the Female Sex, as 

it is in a manner everywhere neglected, so it ought to be 

generally lamented. Most in this depraved later age think 

a woman learned and wise enough if she can distinguish her 

14 

husband's bed from another's." Hannah Woolley also com

plains that men think of women as sexual objects useful only 

for propagation "and to keep its /"the world's__7 humane 

Inhabitants sweet and clean; but by their leaves, had we 

the same Literature, they would find our brains as fruit-

^^(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1957), pp. I88-89. 

^^(London: George Allen & Unwin Ltd., 1929), p. 44. 
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1 ̂  

ful as our bodies." ^ Woolley concludes her argument for 

the education of women by attacking the practice of sending 

unintelligent males to school while leaving brilliant 

women at home: "I cannot but complain of, and must condemn 

the great negligence of Parents, in letting the fertile 

ground of their Daughters lie fallow, yet sending the 

barren Noodles of their Sons to the University, where they 

stay for no other purpose than to fill their empty Sconces 

with idle Notions to make a noise in the Country." Doris 

Stenton cites still another of Mrs. Woolley's statements in 

the introduction to The Gentlewoman's Companion which could 

have easily been uttered by Richardson's Clarissa or by 

Gloria Steinem: "I am induced to believe that we are de

barred from the knowledge of humane learning lest our preg

nant wits should rival the touring conceit of our insulting 
17 Lords and Masters." 

In her efforts to convince readers of the intellectual 

potentialities of women, Hannah Woolley cited the works of 

two learned European women, Anna Comnena and Arjia Maria 

a Schurman. She also pointed to the treatise in vindication 

of women by the famous scientist-philosopher-magician, 

Cornelius Agrippa. That she was indeed serious in her plan 

for women to become scholars is proven by the fact that she 

^^Wallas, p. 45. 

•''̂ Wallas, p. 45. 

•̂ ''stenton, p. 190. 
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suggested the usefulness of the study of Latin by girls. 

All of Mrs. Woolley's words, however, are for women of the 

aristocracy or middle class; hence, even this ardent femi

nist is not ready to advocate education for all women. 

Bathshua Makin was a more fashionable teacher than 

Hannah V/oolley. As the tutor to Charles I's daughter. 

Princess Elizabeth, her position in the world was secure. 

Mrs. Makin's An Essay to Revive the Ancient Education of 

Gentlewomen in Religion. Manners, Arts, and Tongues was 

published in I673. The tract was both a treatise on 

women's education and a prospectus for I\1rs. Makin's school 

for girls at Tottenham, four miles outside London. In the 

dedication prefacing her essay, Bathshua Makin lashes out 

at those who would reserve education solely for men: "The 

barbarous custom to breed Women low is grown general amongst 

us, and hath prevailed so far, that it is verily believed 

(especially amongst a sort of debauched Sots) that Women 

are not endowed with such Reason as men; nor capable of 

improvement by Education, as they are. A learned Woman is 

thought to be a Comet, that bodes Mischief, whenever it 

1 fi 
appears." Then in the introduction to her essay I^rs. Makin 

includes two fictitious letters, one from a supposed en

dorser and the other from an opponent to the proposals set 

out by the author. The opposition letter is, of course, 

from a male, and his points against education for women are 

•"•^Stenton, p. I9I. 
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worth noting: "Women do not much desire Knowledge; they are 

of low parts, soft fickle natures. . . .The end of learning 

is to fit one for publick Employment, which Women are not 

capable of. Women must not speak in the Church, it's against 

custom. Solomon's good Housewife is not commended for Arts 

and Tongues, but for looking after her servants; And that 

which is worst of all, they are of such ill natures, they 

will abuse their Education, and be so intolerably proud, 

19 there v/ill be no living with thera," ^ The straw man's 

argument is, of course, easy for Makin to attack, and attack 

it she does, quite successfully. 

Tuition for Bathshua Makin's school for girls was 20 

pounds per year. Unfortunately her passionate desire to 

provide higher learning for girls was hampered by several 

obstacles. Myra Reynolds in her book called The Learned 

Lady in England; 1650-1760 relates that I\1rs. Makin could 

not allow girls over sixteen to attend Tottenham, that she 

was forced to include too many of the traditional "accom

plishments" in her curriculum, and that she could not make 

20 her favorite subjects, grammar and linguistics, mandatory. 

Despite the fact that Bathshua Makin was limited in what 

she could do in her school, her students had at least been 

invited to look within the portals of knowledge, and some 

found what they saw irresistibly alluring. It should also 

•^^Stenton, p. 192. 

^^(New York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1920), p. 448. 
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be noted that both Hannah V/oolley and Bathshua Makin were 

trying to make their living in a hard world. Each was ad

vertising her wares with all the eloquence at her command. 

Certainly both exaggerated at least to some extent the 

educational situation and condition of women. The impli

cation that the heads of boys were "barren noodles" while 

the brains of daughters were as sharp as swords was hyper

bole. That Woolley and Makin existed and operated schools 

indicates that education for women was becoming a matter 

of general concern. 

The third profession to be examined is that of Resto

ration actresses. Their lives v;ere quite different from 

their sisters who delivered babies or taught school. 

Samuel Pepys recorded in his diary that January 3> 1661, 

was "the first time that I ever saw women come upon the 

21 stage." John Harold Wilson, however, author of All the 

King's Ladies: Actresses of the Restoration, states that 

January 3, 1661, was not the date of women's first appear

ance on the stage, that Mjr, Pepys was a little behind the 

times because he had been extraordinarily busy with his 

duties as Clerk of the Acts of the Navy. Although Wilson 

neither pinpoints the date of the first actress' perfor

mance nor names the woman, he does trace records of their 

22 
performances back to December 15» 1660. At any rate. 

21 Pepys, Vols. l-3f P. 294. 

^^(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1958), p. 3. 
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almost immediately after the Restoration of Charles II, the 

king issued patents to Thomas Killigrew and Sir William 

Davenant to organize acting companies and produce plays. 

In the months between June and December, I66O, either of 

these two companies could have been the first to hire 

actresses. V/ilson reports that Charles' warrant to 

Davenant and Killigrew (dated August 21, I660) ordered 

that henceforth only women should play women's parts, "to 

the end that plays might be 'esteemed not only harmless 

delights but useful and instructive representations of 

human life.'"^^ 

The three most significant actresses from this earliest 

period of the profession were Katherine Corey, Mary Better-

ton, and Anne Shadwell. According to V/ilson, none was ever 

truly a great actress, but P^s. Corey played "old women" 

roles for many years, Mrs. Shadwell was competent in 

supporting parts, and Ilrs. Betterton was a leading Shake-

24 
spearean actress for twenty-five years. 

Attractive girls did not become actresses for money or 

fame. Even for the successful actress the pay was low, 

there was as yet no star system, and social or artistic 

recognition was a long time in the future. But enterprising 

young women soon discovered that the stage was a superb 

springboard to financial security in the form of being 

-^Wilson, Ladies, p. 4. 

^\/ilson. Ladies, p. 8. 
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"kept" by a wealthy Restoration gentleman. Potential hus

bands were scarce, but "keepers" were numerous. If a young 

actress was clever enough, she could snare for herself a 

lecherous (but wealthy) man. Nell Gwyn, of course, set the 

mark for all others to aim at when she became the mistress 

of King Charles himself. Nell's liaison with Charles, how

ever, did not begin until some eight years after the Resto

ration. 

Nell Gwyn was the most famous Restoration actress, 

partly because she was Charles' mistress for many years 

and partly because of her rather unique personality. Nell 

acted her first role in Dryden's heroic play. The Indian 

Emperor, in I665. Much more scholarship has been undertaken 

concerning Nell than other actresses because of her notoriety, 

and an examination of some of this material sheds much light 

on the status of women in the acting profession. Clifford 

Bax in his book entitled Pretty Witty Nell: An Account of 

Nell Gwyn and Her Environment states that Nell at fifteen 

years of age had the female lead in Dryden's play, and 

although Samuel Pepys was horrified by her performance in 

a revival, she must have given at least an adequate per

formance, because she did manage to maintain her position 

with Killigrew's company and became an almost immediate 

audience favorite. ^ Although Pepys did not witness Nell's 

debut, he saw her in many later performances, and his 

^^(New York: Benjamin Blom, 1969)1 PP. 52, 5^. 
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comments about her in the Diary are revealing. On January 23, 

1667, Pepys and his wife attended Drury Lane to see The 

Humorous Lieutenant. Following the play, Pepys' favorite 

actress, I\'Irs. Knipp, invited the couple backstage and in

troduced them to Nell: "So Knipp took us all in and brought 

us to Nelly, a most pretty woman, who acted the psirt of Celia 

to-day very fine: I kissed her, and so did my wife: and a 

26 
mighty pretty soul she is." According to Bax, Nell's 

greatest acting success came in a comic role in Dryden's 

The Maiden Queen, a performance which had a marked in

fluence in higher social circles: "Nell's performance must 

have been brilliant and may have been particularly piqusint 

if, as I suspect, this was one of the first occasions upon 

which a girl had played in the disguise of a man. Her 

triumph so 'took the town' that soon afterwards many ladies 

27 masqueraded in men's clothes at the Court itself." ' 

Few Restoration actresses led sexually chaste lives, 

and there are several reasons for their conduct. Bryan 

Bevan in his book called Nell Ĝ Aryn: Vivacious Mistress of 

Charles II points out that in order to secure positions as 

actresses, girls had to dispense their charms freely to 

2R 
important men. After becoming actresses, the women then 

had to offer their services to courtiers as mistresses if 

^^Pepys, Vols. 4-6, p. 137. 

"̂̂ Bax, p. 89. 

^^(New York: Roy Publishers, Inc., 1969)f pp. 33-35. 
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they wished to live in style, since actresses' salaries were 

so low. According to Colley Gibber, it was an actor, Charles 

Hart, who introduced Nell Gwyn upon the stage in return for 

sexual favors. Gibber also assumes that Hart was not her 

first "keeper," that Hart succeeded one John Lacy, a well-

known actor in the King's House."^ Ten years or so after 

1660 the hopeful actress had numerous "successes" to emulate: 

Jane Long was the mistress of a courtier, George Porter; 

Susannah Uphill was kept by the wealthy Sir Robert Howard; 

Betty Hall was the lover of Sir Philip Howard; I.irs. John

son was the mistress of Henry, Earl of Peterborough; the 

famous Rochester kept Elizabeth Barry; Peg Hughes cohabited 

with Prince Rupert; the king, second in love and seduction 

to none, had two actress mistresses — Moll Davis and Nell 

Gwyn.-̂ ^ The active sex lives of actresses or potential 

thespians were subjects for comedies of the day. For ex

ample, in Payne's The Morning Ramble (I672), a young would-

be actress delivers the following speech: "Sir, I have a 

great mind to be a player, and have offered myself to both 

Houses, and truly most of the sharers have had me severally 

at their chambers to try me, and they all say I do very well; 

but 'tis the envy of the women already there, that fearing 

I should out-do 'em, keeps me out, as I was told by two or 

three of the hired men of the Duke's House, with whom I have 

''̂ Bevan, p. 35-

^^Wilson, Ladies, p. 14. 
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been tonight." The poor maid continues with what must have 

been a popular complaint among aspiring actresses: "Alas, 

I desire little or nothing for my pains; I would only show 

myself on the stage, and then, perhaps, I may get a good 

husband, or at least some fool to keep me."-^ 

Not all actresses were such indulgers of the flesh, of 

course. Most chaste actresses were married, generally to 

players. Among these were Mary Betterton, Mary Lee, Elinor 

Leigh, and Susanna Mountfort. As for unmarried Anne Brace-

girdle, Wilson reports that the "Romantick Virgin" who 

made a fetish of chastity all her life was possibly mis

tress to Congreve, and after him to Robert Leake, Earl of 

Scarsdale.^" If Bracegirdle did exchange her favors for 

those excellent parts created for her by Congreve, at least 

she behaved discreetly, unlike most other actresses of the 

period. And perhaps it was her projected image of untouch-

ability which made her the most sought after of all Resto

ration actresses. 

The world of the Restoration actress was small, shallow, 

vain, and excitable. Since ten days was a long run for a 

play, the players spent much of their time memorizing parts. 

There were, however, more revivals then than now which meant 

that, often, brushing up on previously learned roles was all 

that was necessary. The first ten years of Restoration 

^Wilson, Ladies, p. 15-

^ Wilson, Ladies, p. 21. 
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London are best understood after a reading of Samuel Pepys' 

diary, and Samuel probably averaged one visit to the theater 

every two weeks during the period. Although the bits and 

pieces Pepys gives us about the theater are usually brief 

sketches, they present the atmosphere of the place as no 

history book can. On January 7, I669, Pepys took his wife 

to the theater, and, as he reports, "saw 'The Island Prin-

cesse,' the first time I ever saw it; and it is a pretty 

good play, many good things being in it, and a good scene 

of a town on fire. We sat in an upper box, and the jade 

Nell come and sat in the next box; a bold merry slut, who 

lay laughing upon the people; and with a comrade of hers 

of the Duke's house, that come in to see the play."^^ 

Perhaps the best bird's eye view of the Restoration 

theater is seen in Bryan Bevan's musing about his desire 

to go back in time to see Nell Gwyn in Secret Love: 

"There, in the pit on the backless benches, loll the 

gallants and fops, richly dressed and dallying with the 

orange-wenches, who are nothing loath to bandy words with 

them. Under the supervision of Orange Moll, the orange-

wenches sell the lovely fruit smiling with streaks of gold. 

There, too, in the pit are seated the vizards (masked 

ladies), and many a curious glance is turned their way. 

'Old Rowley' (Charles II) is also there in a box, swarthy 

and saturnine, and by his side sits his adoring Portuguese-

33 Pepys, Vols. 7-8, p. I83. 
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born queen, Catherine of Braganza, not slow, we can be sure, 

to show disapproval when the marriage vow is discussed too 

34 lightly during the play."-̂  One can only agree with Pepys 

when he said, "Lord, what a time it is." 

In other intellectual endeavors, as in acting, women 

progressed at a rather astonishing pace during the second 

half of the seventeenth century. In the Tudor period of 

English history women had had full and rich intellectual 

opportunities, but we find that in the time of the earlier 

Stuarts there were few women who took any pride in learning. 

According to Myra Reynolds, there was little or no provision 

at home or in schools for any but the most desultory sort 

of education, and there was almost no intellectual advance

ment for women. But at the end of this barren half-century 

we come upon what may be considered the real beginnings of 

35 modern intellectualism of women. ̂-̂  The best way to explain 

the intellectual role of women in the Restoration is to 

review the achievements of several of the most outstanding 

and famous. 

The best known woman intellectual of the period was 

Margaret Cavendish, Duchess of Newcastle. Her preco-

ciousness is illustrated by the fact that at twelve she had 

written a book on a philosophical subject. Newcastle delved 

into philosophy, science, and drama. She didn't make it to 

^ Bevan, p. 49. 

^•^Reynolds, p. 44. 
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the first rank of any of these pursuits, but her versatility 

is amazing. The Duchess was attacked by many, not for the 

lack of brilliance in her undertakings but because numerous 

men thought that no woman could understand so many difficult 

and abstract words; she was attacked as being a fraud. 

Pepys didn't believe Newcastle to be a fraud, but he didn't 

admire her much either, as is proved by his reference to 

Newcastle's visit to the Royal Society on May 30, I667: 

"Her dress /Is/ so antick, and her deportment so ordinary, 

that I do not like her at all, nor did I hear her say any

thing that was worth hearing, but that she was full of ad-

miration, all admiration."^ 

The most interesting avocation of the Duchess of New

castle was her writing of plays. Twenty-one were published 

in 1662, and in I668 five more appeared. Myra Reynolds 

describes the plays as "hardly more than allegorical dia

logues arranged in successive scenes, but without plot, 

37 

and showing no power of dramatic portrayal."^' The 

Duchess herself is the original of several of her leading 

characters. The question naturally arises as to why the 

Duchess was so famous when she ranks quite low on the 

actual ladder of learned or artistic achievement. The 

answer lies in the uniqueness and flamboyance of her life. 

Few women had the audacity to write plays, and those who 

^^Pepys, Vols. 4-6, p. 324. 

^"^Reynolds, p. 128. 
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did did not operate in Newcastle's eccentric and flamboyant 

style. Very few of her plays were produced, but one that 

did appear drew a tremendous crowd. Samuel Pepys, of 

course, was there on March 30, I667, and Colley Gibber re

corded Pepys' observations: "The whole story of this ro

mance and all she does is romantic. Her footmen in velvet 

coats, and herself in antique dress. . . . /JlJ yfa.s the 

other day at her own play. The numerous Lovers; the most 

ridiculous thing that ever was wrote, but she and her lord 

were mightily pleased with it: and she at the end, made 

her respects to the players, and did give them thanks."^ 

Another woman playwright, Aphra Behn, achieved far 

greater critical acclaim than the Duchess of Newcastle, 

r^s. Behn was a professional writer; she composed plays, 

occasional poems and novels, translated French Literature, 

and edited miscellanies. She was a friend to Dryden, 

Otway, Lee, Tate, Granville, and many other Restoration 

wits, and all these men liked her work, I suppose that 

Mrs. Behn could have been discussed in the section on 

professions, but she appears to have been the only woman 

in the period who made a living writing literature; hence, 

writing is not a representative occupation for women, and 

Aphra seems to fit more appropriately in an intellectual 

grouping. George Woodcock in The Incomparable Aphra says 

^^Reynolds, p. 128. Only the last half of this quo
tation actually appears in Pepys' Diary (Vols. 4-6, 
p. 233), so Gibber may have been imaginatively inventing 
things for Pepys to say. 
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that her works "equal or surpass the work of all but the best 

of her contemporaries."^^ Although Woodcock may be over

praising r̂ rs. Behn with these glowing accolades, she did 

satisfy the taste of the day for rapid, bustling plots with 

many and varied characters, and her intrigues were cleverly 

manipulated. 

The most fascinating aspect about Mrs. Behn as a play

wright is that her plays contain just about as much supposed 

indecency as those of Dryden, Etherege, Wycherley, Congreve, 

or any of the other male dramatists of the period. Mirs. 

Behn, since she was female, received more vicious attacks 

for alleged obscenity than the male playwrights. Pious 

"moralists," including Jeremy Collier, were horrified that 

a woman would employ sexual humor in her works. Further

more, Mirs. Behn received the same treatment through the 

eighteenth century and Victorian times. Only Blake and 

Swinburne among nineteenth century writers found anything 

to commend in Aphra Behn's plays. Her reputation has 

risen in this century, and now she is generally accepted 

as an adequate representative of minor Restoration comedy. 

The significance of Aphra Behn is that she was the first 

woman in England to make authorship a profession. It was 

her misfortune to write during the most sexually free 

period in English literature (excluding perhaps Chaucer's 

era and the twentieth century). Because she wrote when 

^^(New York: T. V. Boardman and Company Limited, 1948), 
p. 7. 
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she did and as she did, the blue-stockings of later years 

did not give her the recognition she deserved. 

Although Elizabeth Elstob's life (I683-I756) falls 

mostly in the period just succeeding the Restoration, I 

believe her achievement should be mentioned because her 

life perfectly illustrates the difficulties which a woman 

scholar had to face. Slstob was one of the most learned 

students of Anglo-Saxon and Teutonic languages of her day, 

a brillisuit grammarian and linguist. As a youngster 

Elizabeth Elstob had to fight many battles to be allowed 

even to study gram.mar and linguistics. Ada Wallas quotes 

George Ballard, a close friend of Elstob's, to illustrate 

her determination in spite of the difficulty the linguist 

faced: "Discouragement did not prevent her earnest en

deavor to improve her mind in the best manner she was able. 

Not only because she had a natural inclination for Books 

herself, but in obedience to her excellent Mother's de

sire." Her most significant works are Homily on St. 

Gregory's Birthday (I709), English-Saxon Grammar (I7I5), 

and a translation of Alfric's Sermons (done in 1715 but 

never published). 

The most interesting thing, however, about Elizabeth 

Elstob is not that she was a superior scholar, not that 

she barely escaped debtor's prison later in life, but that 

she dared to quarrel with and, in fact, refute Jonathan 

^^Wallas, p. 135. 
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Swift on a linguistic subject. In 1712 Swift wrote a tract 

called "A Proposal for Correcting and Improving and Ascer

taining the English Tongue." Swift's chief complaint was 

against the "barbarous custom of abbreviating words." 

Such, he said, had been "frequently done so very injudi

ciously that none but a Northern Ear could endure." Ada 

Wallas states that because of Swift's treatment of her 

loved Northern tongues, and because Swift also attacked 

her friend Dean Hickes' Thesaurus, Elizabeth was angered 

enough to drop her lady-like mask and blast Swift vocif

erously. She calls Swift and others like him "Pedagogues 

who huff and swagger in the height of their Arrogance." 

Swift did possess the honesty to admit his ignorance of 

the languages he was criticizing, but for this presumption 

on Swift's part Slstob attacked the Dean with scorn that 

Swift himself would have had trouble matching: "I can 

speak for the Saxon, Gothick, and Francick, or old Teu

tonic. . ./and/ I could never find myself shocked with 

the harshness of those Languages, which grates so much in 

41 
the Ears of those that never heard them." Swift, probably 

realizing the validity of Elstob's argument against him, 

attempted no answer. 

Another important woman intellectual of the Restoration 

period was Anne Killigrew, niece of Thomas Killigrew. She 

excelled in writing poetry and in portrait painting. Dryden 

^^Wallas, p. 137. 
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once praised her efforts. She published only one small 

volume, Athenae Oxoniensis (1686). Myra Reynolds reports 

that her poems sent anonymously from hand to hand among 

court circles amd the learned received high praise and were 

for a time attributed to the best poets of the age, Dryden 

included. Perhaps this may help to explain why Dryden 

praised her poems after she acknowledged them. Killigrew 

is one of the few women intellectuals of the age who makes 

no complaint about feminine limitation, and such silence is 

surprising from a cynic. She is pessimistic and scornful 

in her judgments about such topics as financial greed, 

ambition for power, and unbridled love, atheism, or war. 

Anne Killigrew was young, beautiful, brilliant, and wealthy, 

yet she looked at the world through eyes similar to Swift's. 

While an occasional burst of happy lines can be found in 

42 her poems, she generally lashes out at man's follies. 

Unfortunately two of the most outspoken feminists of 

the Restoration are unknown because they wrote anonymously. 

The first published An Essay in the Defense of the Female 

Sex in I696. Herein the anonymous woman author is primarily 

attacking one William Walsh who had in I69I written a tract 

called A Dialogue Concerning Women, Being a Defense of the 

Sex. Walsh was a man of fashion, a critic, and a poet. 

The thrust of his essay is that of a man about town ad

dressing a lady of position. Walsh noted the disparity 

^^Reynolds, pp. 139-1^1. 
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between education for men and that for women: "Consider 

what time and charge is spent to make men fit for somewhat; 

Eight or Nine Years at school. Six or Seven at the Univer

sity; Four or Five Years in Travel; and after this are they 

not almost all Fops, Clowns, Dunces, or Pedajits? I know 

not what you think of the Women; but if they are Fools, 

43 they are Fools I am sure with less expense than we are." ̂  

Walsh obviously intended to help the cause of women in 

society in his essay, but evidently some women, the anony

mous author of The Defense in particular, did not react 

favorably to Walsh's attempt to do them justice. This 

writer believed that Walsh was condescending to the female 

sex. She accuses V/alsh of examining several thousand years 

and picking out two or three women to praise. She accuses 

him of writing in a patronizing manner: "He levels scan

dal at the whole Sex and thinks us sufficiently fortified, 

if out of the Story of Two Thousand Years he has been able 

to pick up a few Examples of Women illustrious for their 

Wit, Learning, or Vertue, and Men infamous for the con

trary." Doris Mary Stenton, perhaps the best source 

for information about Restoration women, believes that 

whoever wrote The Defense was a brilliant and cynical 

woman, one who looked on her world and saw with a clear 

^^Stenton, p. 210, 

Stenton, p. 213, 
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eye the follies and stupidities of men.^^ This feminist 

calls male scholars pedants, "superstitious, biggoted 

Idolaters of times past," and the country squire gets off 

no better: "He wearies you in the morning with his sport, 

in the afternoon with the noisie Repetition and Drink, and 

the whole day with Fatigue and Confusion. His entertain

ment is stale Beer, and the history of his Dogs and Horses 

. . .and if you be very much in his good graces, 'tis odds, 

but he makes you the compliment of a Puppy of one of his 

favourite Bitches, which you must take with Abundance of 

Acknowledgments of his Civility, or else he takes you for 

46 a stupid, as well as an ill bred fellow." She also 

satirizes scientists and members of the Royal Society, 

calling them "virtuosos," and heaps ridicule on courtiers, 

politicians, and just about everyone else. Her satire 

went through three editions in seven years. Would that 

she had signed her name to her satire so that praise 

could be given where it is certainly due. 

The second anonymous feminist did assume a pseudonym, 

Eugenia, so at least we have a name to call her. In I699 

John Sprint, a Nonconfromist, preached a wedding sermon in 

which he suggested that the supreme and only duty of any 

wife was to love, honor, and obey her husband. The sermon 

was published the following year under the title of The 

^Stenton, p. 2I3. 

^^Stenton, p. 213. 
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Bride-Woman's Counsellor. No sooner had the sermon been pub

lished, however, than the unnamed Eugenia rushed to attack 

Sprint in an essay called The Female Advocate; or A plea 

for the just Liberty of the Tender Sex, and Particularly 

Married Women. Being Reflections on a late Rude and 

Disingenuous Discourse delivered by Mr. John Sprint, in 

a Sermon at a Wedding, . , , In her dedication Eugenia 

levels a harsh blast at Sprint: I have "adventured a 

little abroad into the world, and endeavoured to under

stand Men and Manners. And having seen something of the 

Italian and Spanish humours, I solemnly profess I never 

observed in Italy, nor Spain itself, a slavery so abject 

47 as this Author would fain pursuade us to." ' Eugenia, 

like the anonymous author discussed before her, is 

attacking that cultural system which had "kept women in 

their place" for thousands of years. Eugenia urges her 

readers to learn more than how to purchase a fine petti

coat. 

Eugenia refuted John Sprint point by point; it should 

be added, however, that poor Sprint did leave himself vul

nerable to almost any reasoned argument. For example, in 

one instance Sprint says that "Subjection and Obedience 

unto Husbands is required as pre-emptorily as unto Christ 

himself." With wit and perception Eugenia replied to this, 

"I thought the Authority of Husbands had been at least one 

^"^Stenton, p. 205. 
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48 

degree inferior to the Authority of Christ." As evi

denced by Eugenia and the author of Essay in Defense of 

the Female Sex, women (at least some of them) were be

ginning to seek liberation from the traditional ideas 

that women were not supposed to be intellectuals, that 

women should not seek higher education. 

Despite such feminist outbursts, however, the mass of 

women of the Restoration did not become ardent feminists. 

The social fabric of England underwent no drastic change. 

There were still reasonable and intellectual voices ad

vising women to cling steadfastly to tradition. The 

greatest of these voices was George Savile, Marquess of 

Halifax. Halifax's Advice to a Daughter was published 

in 1688 and was his most popular work, more popular even 

than The Character of a Trimmer. Advice was in print 

tlirough most of the eighteenth century and was translated 

into French (I692, 17^8, 1752, 1757) and Italian (173^).^^ 

Halifax's advice to his twelve-year-old daughter, 

Elizabeth, centers around nine areas or subjects: religion; 

marriage; house, family, and children; behavior and con

versation; friendships; censure; vanity and affectation; 

pride; diversions. Not all these subdivisions need to be 

discussed, but an examination of the more important ones 

48 Stenton, p. 206. 

^Halifax: Complete Works, ed. by J. P, Kenyon 
(Baltimore: Penguin Books, I969), p. 270. All subse
quent references will be from this edition. 
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presents quite vividly the conservative, traditional con

ception of what women should be and do. Halifax advises 

Elizabeth to be a devout, quiet Christian, to be tolerant 

of those of different persuasions. His definition of 

proper Christianity reads like a textbook definition of 

eighteenth-century neoclassical religion: "Religion is 

exalted reason, refined and sifted from the grosser parts 

of it; it dwelleth in the upper region of the mind" (p. 275). 

Halifax's concluding statement on religion sounds like any 

devoted father's hopes for his child in any time or period: 

"Let me recommend to you a method of being rightly informed, 

which can never fail. . . . Get understanding, and practice 

virtue. And if you are so blessed as to have those for 

your share, it is not surer that there is a God, than it 

is that by him all necessary truths will be revealed to 

you" (p. 276). 

While Halifax's religious advice is perfectly reasonable, 

his traditional male chauvinism appears in his section 

called "Husband." Halifax insists on his almost divine 

right to choose his daughter's husband: "//your father's/ 

care and experience are thought safer guides to /you/ 

than /your/ own faincies" (p. 277). Then the marquess 

explains to Elizabeth how her sex is not quite equal to 

the male sex, that men are to rule in all significant 

aspects of life, because, after all, men "had the larger 

share of reason bestowed upon them" (p. 277), Halifax 
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tells Elizabeth, though, not to worry about her subservient 

position in society, that such a role is actually to her 

benefit (Halifax was not employing irony here). Since she 

is inferior, woman has been entrusted with "the right of 

complaining;" men, of course, with their greater intellect 

and strength, are not allowed to complain. Halifax sums 

up his observations on the characteristics of the two sexes 

by consoling Elizabeth that she will be able to soften her 

man or men with gentleness: "Your sex wanteth our reason 

for your conduct and our strength for your protection; 

ours wanteth your gentleness to soften and entertain us" 

(pp. 277-78). Halifax advises his daughter to sympathize 

with a drunken husband, to accept any ill humor or sul-

lenness, to prop him up if he is weak. The marquess ad

mits that the appropriate female role in marriage which 

he has proposed may seem a bit unfair to the female, but 

"the supposition of yours being the weaker sex having with

out all doubt a good foundation maketh it reasonable to 

subject it to the masculine dominion; that no rule can be 

so perfect as not to admit some exceptions, but the law 

presumeth there would be so few found in this case who 

would have a sufficient right to such a privilege that it 

is safer some injustice should be connived at in a very 

few instances than to break into an establishment upon 

which the order of human society doth so much depend" 

(pp. 278-79). 
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In his instructions to Elizabeth on how to manage a 

house Halifajc continues in the same chauvinistic vein. He 

tells his daughter to avoid being silly in front of her 

husband, to make certain she does not seem "airy and 

empty." When it comes to children, however, the mar

quess* advice is quite sound: "You must begin early to 

make them love you, that they may obey you" (p, 290). 

Halifax's suggestion concerning servants is interesting. 

He proposes that Elizabeth maintain a friendly wall of 

authority and class between herself and the servants. 

The air of authority and class helps to promote greater 

efficiency in household affairs. But in the same breath 

that he tells Elizabeth she is better than her servants, 

he also cautions her against too haughty an air: "The 

inequality which is between you must not make you for

get that nature maketh no such distinction. . . . servants 

may be looked upon as humble friends" (p. 292). 

About behavior and conversation Lord Halifax proposes 

that Elizabeth always act in a reserved manner. Such is 

necessary, he says, because the extravagancies of the age 

have made caution all the more necessary than it was in 

former times. Numerous lecherous gallants lurk everywhere 

and are a constant threat to virtuous young gentlewomen. 

The entire section is a dissertation on how to deal with 

gallants in a manner so as neither to encourage nor dis

courage them: "To the men you are to have a behavior 
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which may secure you without offending them. No ill-bred, 

affected shyness, nor a roughness unsuitable to your sex 

and unnecessary to your virtue, but a way of living that 

may prevent all coarse railleries or unmannerly freedoms; 

looks that forbid without rudeness and oblige without 

invitation, or leaving room for the saucy inferences men's 

vanity suggesteth to them upon the least encouragements" 

(p. 297). 

In those parts discussing censure, vanity, amd affec

tation Halifax maintains the same tone, one of dignity and 

culture. When it becomes necessary to censure another. 

Lord Halifax says that it should be done in a ladylike 

manner: "Where it may be fit to strike, do it like a lady, 

gently. . . . The triumph of wit is to make your good 

nature subdue your censure; to be quick in seeing faults, 

and slow in exposing them" (p. 304). Halifax also 

cautions Elizabeth against vanity, because he thinks this 

fault is the most widespread among the female sex. He 

especially warns her about being vain about her physical 

beauty, because beautiful vain women "please only like the 

first opening of a scene, that hath nothing to recommend 

it but the being new. They may be compared to flies, that 

have pretty shining wings for two or three hot months, 

but the first cold weather maketh an end of them" (p. 3O8). 

One of the most philosophical passages in Advice 

occurs at the beginning of the section on diversions. 
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Halifax here presents his most perceptive advice. He warns 

Elizabeth that those who are idle most of the time have no 

need for diversions, but that they of all others give them

selves up to them: "To turn our whole life into a holiday 

is not only ridiculous but destroyeth pleasure instead of 

promoting it" (p, 311). Halifax cautions his daughter 

against spending all her time at the theater or in Hyde 

Park flirting with all the fops. The marquess says that 

such behavior cheapens women, and he desires above all else 

that women connected with him not be cheap. It is per

missible to play cards occasionally but not all the time. 

Refined women should also not play for high stakes. To 

dance sometimes is allowed, but all dancing must be grace

ful; a woman should not dance at all if she has no skill 

in the art: "It is better for a woman never to dance, 

because she hath no skill in it, than to do it too often 

because she doth it well" (p. 312). 

Halifax concludes his treatise by stating that he hopes 

Elizabeth "may live so as to be an ornament to /her/ 

family" (p. 313). This nobleman's philosophy concerning 

women's role in society must have been an anathema to 

mamy women intellectuals of Restoration times. Such a 

subservient role must have been appalling to women like 

Eugenia, Hannah Woolley, and Aphra Behn. Yet we must re

member that feminists like these were a decided minority, 

and that most women would have foimd nothing to make them 
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angry in Advice to a Daughter. It was an immensely popular 

work and drew few attempts at rebuttal. Hence, we must 

conclude that the male-female double standard was in no 

danger of being overthrown, as we shall see in the comedies 

of the period. 

Before an analysis of the comedies, however, it is 

necessary to discuss one final aspect of woman's condition 

during the period, and that area is attitudes toward and 

participation in sexual activity. Sex, of course, though 

rampant in the literature of the time, seldom is discussed 

in historical works. In this instance we again owe a debt 

of gratitude to Samuel Pepys. Available editions of Pepys* 

Diary leave out certain of the author's references to his 

sexual life (there is a new unexpurgated edition in prepa

ration at this time). Yet Pepys is still the best source 

for an understanding of sexual mores during the Restoration. 

Of further assistance is John Harold Wilson's book about 

Pepys, The Private Life of Llr. Pepys. 

Many historians suggest that immediately after 

Charles II was restored to the English throne in 1660 a 

wide-spread sexual revolution began. Such a surmise, 

however, fails to come to terms with the facts. These 

same historians propose that the reason for the liberation 

of sex was the replacement of the Puritans in power by the 

Merry Monarch and his men. John Harold Wilson, in con

trast, has a much more logical explanation for the Resto-
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ration preoccupation with sex. According to Wilson, the 

so-called sexual revolution was no revolution at all. The 

lechery for which the Restoration is famous did not begin 

in 1660; it came later, inspired as much by the king's 

aphrodisiac example as by reaction to Puritan repression. 

Wilson believes that the term sexual revolution is a mis

nomer; instead he believes that sex was simply brought out 

of the Puritan closets and placed in the parlors of soci

ety.-̂  Perhaps the new openness of sex is best illustrated 

by a quotation from Wilson's book about Samuel Pepys: 

"/Pepys/ could wander at will in St. James Park, where the 

King and his cronies strolled and made bets on which drake 

51 would tup which duck in the canal."^ 

After 1660 the number of establishments for sexual 

diversion greatly increased. The more famous madams' 

names are well known in Restoration annals: Madam Cress-

well, Damaris Page, Mother Temple, and Betty Buley. Wil

son reports that every year on Shrove Tuesday the London 

apprentices, usually good brothel customers, amused them

selves by tearing down bawdy houses. On March 25, 1668, 

Pepys relates a conversation he had had with the Duke of 

York. It seems that the Duke owned two brothels which had 

been torn down by the rabble. The rabble's observation 

about the event is interesting and sheds light on the 

^^Wilson, Pepys, p. 25. 

^^Wilson, Pepys. p. 46. 
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amount of sexual activity which went on in the King's 

house: "But it was said how these idle fellows have had 

the confidence to say that they did ill in contenting them.-

selves in pulling down the little bawdy-houses, and did not 

go and pull down the great bawdy-house at White Hall. "-̂  

The Restoration Court's reputation for debauchery was 

well deserved. Even before he returned from France to 

England Charles had had a long string of mistresses: 

Marguerite de Carteret, Lucy Walter, Elizabeth Killigrew, 

Catherine Pegg, and Eleanor Needham. Upon his return to 

England Charles did not slow down in the least. Barbara 

Villiers, Moll Davis, Nell Gwyn, Louise Keroualle, and 

Hortense iviancini all shared the King's special favors. 

In addition to his regular mistresses Charles also en

joyed the services of a succession of nameless women, 

selected and processed by his Page of the Backstairs. 

Charles II was not a hypocrite concerning sex, for 

he did not expect chastity from his subjects when he did 

not practice it himself. As Wilson observes, "Secure in 

the King's protection, courtiers, wits, poets, gamesters, 

soldiers, and politicians seduced maids, wives, widows, 

and other men's mistresses, ran riot in the streets by 

night, broke windows, fought duels, beat the watch, and 

53 
reeled home drunkenly to bed at dawn."-'-̂  Samuel Pepys 

^^Pepys, Vols. 7-8» P- 351. 

^\ilson, Pepys. pp. 29-30. 
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observed all these things occurring and secretly longed to 

join in, but his conscience and the fact that he was not of 

the nobility kept him from most of the sport. Pepys did, 

however, have two mistresses during the ten year period 

covered by his Diary; Betty Lane and IVIrs. Bagwell. Pepys 

also dearly loved to fondle and to lift the petticoats of 

any maid available. The tone of Pepys' Diary mirrors quite 

precisely the temper of the tim.es in which he lived. Pepys 

floats back and forth between all classes of English society. 

Not of the aristocracy himself, Pepys, because of his po

sition as Secretary of the Nayy, hobnobbed daily with the 

most important people of the land. But because of his 

middle-class origin, he also associated with the common 

folk (both his m.istresses were middle-class). 

It is obvious to any observer that, though certain 

individual women such as Hannah Woolley, Bathshua Makin, 

Margaret Cavendish, Aphra Behn, and Anne Killigrew were 

striking out in all sorts of new directions for women, the 

vast majority of females in Restoration England served in 

inferior, stereotyped roles to men. Most women did not 

attend school, let alone teach in one. Furthermore, few 

females engaged in any sort of intellectual activity. 

Most women remained in their homes, bore children, and 

obeyed their husbands. The remainder of this dissertation 

will attempt to illustrate the thesis that the three major 

writers of comedy of manners — Sir George Etherege, 

http://tim.es
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William Wycherley, and William Congreve — were willing to 

grant women more intellectual and social freedom than was 

available to the sex at large in England from 1660 to I7OO. 



CHAPTER II 

WOIVIEN IN THE PLAYS OF SIR GEORGE ETHEREGE 

Sir George Etherege wrote only three plays: The Com

ical Revenge; or Love in a Tub (1664), She Wou'd if She 

Cou'd (1668), and The Man of Mode, or. Sir Fopling Flutter 

(1676). She Wou'd if She Cou'd and The Man of Mode are 

excellent examples of comedy of manners, and the former 

has rightly been termed by many critics the original of the 

type. Love in a Tub, hov/ever, though one section of the 

play possesses most of the characteristics of a comedy of 

manners, presents problems for the critic. The play con

tains three plots, each of which is representative of a 

different type of drama (some would argue for four, but I 

do not believe that the Dufoy-Betty episode deserves to be 

called a plot). The high plot, that in which Beaufort, 

Bruce, Lovis, Graciana, and Aurelia operate, is heroic 

drama and contains all the excesses, sentimentality, and 

lack of credibility characteristic of that genre. The 

middle plot which describes the pursuit of the Widow Rich 

by Sir Frederick Frollick is comedy of manners, perhaps 

the prototype of its kind. The low plot which relates 

the attempted swindle of Sir Nicholas Cully by Wheadle 

42 
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and Palmer, two sharpers, strongly resembles Jonsonian 

comedy of humors. Etherege attempted to blend these three 

plots into a coherent whole by having Sir Frederick move 

back and forth through all three. Because of the incom

patibility of the three genres, however, Etherege's first 

experimental effort was doomed to failure, certain critics 

notwithstanding. 

The earliest modern critic of comedy of manners, John 

Palmer, takes a position concerning the quality of Love in 

a Tub similsLT to the one I assume above: "Love in a Tub 

is a prose comedy variegated with passages of verse in 

heroic couplets. The important point as to the versified 

section is that it conflicts in spirit and in style with 

the prose, and that the experiment was not again repeated 

until Vanbrugh's The Relapse prepared the decline of En-

1 

glish comedy." Palmer correctly observes that such di

verse types as comedy of manners, heroic drama, and com

edy of humors cannot fit smoothly together. What emerges 

from the attempted blend is a hodgepodge rather thaui a well-

structured whole. Thomas H. Fujimura, another important 

critic of comedy of manners, concurs in essence with Pal

mer: "Despite its warm reception, the play reveals an 

•̂ The Comedy of Manners (New York: Russell & Russell, 
Inc., 1962), p, 67 (first published in 1913 by G. Bell & 
Sons, Ltd., London). In his first chapter, "Critical 
Preliminaries," Palmer has the best review of criticism to 
1913. He reviews the comments of Collier, Steele, John
son, Hunt, Hazlitt, Lamb, Macaulay, Thackeray, and Meredith. 
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ambiguity of purpose on Etherege's part, and a consequent 

lack of unity; and at best, it represents only a groping 

toward what later became the comedy of wit,"^ 

Tv/o more recent critics, Dale Underwood and Jocelyn 

Powell, attempt to refute the majority opinion that Love 

in a Tub is structurally weak. Underwood, author of the 

only book-length treatment of Etherege's plays, argues 

that the play is a successful blending and contrast of 

the heroic world of Beaufort, Bruce, Graciana, and Aurelia 

and the comic, rational, and satiric world of Sir Frederick 

and Widow Rich.^ Underwood then spends one page analyzing 

the heroic elements of the plot and thirteen pages ex

plaining the comic characters, principally Sir Frederick 

and the widow. If the heroic sections of the play are so 

significant, then surely they deserve more extensive treat

ment than Underwood gives them. He does not prove his 

point. Powell, on the other hand, does not go so far as 

Underwood in arguing that the play is well-structured. 

She recognizes the weakness of the heroic plot, but then 

suggests that 'Love in a Tub should not be read as a com

edy of manners that has failed, but as a comedy-ballet." 

The Restoration Comedy of Wit (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1952), p. 87. 

-^Etherege and the Seventeenth-Centurv Comedy of Manners 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1957)» pp. 44-46, 

4 
"George Etherege and the Form of a Comedy," Restoration 

Dramatists: A Collection of Critical Essays, ed. by Earl 
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Powell believes that the play is one of contrasts, "con

trasts so great that critics have condemned it out of hand 

as unwieldy and ill-constructed; but it is not altogether 

so. It is a highly original conception executed v/ith tre

mendous vitality and a great sense of fun."^ Later critics 

such as Norman Holland and Virginia Birdsall fall vaguely 

into one of these two critical camps. Holland says that 

the heroic plot is a sub-plot, and that "the high heroic 

drama and the low farce interact, each making the other 

more meaningful." Birdsall, perhaps the most perceptive 

critic of comedy of manners, assumes a position midway 

between the two camps. She believes that the heroic 

sections of the play are weak, but that they cannot be 

ignored, because "the action of the play which records 

his /Sir Frederick's/ successful wooing of the Widow Rich, 

constitutes a dramatization of the process whereby Fal-

staffian tavern humor, with its boisterousness and its 

robust vitality, challenges and gains entry into a so-

phisticated and effete court world."' Birdsall maintains. 

Miner (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., I966), 
p. 69 (Originally printed in Restoration Theater. Edward 
Arnold, Ltd,, I965). 

^Powell, p. 65. 

The First Modern Comedies (Cambridge: Harvard Uni-
versity Press, 1959)f P- 21. 

"̂ Wild Civility: The English Comic Spirit on the 
RestoiFa'tion Stage (Bloomington: University of Indiana 
Press, 1970), p. 42. 
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correctly I believe, that the joining of these two seemingly 

exclusive worlds is the basis for all later comedy of man

ners. 

When Samuel Pepys went to see Love in a Tub on 

January 1, 1664, he was not impressed: "/l$/ is very 

merry, but only so by gesture, not wit at all, v/hich me-
o 

thinks is beneath the house." The merriment to which Pepys 

refers did not concern the characters in the heroic plot. 

The story of the high plot idealizes and exaggerates 

Cavalier bravery and romance. Beaufort and Bruce both 

love Graciana, while Aurelia, Graciana's sister, secretly 

loves Bruce. Colonel Bruce returns from imprisonment by 

the Roundheads to find his beloved Graciana in love v/ith 

Beaufort. Bruce challenges Beaufort to a duel which Beau

fort wins, but Beaufort nobly spares Bruce's life. Bruce, 

however, decides to fall on his sword in dejection and in

jures himself severely. While Bruce lies near death, 

Graciana decides she ought to love Bruce; hence, she re

jects Beaufort. At this point, Aurelia confesses that 

she loves Bruce, and the proper pairs are united. Bruce, 

of course, immediately makes a miraculous recovery. The 

two female characters in the heroic plot come directly to 

us from Chaucer's Troilus with no major alterations. 

Graciana and Aurelia function on a courtly love, idealistic 

level, and never once do they descend to the real plane 

^Pepys, Vols. 4-6, p. 304. 
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occupied by Sir Frederick and the widow. Their words, as 

well as those spoken by their male counterparts, seem 

strangely out of place in a supposed comedy. The first 

time we meet her in the play (Scene iv) Graciana is 

physically ill from unrequited love and is resigning her 

fortune to the fate of heaven: 

Grac. 'Tis cruelty to gaze on Wounds I'm sure, 

V/hen we want Balsome to effect their Cure. 

Aurel. 'Tis only want of will in you, you have 

Beauty to kill, and Virtue too to save. 

Grac. We of our selves can neither love nor hate; 

Heav'n does reserve the pov/'r to guide our Fate. 

The entire heroic plot is summed up by Aurelia in Act II, 

Scene ii, as she speaks to her maid Leticia in uncharacter

istically beautiful couplets: 

If virtuous Love in none be cause for shame. 

Why shou'd it be a crime to own the flame? 

But we by Custom, not by Nature led. 

Must in the beaten paths of Honour tread (p, 20). 

The final couplet explains why and how the high plot 

and the middle and low plots can never merge. The widow 

and Sir Frederick care not a whit for honor. They operate 

in a real, natural world where one pays attention to the 

^The Dramatic Works of Sir George Etherege. ed. by 
H. F, B, Brett-Smith, Vol. 1 (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 
1927), p. 12. All subsequent quotes from Etherege's 
plays will be from Brett-Smith's definitive edition. 
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urges of one's loins and not to Platonic idealism. Norman 

Holland suggests that Etherege may have found the heroic 

manner funny in and of itself. In any case, Holland's 

proposal that "the high heroic drama and the low farce 

interact, each making the other more meaningful" implies 

that the high plot has meaning to and is a successful part 

of the play. In order for two sections of a play to inter

act, there must be a connection between them, a stronger 

interaction than Sir Frederick simply moving back and 

forth between the two plots. Sir Frederick is the only 

link, and his is not that vital a connection. At the end 

of the play the high plot characters unravel their own 

difficulties and pair off by themselves with little 

assistance from the widow's pursuer. Sir Frederick, in 

turn, presides over all the marriages of the characters 

in the middle and low plots. If Holland's, Underwood's, 

and Powell's arguments are correct and the heroic sections 

are good, it seems strange that neither Etherege nor any

one else repeated the experiment of attempting to merge 

comedy of manners and heroic drama. Artistic successes 

generally inspire imitation, but none occurred in this 

instance. All three critics agree that Etherege's next 

two plays far surpass Love in a Tub in merit. 

While Beaufort and Bruce are out dueling for the 

hand of Graciana, the heroine does experience some 

^^Holland, p. 21. 
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genuine emotion. Had Etherege chosen to write heroic drama, 

the better passages of the heroic sections of the play 

prove that he probably would have been successful. In a 

painful soliloquy Graciana reflects poignantly on the 

difficulties she has promoted by loving both men: 

Farewell all thoughts of happiness, farewell: 

My fears together with my sorrows swell: 

Whilst from my eyes there flows this Christal flood. 

From their brave hearts there flows such streams 

of blood. 

Here I am lost, while both men for me contend; 

With what success can this strange Combate end! 

Honour with Honour fights for victory. 

And Love is made the common enemy (p. 56). 

Unfortunately no writer of heroic drama, Dryden included, 

could sustain credibility for long in this genre, and 

Etherege is no exception. Near the end of the play when 

Graciana is wavering between Beaufort and Bruce, she never 

considers which of the two she loves more, but bases her 

decision solely on honor. As a result, she makes a rather 

absurd decision: 

I did what I in Honour ought to do; 

I yet to Beaufort and my love am true; 

And if his Rival live, I'le be his Bride, 

Joy shall unite whom grief does now divide; 

But if for love of me brave Bruce does die. 
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I am contracted to his Memory (pp. 77-7^)' 

John Palmer, writing in 1913, best explains why Love in a 

Tub is a structural failure: "The idyllic loves of Aurelia 

and Graciana, told in smooth numbers in the intervals of 

Sir Frederick Frollick's escapades, are obviously out of 

the picture. Artistically they are as clearly false to 

the period — as clearly immoral — as the sentiments are 

11 impeccably virtuous." 

If the heroic sections of Love in a Tub are a misstep 

in Etherege's effort to create a new type of comedy, the 

Sir Frederick-Widow Rich scenes are a happy advance. The 

near consensus of critics is that in them Etherege created 

the embryo for comedy of manners which would culminate 

nearly forty years later with Congreve's The Way of the 

World. Later heroines will be virgins, and heroes will 

exchange the pastime of breaking windows for the recre

ation of subduing maidenheads, but the basics will remain 

unchajiged. 

In Sir Frederick Frollick we have the first genuine 

comedy of manners hero. His primary function in life is 

to seduce as many appealing women as possible (virgins 

are the highest prize in later plays), while his secondary 

role is to defeat intelligent heroines in combats of wits. 

Early in the play the hero's concept of womanhood is gen

erally one of vulnerability, fickleness, and deceit. As 

^^Palmer, p. 67. 
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Sir Frederick points out in Act I, Scene ii, "Women, like 

Jugler's tricks, appear miracles to the ignorant; but in 

themselves th'are mere cheats" (p. 7). In early comedy of 

manners the rake-hero is always quite positive that he 

possesses the cunning and wit to seduce even intelligent 

and alert heroines. As Sir Frederick puts it, "Some 

Women, like Fishes, despise the bait, or else suspect it, 

whil'st still it's bobbing at their mouths; but subtilly 

waved on by the Angler's hand, greedily hang themselves 

upon the hook. There are mstny so critically wise, they'l 

suffer none to deceive them but themselves" (p. 8). The 

"some women" under discussion, however, is none other than 

the comic heroine of the play. Widow Rich, and she proves 

to be Sir Frederick's equal both in wit and guile. The 

basic conflict established by Etherege in this play is the 

model which most later comedies of the period will build 

upon and amplify. A double standard exists in the world of 

the play which reflects the society of the period. Males 

attempt to seduce females without having to marry thera, 

while females hold out for marriage. V/hile holding out, 

the women characters employ wit and trickery which usually 

enable them to ensnare the rake-heroes. Widow Rich sets 

the standard for this kind of heroine. Dale Underwood 

believes that these two tasks of males and females are 

even heroic in a certain sense: "Thus confronted with 

the unnatural and restrictive custom of matrimony, the 
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hero's recourse to seduction is not only a pleasure but a 

necessity no less categorical than is marriage for his 

opponent. But seduction is also, then* a symbol of his 

survival, his prowess, and, in a word, his status as a 
12 

hero." The fact that marriage generally occurs at the 

end of a comedy of manners suggests that women are the 

ultimate victors in such conflicts. 

Certainly Widow Rich is able to hold her own in her 

humorous battle with Sir Frederick. In Act III, Scene ii, 

when Sir Frederick besieges the widow's quarters late at 

night, the v/idow routs him with her wit. The sexual double 

entendre sharpens the humor: 

Wid. Sir Frederick, is it you? 

Sir Fred. Yes truly; and can you be angry. Lady? 

Have not your Quarters been beaten up at these most 

seasonable hours before now? 

Wid. Yes; but it has been by one that has had a 

Commission for what he did: I'm afraid shou'd it once 

become your duty, you would soon grow weary of the 

Employment (p. 31). 

As Sir Frederick continues his assault on the widow's door, 

she continues abusing him with scintillating repartee, re

partee intended to subdue but not discourage him: 

Sir Fred. Can you in conscience turn a young man out 

of doors at this time o'th' night. Widow? Fie, fie, 

12 
Underwood, p. 51. 
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the very thought on't will keep you waking. 

Wid. So pretty, so well-favoured a young man; one that 

loves me. 

Sir Fred. Aye, one that loves you. 

Wid.. Truly, 'tis a very hard-hearted thing. /She sighs/ 

Sir Fred. Come, come, be mollifi'd. You may go. Gen

tlemen, and leave me here; you may go. /To the Masquers/ 

Wid. You may stay, Gentlemen, you may stay, and take 

your Captain along with you: You'll find good Quarters 

in some warm Hay-loft (p. 3̂ )« 

There are three major wit combat scenes in the play 

between Sir Frederick and the widow: the section in which 

Sir Frederick besieges the widow's house; the scene where 

Sir Frederick pretends to be dead, having himself brought 

into the widow's presence on a bier in order to win her 

sympathy; and the final section in which Sir Frederick 

pretends to be arrested for debt. The widov/ wins the 

first two battles, and in losing the third gains Sir 

Frederick's hand in marriage, so in reality she wins the 

war. Widow Rich destroys Sir Frederick most convincingly 

in the second battle of wits when he pretends to be dead. 

His ruse miscarries when Dufoy runs in with the tub around 

his neck and frightens everyone, including Sir Frederick. 

When the widow laughs at him, Sir Frederick becomes quite 

indignant: 

Sir Fred. I shall be laugh'd to death now indeed, by 
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Chamber-maids; why, have you no pity. Widow? 

Wid. None at all for the living; Ha, ha, ha. You see 

w'are provided for your Frollick, Sir; ha, ha. 

Sir Fred. Laugh but one minute longer I will forswear 

thy company, kill thy Tabby Cat, and make thee weep for 

ever after (p. 61). 

In the final wit battle Sir Frederick wins the conflict 

but in effect loses the war since he agrees to marry V/idow 

Rich. Sir Frederick pretends to be arrested for debt by a 

band of fiddlers disguised as bailiffs. The widow quickly 

pays 200 pounds to bail out her suitor, at which point the 

fiddlers throw off their costumes and join Sir Frederick in 

laughing at the widow. It is the widow's turn to be vexed: 

Wid, I want patience to endure this insolence? Is my 

charity rewarded thus? 

Sir Fred. Pious Widow, call you this Charity? 'twill 

get thee little hereafter; thou must answer for ev'ry 

sin it occasions: Here is Wine and Women in abundance. 

/Shakes his Pockets/ 

Wid. Avoid my house, and never more come near me. 

Sir Fred. But hark you, hark you. Widow; do you 

think this can last always? 

Wid. Ungrateful man! (p. 81) 

Although Widow Rich is patently unsuccessful in this final 

battle with Sir Frederick, she does manage to capture him 

a few scenes later when both agree to marry. If Underwood 
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is correct in his argument that Sir Frederick's "heroic" 

task in the play is to seduce the widow without falling 

victim to marriage, then Widow Rich is the victor and Sir 

Frederick the loser in the conflict. Such an interpretation, 

however, marks Sir Frederick as a loser, and the frolic

some knight cannot be categorized thus. The hero desires 

marriage, and his successful wooing can in no way be con

sidered his downfall. Sir Frederick is the complete di

rector of all the final comic action of the play. When it 

ends, he has engineered four marriages and led the dancing 

in celebration. Virginia Birdsall's analysis of the con

flict seem.s more in keeping with the character of Sir 

Frederick: "It might well be finally argued that Sir 

Frederick actually re-forms marriage rather than being 

13 reformed by it. " The resulting marriage between the two 

comic figures illustrates Etherege's concept of the way 

marriages should be. Unions should be based on honesty, 

freedom, and trust, as opposed to the unsatisfactory 

"honorable" marriages pictured in the high plot. Sir 

Frederick and the widow continue teasing each other even 

after joining hands, and Sir Frederick's bawdy comment 

about maidenheads ends the play on a plane entirely in 

keeping with the characters themselves and the mode of 

comedy which Etherege was creating: "Widow, for all these 

bloody preparations, there will be no great massacre of 

^^Birdsall, p. 51^ 
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Maidenheads among us" (p. 86). 

If Etherege missed the mark slightly with Love in a Tub, 

he certainly corrected his aim with She Wou'd if She Cou'd. 

Gone are the heavy scenes, humors scenes, and farcical in

terludes. She Wou'd if She Cou'd is pure comedy of man

ners, the first of its kind. Etherege retained the basics 

from the Frederick Frollick-Widow Rich plot of Love in a 

Tub and made one remarkable addition: the creation of the 

first female Machiavellian Witwould — Lady Cockwood, In

stead of a single male Truewit, Etherege furnishes his 

readers with two — Courtall and Freeman — and they are 

matched against two brilliant virgins: Gatty and Ariana, 

Sir Oliver Cockwood replaces Nicholas Culley as the male 

butt for satire, while Sir Joslin Jolley serves as the 

happy old reprobate who leads any who will follow in 

bacchanalian revels. 

Critical opinion concerning She Wou'd if She Cou'd is 

nearly unanimous. Palmer calls it "the first finished 

14 
example of the new comedy of manners," Dobree finds it 

"full of charm and vivacity," -̂  and Fujimura terms it 
16 

"superior to the first play in every respect." More 

recent critics follow the same line of praise. Holland 

^^Palmer, p. 75> 

^Bonamy Dobree, Restoration Comedy (London: Oxford 
University Press, 193^)» P. 65 (first edition, 1924), 

^^Fujimura, p. 104. 
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says that "Etherege's second play is quite different from 

his first, and the change measures his capacity for growth 

as a dramatist," "̂  Underwood believes the play is "a kind 
1R 

of primer for the later and major comedies of the period," 

while Birdsall maintains that in She Wou'd if She Cou'd 

"the transition of the comic spirit from the boisterous, 

Falstaffian tavern world to the sophisticated world of park 
in 

and drawing room has been almost wholly effected, " ̂  The 

reason for such universal praise will become apparent after 

an examination of the characters, particularly the women. 

The plot of She Wou'd if She Cou'd is quite simple. 

Courtall and Freeman pursue Gatty and Ariana, while Lady 

Cockwood, Courtall's old mistress, chases Courtall. Lady 

Cockwood pulls the wool over her husband's eyes, while Sir 

Oliver Cockwood is continually led astray in pursuit of 

wine and women by Sir Joslin Jolley, kinsman to Gatty and 

Ariana. At the end of the play the four young lovers pair 

off, while the vanquished Lady Cockwood is advised by 

Courtall to "seek an able chaplain." 

Lady Cockwood is the most fascinating character in the 

play. She supposedly operates on a heroic, honorable level 

(every time she utters a word, she mentions her honor, by 

which she means her reputation), but at the same time she 

^"^Holland, p. 35-

^^Underwood, p. 59. 

^^Birdsall, p. 70. 
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is citing the nobility of her honor, she is propositioning 

Courtall to go to bed with her. Lady Cockwood aptly fits 

one of Byron's famous lines in Don Juan: "And sv/earing she 

would ne'er consent, consented." As John Palmer puts it, 

"the lady would if she could, but is ever ready to feign 
20 

that she could not if she would." The reason that Lady 

Cockwood is funny is that she attempts to function in two 

different worlds, the sexually honest world of the younger 

lovers and the heroic, courtly love realm of the "former 

age." Her equipment is inadequate for success in the 

former, and her attempt to cling to the heroic tradition 

is ludicrous. 

Lady Cockv/ood is the first female dupe in comedy of 

manners, the first of a long line which will culminate 

with Lady Wishfort in The Way of the World. As Dale Un

derwood observes, while Lady Cockwood is mouthing courtly 

love platitudes, her "professed passion so far as love is 

concerned is in fact only unselective concupiscence. But 

of her confusion in this as in most other respects she is 

largely unaware. She has, that is, lost her way among the 

conflicting sets of values in her society; and she cannot 

21 
keep them straight even for purposes of appearance." 

Furthermore, her passionate nature prevents the self-

control which a participant in the honest and rational 

20 
^"^Palmer, p. 77* 
Underwood, p. 65* 
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world she attempts to infiltrate must possess. She has fre

quent fits of rage, despair, and apprehension, and as a re

sult serves as a foil for the younger characters. 

We first meet Lady Cockwood in the play's second scene. 

Her gentlewoman, Mrs. Sentry, has returned from Courtall's 

chambers where she had been sent by Lady Cockv/ood to arrange 

a liaison with the rake-hero. Etherege wastes no time in 

illustrating the hypocrisy of the female dupe by means of 

the dialogue between the two women: 

Sent. He intends to wait upon you in the Afternoon, 

Madam --

La. Cock. I hope you did not let him know I sent you. 

Sent. No, no. Madam — I'le warrant you I did every 

thing much to the advantage of your Honour (p. 99). 

Lady Cockwood's lack of self-knowledge and her unpre

dictable moods are observed in Act II, Scene ii, when she 

believes that Courtall has broken his promise to visit her 

room for a sexual assignation, Her use of the term honor 

is richly ironic: 

Sent. Dear Madam, do not afflict your self thus un

reasonably; I dare lay my life, it is not want of de

votion, but opportunity that stays him. 

La. Cock. Ingrateful man! to be so insensible of 

a Ladies passion! . . . Do not speak one word in his 

behalf, I am resolved to forget him; perfidious mortal, 

to abuse so sweet an opportunity! 
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Sent. Hark, there is some body coming up stairs. 

La. Cock, Peace, he may yet redeem his Honour (p. 110), 

It seems strange that such a reasonably intelligent woman 

could so delude herself, but so she does. As illustrated 

above. Lady Cockwood can even confuse honor-reputation 

with sexual intercourse. 

It is possible to argue that Lady Cockwood does not 

delude herself at all, that she knows what she is doing 

and is merely a monstrous hypocrite, but little in the 

text can be found to support such a view. Lady Cockwood 

functions in the same fashion with Sentry as she does with 

the other characters, and Sentry, of course, knows better 

than anyone else the state of her mistress' honor: 

La. Cock. What a strange thing is this! will you 

never take warning, but still be leaving me alone in 

these suspicious Occasions? 

Sent. I was but in the next room. Madam. 

La. Cock. What may Mir. Courtall think of my innocent 

intentions? I protest if you serve me so agen, I shall 

be strangely angry: you should have more regard to your 

Lady's Honour. 

Sent. If I stay in the room, she will not speak kindly 

to me in a week after; and if I go out, she always chides 

me thus: this is a strange infirmity she has, but I must 

bear with it; for on my conscience, custom has made it so 

natural, she cannot help it (p. 113). 
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Undoubtedly Sentry, the one person who knows Lady Cockwood 

best, is accurate in her observation. As a result of de

ceiving others so long. Lady Cockwood no longer knows the 

truth about herself. 

One of the funniest scenes in She Wou'd if She Cou'd 

involves Lady Cockwood and Courtall in a shop at the New-

Exchange. Courtall has promoted a supposed assignation 

in the shop, but he has also arranged to have the meeting 

interrupted so that he will not have to consummate the 

relationship. Lady Cockwood's behavior at the interruption 

perfectly characterizes her as the lustful, middle-aged 

woman whom we might suspect of living up to the name 

Etherege has given to her by reaching out and fondling 

Courtall's heroic instrument: 

La, Cock. My over-tenderness of ray Honour, has blasted 

all my hopes of happiness, 

Cour. To be thus unluckily surpriz'd in the height of 

all our expectation, leaves me no patience. 

La. Cock. Moderate your passion a little. Sir, I may 

yet find a way out. 

Cour. Oh, 'tis impossible. Madam, never think on't 

now you have been seen with me; to leave 'em upon any 

pretense will be so suspicious, that my concern for your 

honour will make me so feverish and disordered, that I 

shall lose the happiness you give me. 

La. Cock. Methinks you are too scrupulous, heroic 
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Sir (pp. 123-124). 

What Etherege has done is to make the character of Lady 

Cockwood the logical consequence of subscribing to the 

precieux method of defining male-female relationships. 

As Birdsall remarks, "By deifying the lady in the case and 

placing her on a pedestal of honor and virtue, with her 

lover a devotee at her feet, the mode, Etherege suggests, 

actually denies the recalcitrant facts of human nature in 

two ways: first, and more important, it ignores the re

alities of physical, appetitive man, and second, it places 

the female in an unnatural position of dominance over the 
22 

male." Wrapped in the precieux mode of existence. Lady 

Cockwood is no oversimplified caricature of one who pre

tends to be virtuous while secretly seeking sexual plea

sures. Instead, she is a genuine paradox, as Birdsall 

suggests, "with a self-righteousness so deeply ingrained 

that it manages to ignore the naturalistic instincts 
23 

boiling vigorously underneath." 

Lady Cockwood can rant and rave at poor Sir Oliver 

when she catches him attempting to wench (Sir Oliver is 

actually impotent due to the shrewishness of his wife), 

can actually faint several times during the harangue, 

spouting one lie after another, and think she is speaking 

the truth. Her performance at the Bear, a tavern, in-

^^Birdsall, p. 58. 

^^irdsall, p. 59. 
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eludes a speech worthy of any Shakespearean heroine: 

"Peace, peace, perfidious man, I am too tame and foolish — 

were I every day at the Plays, the Park, and Mulberry-

Garden, with a kind look secretly to indulge the unlawful 

passion of some young Gallant; or did I associate myself 

with the gaming Madams . . . my suspicious demeanour had 

deserved this; but I who out of a scrupulous tenderness of 

my Honour, and to comply with thy base Jealousie, have 

deny'd my self all those blameless Recreations, which a 

Vertuous Lady might enjoy, to be thus inhumanly reviled 

in my own person, and thus unreasonably robbed and abus'd 

in thine too" (pp. 139-1^0). 

The "honorable" Lady Cockwood becomes the villainess 

of the play when she attempts to thwart the courtship of 

the four young lovers: Courtall and Gatty, Freeman and 

Ariana. That she almost succeeds proves her mental com

petence. Even while trying to perform this wickedness, 

however, she deludes herself further by believing that 

Freeman has his eye on her. Hence, she attempts to en

snare him into her web of sex: "I will daily poyson 

these Girls with such lies as shall make their quarrel 

to Courtall irreconcileable, and render Freeman only 

suspected; for I would not have him thought equally 

guilty: he secretly began to make an address to me at 

the Bear, and this breach shall give him an opportunity 

to pursue it" (p. 148). Freeman, of course, has never 
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even considered making overtures to Lady Cockwood. Her 

opinion that he has, once again illustrates her paradoxical 

personality. 

Near the end of the play when Lady Cockwood's efforts 

to join the sexually free world of the Truewits has been 

frustrated on every turn, she makes an oath or promise to 

resign from the game which she is unequipped physically or 

emotionally to play. She states that her disappointments 

have "made me so truly sensible of those dangers to which 

an aspiring Lady must daily expose her Honour, that I am 

resolv'd to give over the great bus'nes of the town, and 

here-after modestly confine my self to the humble Affairs 

of my own family" (p. I78). When he hears this resignation 

statement, Courtall advises Lady Cockwood to "entertain an 

able Chaplain." Neither Courtall nor readers, however, 

expect her to resign her amorous pursuits, because her 

inner inclinations will not allow her to do so. Courtall's 

advice to Lady Cockwood is a brilliant example of double 

entendre, and we are left to imagine her lusting after any 

chaplain she chooses to entertain. It is Lady Cockwood's 

unpremeditated and spontaneous hypocrisy which make her 

the fascinating and complex character she is, and later 

writers of comedy of manners will add dimensions to this 

brilliant type which Etherege has created. 

The two female Truewits in She Wou'd if She Cou'd 

are exact contrasts to the hypocritical Lady Cockwood. 
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Gatty and Ariana understand the rules of the Restoration 

courtship game, while Lady Cockwood does not. The game is 

the same one Etherege created in Love in a Tub. Male 

Truewits try to seduce any and all females who appeal to 

them without committing themselves to marriage, while fe

male Truewits try to ensnare their males into marriage by 

withholding sexual favors as a kind of reward. The court

ship involves an extended wit battle which the women always 

win. Gatty is certainly the dominant female Truewit in the 

play, although Ariana possesses most of the characteristics 

too. As Holland correctly points out, the reason the young 

lovers are successful in their intrigues is that they under

stand the correct use of pretense in the courtship game: 

"The lovers can use their knowledge because they are com

pletely aware of the line where social pretense leaves 

off and plain dealing begins. The young people use pre

tense without being dominated by it, and their sense of 

appropriateness is the screen against which most of the 

24 
wit sallies are projected." As Gatty observes during 

a conversation with Ariana, "I hate to dissemble when I 

need not; 'twou'd look as affected in us to be reserv'd 

now w'are alone, as for a Player to maintain the Char

acter she acts in the Tyring-room" (p. I70). In these 

lines lies the secret of the young peoples' successes 

sind Lady Cockwood's failures. 

^^Holland, p. 33-
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In order to comprehend the success of the youthful 

heroines, it is first necessary to understand the person

alities of their opponents, Courtall and Freeman, because 

the rake-hero has undergone a distinct change from Love in 

a Tub. While Sir Frederick Frollick was a windov/ smashing, 

wine consuming, would-be widow ravisher, the new male True

wit as exemplified by Courtall has narrowed his aim. 

Courtall never gets drunk and fights the watch; his sole 

occupation is to seduce women, many women. As he observes 

early in the comedy, "a single intrigue in love is as dull 

as a single Plot in a Play, and will tire a Lover worse, 

than t'other does an audience" (p. 121), Later when Free

man asks Courtall why he does not go ahead and satisfy 

Lady Cockwood's desires, Courtall's reply sheds revealing 

light on his character: "I know not what I might do in a 

Camp, where there were no other women; but I shall hardly 

in this town, where there is such plenty, forbear good 

meat, to get my self an appetite to Horseflesh" (p. 153). 

His comment also reflects the continuing double sexual 

standard which remains, even when the female precieux 

mode of existence has been discarded. To hold off such 

a rake as Courtall requires a heroine of equal or supe

rior brilliance and wit, and Gatty is superbly qualified. 

In their first appearance in the play Gatty and 

Ariana announce their strategy for coping with the 

gallants of London. Although the passage is long, it 
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deserves full citation. Gatty herein establishes her cre

dentials for witty intrigue and reveals her superiority to 

Ariana: 

Gatty. . , , how I envy that Sex! well! we cannot 

plague 'em enough when we have it in our power for those 

privileges which custom has allow'd 'em above us. 

Aria. The Truth is, they can run and ramble here, and 

there, and every where, and we poor Fools rather think 

the better of 'em. 

Gatty. From one Play-house, to the other Play-house, 

and if they like neither the play nor the Women, they 

seldom stay any longer than the combing of their Perri-

wigs. . . . 

Aria. But whatsoever v/e do, prithee now let us re

solve to be mighty honest. 

Gatty. There I agree v/ith thee. 

Aria. And if we find the Gallants like lawless Sub

jects, who the more their Princes grant, the more they 

impudently crave — 

Gatty. We'll become absolute Tyrants, and deprive 'em 

of all the privileges we gave 'em — 

Aria. Upon these conditions I am contented to trail a 

Pike under thee -- march along, Girl (pp. 103-104). 

In other words, the girls will join the enemy on its own 

terms, the field of wit and repartee. Only one page after 

the above declaration Gatty and Ariana meet Courtall and 
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Freeman in Mulberry-Garden and launch their opening salvo, 

a most successful one. Courtall attempts to begin a con

versation, saying "By your leave. Ladies — " but before 

he can complete his sentence, Gatty interrupts him with a 

deft stroke: "I perceive you can make bold enough with

out it" (p. 107). Courtall and Freeman then forcefully 

snatch the hands of the heroines and kiss them, whereupon 

Ariana disdainfully says, "Well, I am not the first unfor

tunate woman that has been forc'd to give her hand where 

she never intends to bestow her heart" (p. 107), Although 

they are in love with the two gallants, Gatty and Ariana 

never let them knovi their true feelings: hence, they are 

pursued, while the unfortunate Lady Cockwood who wears her 

heart upon her sleeve is continually forced into the role 

of pursuer. 

That Gatty and Ariana are in love with Courtall and 

Freeman is never to be doubted, and when Gatty sings a 

slightly risque song about her love for Courtall in Act V, 

we realize that she is just as amorous as Lady Cockwood 

herself, but the heroines have the common sense to keep 

their lust hidden, even in the controversial proviso 

scene at the end of the play: 

Aria. Come, Gentlemen, I'le make you a fair propo

sition; since you have made a discovery of our incli

nations, ray Sister and I will be content to admit you 

in the quality of Servants. 
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Gatty. And if after a months experience of your good 

behaviour, upon serious thoughts, you have courage to 

ingage further, we v/ill accept the Challenge and believe 

you men of Honour (p. 176), 

Much has been made of Courtall and Freeman's reply to this 

provision. Courtall says, "If the heart of man be not very 

deceitful, 'tis very likely it /the match/ may be so 

/successful/." Freeman adds that "A month is a tedious time, 

and will be a dangerous tryal of our resolutions; but I hope 

we shall not repent before Marriage, whate'er we do after" 

(p. 176). Most of the critics, including Holland, Under

wood and Birdsall, see the proviso scene as a richly ironic 

climax to a heavily ironic play. They cite Courtall's 'if 

clause and Gatty's ironic use of the word 'honour' as proof 

that the outcome of the two marriages is clouded with un

certainty. They have serious doubts as to whether Court-

all and Freeman will remain faithful after marriage. Per

haps they are correct, but it is also quite possible that 

the men are continuing the same wit game as the women, 

hiding their real feelings. After all, Etherege could not 

have two brilliant rakes succumb weakly to Gatty stnd Ariana 

at the end of the play. Such an ending would have destroyed 

the credibility of Courtall and Freeman. They must con

tinue the wit battle, and their supposed reservations about 

the success of their forthcoming marriages caps off She 

Wou'd if She Cou'd with a fitting ironic conclusion. 
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Etherege's third and final play. The Man of Mode, or. 

Sir Fopling Flutter, is his masterpiece. Even some of the 

detractors of comedy of manners like The Man of Mode. John 

V/ain, a follower of L.C. Knights, ^ believes it to be the 

only successful play of its kind: "Quite apart from its 

brilliance. The Man of Mode is head and shoulders above 

the other plays of this kind because it is about something; 

Mr. Knights' quip, that the play demonstrates nothing 'ex

cept the physical stamina of Doriraant,' is a mere flippant 

evasion; its subject is the life-style of a man like 
26 

Rochester, and its human consequences." All the critical 

supporters of comedy of manners give the play high marks. 

Holland says that the play's "easy, witty dialogue was 

the finest yet to appear, and its hard, brilliant por-
27 

trait of the Restoration rake was never to be equaled." ' 

Underv/ood calls it "one of the masterpieces of English 

comedy,"^^ while Birdsall maintains that The Man of Mode 

•̂ In 1937 L, G. Knights published his famous essay 
"Restoration Comedy: The Reality and the Myth" in Scrutiny. 
6 (1937-38), 122-143, in which he concluded that "the crit
icism that defenders of Restoration comedy need to answer 
is not that the comedies are 'immoral,' but that they are 
trivial, gross and dull." Knights' essay began a long crit
ical debate over the merits of comedy of manners, and John 
Wain is one of his defenders. I relegate Knights to a foot
note because he did not discuss the treatment of women in 
the plays of the period. 

^ "Restoration Com.edy and Its Modern Critics," EIC, 
6 (I956), pp. 378-379. 

^"^Holland, p. 86. 

^^Underwood, p. 72. 
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is Etherege's "most insistently tough-minded and unremitting

ly open-eyed and honest /effort/." ^ The primary reason 

for the play's merit is found in Etherege's characters. As 

Birdsall notes, "The gaiety and zest for life of Etherege's 

earlier protagonists is still theirs, but they suffer fools 

less gladly, and they both D̂oriraant and Harriet/ pursue 

their Hobbesian 'power and pleasure' appetite with aggres

sive artistry."-^ 

Though there are two plots in The Man of Mode, they are 

so skillfully meshed that there seems to be only one. 

Actually, Dorimant, the rake-hero, begins in one plot, the 

low one, and ends up in the high plot. As the play opens, 

Dorimant is in the process of casting off an old mistress, 

Mrs. Loveit, for a new one, Bellinda. In the other plot 

Young Be Hair, a friend of Dorimant's, is in love with 

Emilia, but his father attempts to force his marriage 

with Harriet. Dorimant falls in love with Harriet, but 

she pretends to love Young Bellair so that he can trick 

his father and marry Emilia. Old Bellair thinks he is in 

love with Emilia, thereby making necessary all the plotting. 

At the end of the play Harriet consents to let Dorimant be 

her suitor, and the two go off to the country to pursue 

their courtship. Mrs. Loveit is left out in the cold. 

The characters in The Man of Mode are more sharply 

^^Birdsall, p. 77-

^^Birdsall, p. 77* 
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defined and possess greater individuality than those in 

Etherege's first two plays, and the improved characterization 

defines the author's growth as a dramatist. There are four 

female characters in the play significant enough to deserve 

comment: Harriet, Emilia, Mxs. Loveit, and Bellinda. Each 

is a different type of person, and each contributes in a 

major way to the action of the play. Harriet, the heroine, 

is a major departure from Etherege's previous female True

wits. She is actually closer to Millimant in The Way of 

the World than to Widow Rich, Gatty, or Ariana. Harriet 

possesses all the trademarks of the author's earlier 

heroines — beauty, wit, and an understanding of arti

fice — but she goes one step further in that she joins 

the men in berating fools and in mocking pretence, two of 

Millimant's most appealing characteristics. Her opponent 

in the courtship-wit battle is a more formidable foe than 

any of Etherege's earlier comic heroes; it was necessary 

for the author to provide ?Iarriet with this extra ability 

if she is to have a chance to win her conflict with Dori

mant. 

Dorimant is Etherege's supreme libertine-honest man. 

When the play opens he has already seduced tv/o of the 

characters, fvlrs. Loveit and Molly, and has his eyes on a 

third, Bellinda. Even with all this activity in progress, 

Dorimant is bored and ready for more: "Next to the coming 

to a p-ood understanding with a new mistress, I love a 
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quarrel with an old one; but the Devils in't, there has been 

such a calm in my affairs of late, I have not had the plea

sure of making a Woman so much as break her fan, to be 

sullen, or for swear herself these three days" (p. 195). 

Dorimant is a naturalistic person in that he believes in 

pursuing his sexual desires wherever they lead. Con

stancy is a foreign term to him, and he fiendishly delights 

in tormenting mistresses whose time has passed: 

Loveit. Is this the constancy you vow'd? 

Dor. Constancy at my years! 'tis not a vertue in 

season, you might as well expect the Fruit the Autumn 

ripens i'the Spring. 

Loveit. Monstrous Principle! 

Dor. Youth has a long Journey to go, Madam; shou'd I 

have set up my rest at the first Inn I lodg'd at, I shou'd 

never have arrived at the happiness I now enjoy (pp. 215-

216). 

Dorimant is best described as a genteel rake of wit. As 

Fujimura observes, "Dorimant is genteel, as a Truewit who 

observes decorum ought to be; he is a rake because his 

principles are libertine; and above all, he is a V/it, for 

he values intellectual distinction above all other vir

tues, "̂ "̂  

Such is Harriet's challenge, but she is well enough 

equipped with beauty, wit, and disdain to subdue Dorimant, 

-^Fujimura, p. 106. 
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We hear of her first in the first scene when the orange-

woman brings news to Dorimant of her arrival in town. Med

ley, Dorimant's friend who serves as a kind of chorus for 

the play, already knows her, and his reply to Doriraant's 

question — "Has she Wit?" — presents us with an early 

thumbnail character sketch of Harriet: "More than is 

usual in her Sex, and as much malice. Then she's as wild 

as you wou'd wish her, and has a demureness in her looks 

that makes it so surprising" (p, 193). Medley's picture 

of Harriet is quite accurate. Harriet knows herself and 

the v/ay of the world even better than Dorimant does. 

Harriet understands the character and intentions of the 

rake from the beginning, v/hile Dorimant sees all women 

as his inferiors early in the play. Only a v/oman like 

Harriet can compete on an equal footing with a Dorimant. 

She is as aware as he is of what Birdsall terms "the 

ridiculous posturings of the human animal," and she is 

a match for him in deceits and contrivances which allow 

her to defeat or control her opponent in a battle of wits. 

Though Harriet does not appear in The Man of Mode until 

Act III, Etherege has already characterized her by having 

other characters speak about her. When she does appear, 

she is exactly what we have expected. Her servant. Busy, 

is fixing Harriet's hair and is asking the heroine to 

please be still. Harriet's first line in the play es

tablishes her as a rebel against convention: "Let me 
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alone, I will shake 'em all out of order" (p. 219). Busy, 

whose name aptly describes her, chastens Harriet for being 

much more difficult to dress and coif than her previous 

employer, and Harriet's reply further establishes her dis

dain for mere fashionable convention: "That women should 

set up for beauty in spite of nature, as some men have done 

for V/it" (p. 219). Harriet despises foppish foolery which 

attempts to pass for wit (Sir Fopling Flutter) as much as 

foppishness in appearance: "Varnished over with good 

breeding, many a blockhead makes a tolerable show" (p. 220). 

Herein lies one of the major reasons that Harriet is so 

appealing to us. She joins Dorimant and Medley in railing 

at the fools, a new activity for an Etheregean female 

Truewit. 

Harriet stands on an almost equal social plane with 

Dorimant. Her only disadvantage is the traditional male-

female double standard concerning sex. Dorimant, the male, 

is allowed to seduce as many women as he can, while Harriet 

must play the traditional chaste feminine role. But since 

she is perhaps a bit more perceptive than Dorimant, Harriet 

is able to reverse the roles and seduce the male into 

marriage. 

The first social activity Harriet engages in in the 

play is to trick Old Bellair into believing that she and 

his son are in love. Harriet agrees to help Young Bellair 

for two reasons: first, she does not love him, and Old 
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Bellair is trying to force them to marry; second, she does 

sympathize with Young Bellair's love for Emilia. Her stated 

reason for going along with Young Bellair's plot sheds still 

more illumination on her character: "Let us do't, if it be 

but for the dear pleasure of dissembling" (p. 222). Harriet 

takes the lead in the deception, for as Dorimant has earlier 

observed, "He's ̂ Young Bellair's/ Handsome, well bred, and 

by much the most tolerable of all the young men that do not 

abound in wit" (p. 201). When the two supposed candidates 

for forced marriage are certain they are being watched by 

Old Bellair and Lady Woodvil, they put on a performance 

worthy of the King's or Duke's Theatres: 

Har. Your head a little more on one side; ease your 

self on your left leg, and play with your right hand. 

Y. Bel. Thus, is it not? 

Har. Now set your right leg firm on the ground, 

adjust your belt, then look about you. 

Y. Bel. A little exercising will make me perfect. 

Har. Smile, and turn to me very sparkish! (p, 223), 

Just as Harriet has the wit and presence of mind to 

outwit Old Bellair and Lady Woodvil, so she is also sharp 

enough to defeat or at least come off even in wit combat 

with Dorimant. If Harriet does not conquer Dorimant in 

their first encounter, she at least gets in the last word. 

Though the passage is long, it deserves full citation be

cause of the build-up of tension and wit: 
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Har. To men who have far'd in this town like you, 

'twould be a great Mortification to live on hope; could 

you keep a Lent for a Mistress? 

Dor. In expectation of a happy Easter, and though time 

be very precious, think forty dales well lost, to gain 

your favor. 

Har. Mr. Bellair. let us walk, 'tis time to leave him, 

men grow dull when they begin to be particular. 

Dor, Y'are mistaken, flattery will not ensue, though 

I know y'are greedy of the praises of the whole Mall. 

Har. You do me wrong. 

Dor. I do not; as I follow'd you, I observ'd how you 

were pleased when the Fops cry'd She's handsome, very 

handsome, by God she is, and whisper'd aloud your name; 

the thousand several forms you put your face into; then, 

to make your self more agreeable, how wantonly you play'd 

with your head, flung back your locks, and look'd smiling

ly over your shoulder at 'em. 

Har. I do not go begging at Mens as you do the Ladies 

good liking, with a sly softness in your looks, a gentle 

slowness in your bows, as you pass by *em — as thus. 

Sir — /Acts him/ 

Is not this like you? (p. 236). 

Harriet understands Dorimant's game, dissembling in order 

to seduce women, and she faces him at his own level with 

his own game. Her aim, as Holland suggests, is to force 
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Dorimant out from behind his facade, so that he will be 

forced to reveal his true emotions.^^ In Act V she succeeds. 

The conquest of Dorimant, however, is no simple task. 

He is a brilliant rake and fights submission to the end. 

Indeed, the sharpest and most forceful wit battle occurs 

in Act V just before Dorimant relents and admits that he 

loves Harriet: 

Har. /Aside turning from Dorimant/ My love springs 

with my blood into my face, I dare not look upon him yet. 

Dor.. What have we here, the picture of a celebrated 

Beauty, giving Audience in publick to a declar'd Lover? 

Har. Play the dying Fop, and make the piece com-

pleat. Sir. 

Dor. V/hat think you if the Hint were well improved? 

The whole mystery of making love pleasantly design'd 

and wrought in a suit of Hangings? 

Har. 'Twere needless to execute fools in Effigie who 

suffer daily in their own persons (p. 277), 

Finally, though, Dorimant agrees to give over wine, women, 

and fellowship for Harriet, He admits defeat in a sense, 

because he realizes and accepts the fact that he must re

nounce his wenching ways in order to have Harriet. Harriet's 

answer to his oath of allegiance, however, reveals that she 

is still one step ahead of him: "Hold — Though I wish you 

devout, I would not have you turn Fanatick" (pp. 278-279). 

^^Holland, p. 92. 
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Harriet is not interested in having Dorimant renounce his 

naturalistic philosophy of sex. She probably wouldn't want 

him if he did. Rather, she wants him to divert his natural

istic appetite into marriage. She succeeds in her plan and 

takes Dorimant off to the country for their courtship. 

Emilia is the other character in the high plot who de

serves analysis. Emilia is the least sharply defined of 

the four major female characters. Much of what we know 

about her is revealed by other characters; only occasionally 

does Emilia say anything revealing about herself. A hint 

of affectation may be demonstrated by her description of a 

serenade Dorimant had given to Mrs. Loveit. When Medley 

calls the affair "A Danish Serenade with Kettle Drums, and 

Trumpets," Emilia screams, "Oh Barbarous." Medley's come

back — "What, you are of the number of the Ladies whose 

Ears are grown so delicate since our Operas, you can be 

charm'd with nothing but Flute doux, and French Hoboys?" 

(pp. 208-209) — at least indicates that he believes 

Emilia to be a bit affected, and Medley's opinions must 

be respected since he serves as a comic chorus in the play. 

On another occasion, however. Medley describes Emilia as 

having "the best reputation of any young Woman about the 

Town, who has beauty enough to provoke detraction; her 

carriage is unaffected, her discourse modest, not at all 

censorious, nor pretending like the Counterfeits of the 

Age" (p. 202), Certainly this last description is the 
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one Emilia thinks she fits. 

The ambiguity surrounding Emilia is compounded by 

Dorimant's opinion of her, Dorimant is happy she is marry

ing, because he feels that "nothing can corrupt her but a 

husband. , . . I have known many women make a difficulty 

of losing a Maidenhead, who have made none afterwards of 

making a Cuckold" (p. 202). Dorimant obviously believes 

that it may be possible to seduce Emilia after she marries, 

and his opinions carry weight since he is the most per

ceptive male character in the play. The doubt about the 

real Emilia carries over into the scholarly criticism of 

the play, Birdsall's analysis of Emilia seems most logi

cal, although her blast at Norman Holland may not be 

merited: "To define Young Bellair and Emilia as 'the 

golden mean' in this modish society as does Norman Holland, 

is not only to make use of a term which has no validity in 

the Etheregean comic world unless as a standard to be re

jected, but also to ignore the patent tendency of both 

characters to sentimentality and to what the play repeatedly 

defines as 'unreasonable' behavior and to overlook their 

commitment to the courtly tradition of love and honor, "-̂-̂  

Although Emilia appears and speaks often in the play, she 

seldom says anything striking or profound. She occasionally 

-̂ -̂ Birdsall, p. 82, Birdsall does not footnote this 
quote from Holland, and it does not appear in his book. 
The First Modern Comedies. To my knowledge, this book 
is Holland's only treatment of the play. 
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seems to be a nonentity. 

Mrs. Loveit, the female dupe of the play, is not a non

entity. She has the will and courage but not the intellect 

or self-control to challenge Harriet for Dorimant. Loveit 

carries over into The M.an of Mode many of the same chairac-

teristics of Lady Cockwood in She Wou'd if She Cou'd. Like 

her predecessor, Loveit is lustful to the point of blindly 

pursuing Dorimant throughout the play. When rejected, she 

feels that her honor has been slighted. Dorimant's state

ment about her in the first scene of the play is apt: 

"She's the most passionate in her Love, and the most ex

travagant in her Jealousie of any V/oman I ever heard of" 

(p. 19^). Mrs, Loveit's downfall is caused by the same 

character faults which destroyed Lady Cockwood: she is 

unable to hold in or hide her sexual desires, and she 

attempts to outperform Dorimant at intrigue without hav

ing the necessary skills. Loveit differs from Lady Cock

wood in several important respects also. She suffers 

fewer delusions about honor and heroic love than Lady 

Cockwood. That she is not completely without such de

lusions, however, is proven by one of her conversations 

with Dorimant: 

Loveit. Think on your Oaths, your Vows, and Pro

testations, Perjur'd man! 

Dor. I made 'em when I was in love. 

Loveit. And therefore ought they not to bind? Oh 
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Impious! 

Dor. What we swear at such a time may be a certain 

proof of a present passion, but to say Truth, in Love 

there is no security to be given for the future (p. 216). 

To Underwood Loveit differs from Lady Cockwood in certain 

other ways. First, she is not a nymphomaniac like Lady 

Cockwood; her love is genuine emotion. Second, she does 

not demand honor from others while practicing dishonor 

herself. Finally, dhe is not the "embodiment of that 

extreme discrepancy between appearance and reality which 

Lady Cockwood represented in the earlier work and which is 

34 

now vested primarily in the hero."-̂  

Mirs. Loveit is, despite her shortcomings, astute enough 

to understand how to gain revenge on Dorimant for rejecting 

her love. Her first plan of attack — to make Dorim.ant 

jealous by pretending to flirt with Sir Fopling — is 

successful. Dorimant actually becomes a little jealous 

of the Frenchified knight, but Dorimant again regains the 

upper hand when Loveit is incapable or unable to pursue 

her temporary advantage. Her closing comment expressing 

her view of men and the world, while sounding like one 

final passionate rant, is in reality a perceptive comment 

on her own best course of action after the play ends: 

"There's nothing but falsehood and impertinence in this 

world! all men are Villains or Fools; take example from 

-^Underwood, p. 7^. 
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my misfortunes, Belinda; if thou would'st be happy, give 

thyself up wholly to goodness" (p. 286), IVIrs. Loveit 

finally realizes that she has loved not wisely but too 

well, at least by Restoration standards, 

Belinda, Loveit's partner in the low plot, is a 

different kind of woman altogether, Belinda enters into 

her affair with Dorimant with both eyes open, knowing that 

Dorimant will reject her after a few sexual interludes. 

Unfortunately, Belinda loves the rake-hero and cannot re

strain herself. But Belinda accepts her rejection with a 

certain kind of stoicism which some readers find admirable, 

Belinda, however, receives less audience sympathy than 

Loveit because the latter's passion seems to be on a higher 

plane than the former's stoicism. Her last lines in the 

play reveal Belinda as one better able to cope with pain 

than a Loveit who wears her heart on her sleeve. She 

interrupts Dorimant's "when I see you next — " with a 

truly courageous statement: "Take no notice of me, and 

I shall not hate you" (p, 283), Belinda is called a weak 

or evil character by most critics, Fujimura says she is a 

foolish young woman,-^^ and Holland believes she is irre-

deemable, even by Victorian standards,-^ But Belinda is a 

better woman than that. Her stoic acceptance of the in

evitable gives her at least one redeeming quality, a quality 

-̂ -̂ Fujimura, p, 113. 

^^Holland, p, 89. 
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overlooked by the critics. She is certainly no Harriet or 

Emilia, and perhaps she is less attractive to our imagi

nations than Loveit, but Etherege does not deny her all 

sympathy. 

Etherege's attitude toward v/omen as implied in his 

three comedies can be interpreted as definite sympathy for 

increasing their freedom. In each play he rejects the 

precieux tradition of placing women on pedestals and wor

shipping them in the courtly manner, a tradition which, 

as many critics have observed, had denied women most free

doms for many years, Etherege's opinions, furthermore, 

are not those of his rake-heroes (Sir Frederick, Courtall, 

and Dorimant) who consistently believe that an intelligent 

male can always outwit even the most astute female. Each 

of his heroes undergoes a learning experience in the realm 

of liberated womanhood in which he discovers at the end of 

the plays that he has underestimated the intellectual and 

dissembling powers of the woman he pursues. The double 

standard concerning sex, to be sure, still exists in 

Etherege's mind, but this equality is the only one he seems 

unwilling to grant. 

Etherege's three plays are a landmark in English drama. 

He, more than anyone else, must be given credit for origi

nating comedy of manners. His development as a dramatist 

as shown in this chapter progressed markedly with few 

false starts, until with The Man of Mode Etherege capped 
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off his career with the one play which set the mood and tone 

for English comedy for the following twenty-five years. 

John Palmer stated the case for Etherege sixty years ago 

better than any critic before or since: "Whether it were 

fighting the Dutch, defeating the policy of Achitophel, 

trying a riband, or writing a play — style was the man. 

There was form, and there was bad form. The whole duty of 

man was to find the one, and to eschew the other. Etherege 

found a form for the spirit of the age; wherein . . . lies 
37 

his unquestionable merit. "•̂' 

^"^Palmer, p. 91. 



CHAPTER III 

WOrffiN IN THE COMEDIES OF WILLIA:.'] WYCHERLEY 

William Wycherley's four comedies — Love in a Wood, 

or, St. James Park (I672), The Gentleman Dancing-Master 

(1673), The Country-Wife (I675), and The Plain-Dealer 

(1677) — are more difficult to interpret than the plays 

of either Etherege or Congreve. The principal reason for 

the difficulty lies in V/ycherley's treatment of character. 

The fops and comic dupes like Dapperwit, ivirs. Flippant, 

Monsieur de Paris, Pinchwife, Sir Jaspar Fidget, and 

Widow Blackacre pose no problems. All are butts of sat

ire, and no one fails to recognize them for what they are. 

It is the analysis of the heroes and heroines — the Valen^ 

tines, Christinas, Hippolitas, Horners, Alitheas, Manlys, 

and Fidelias — that is difficult to work out. One ex

pects in a comedy a correct standard by which to measure 

those figures who are stupid or wicked. No such standard 

exists in the plays of Wycherley, however, because his 

heroes and heroines are imperfect. All except possibly 

Christina do some rather terrible things, and certainly 

none are paragons of virtue and intelligence. Christina, 

it should be added, is an escapee from romance and there-

86 
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fore cannot be a realistic character. Gerald Weales in the 

introduction to his edition of Wycherley's plays calls 

Wycherley's technique of making his good characters less 

than perfect a "yes-but" effect: "The Horners . . . succeed 

in a context that m.akes one suspicious of their success, and 

the Fidelias take part in incidents that make dramatic hash 

of their fine sentiments." There are two reasons for the 

ambiguity surrounding Wycherley's "good" characters. 

First, V/ycherley is a satirist, and his satire is generally 

double-edged. Manly, for example, while trying to expose 

the vice and folly of the world, falls victim to the same 

faults he sees in others. Second, Wycherley can be called 

a realistic dramatist in that his heroes are never perfect 

and his villains are never completely wicked (Alderman 

Gripe and Olivia are exceptions). 

Marriage was a favorite subject of Restoration writers 

of comedy, and as P. F. Vernon points out, it is the prin-
2 

cipal butt of Wycherley's satire. In each of his four 

comedies, Wycherley points out a wrong way and a right 

way for matrimony. Characteristic of V/ycherley, some of 

the right ways and suitable marriages seem none too prom

ising. One of V/ycherley's obvious opinions about majrriage, 

The Complete Plays of V/illiam V/ycherley (New York: 
N. Y. U. Press, 19^7)* P- xiv. All quotes from Wycherley's 
plays will be from Weales' edition. 

William Wycherley (London: Longmans, Green & Co. Ltd., 
1965). p. l̂J--
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and by extension about women, is his consistent opposition 

to arranged marriages. Of the numerous arranged or proposed 

arranged marriages in his plays, none turns out well. Iron

ically enough, a year after the appearance of his last play 

Wycherley himself married one Countess of Drogheda for her 

family's money. The countess was a terrifically jealous 

woman, so jealous that she would let her husband visit no 

tavern except the one directly across the street from 

their house. She made Wycherley keep the tavern windows 

open so that she could observe the proceedings. Fortu

nately for the playv/right, his wife died shortly after 

their marriage, but unfortunately for the poet he could 

not legally get his hands on any of her estate. We can 

imagine Wycherley mentally kicking himself after having 

chastised the world in his plays for marrying unwisely, 

then unsuccessfully marrying for money himself. If Wy

cherley sounds like Manly in The Plain-Dealer in this 

one instance, the comparison is apt. 

One of the significant critical debates about 

William Wycherley is whether in real life he was the 

lecherous Horner of The Country-Wife or the vituperous 

r̂ tonly of The Plain-Dealer. I suggest paradoxically that 

he was both and neither. Early in his dramatic career 

Wycherley conducted a highly open affair with Barbara 

•̂ John Palmer, The Comedy of Manners (Nev/ York: 
Russell & Russell Inc., 1962), p. 102 (first published 
in 1913). 
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Villiers, Duchess of Cleveland and one of Charles II's most 

famous mistresses. Indeed, V/ycherley and the king enjoyed 

her sexually during the same period of time. Charles had 

many vices, but they did not include jealousy. The merry 

monarch vdshed every one of his subjects to entertain him

self to the best of his ability, and if a highly successful 

poet and playwright lusted after the king's mistress, 

Charles saw no reason not to share her. It is quite appar

ent that V/ycherley possessed many of the same character

istics Horner possessed. 

Wycherley also possessed certain of Manly's charac

teristics. Late in life the poet was in another of his 

bouts with debtor's prison. V/ycherley and his nephew 

were heirs to the country estate of the poet's father, 

but Vv'ycherley needed more income thsin the estate provided. 

The nephew coldly refused to help out, so V»ycherley de

cided to arrange another marriage for himself. His plan 

was to marry any relatively v/ealthy woman, use her money 

to pay off his debts, and sign over his estate to her in 

return. In this way he could die a free man financially 

and punish his wicked nephew in return. The plan came 

off without a hitch. V/ycherley married Elizabeth Jack

son in the fall of I7I6, freed himself from debt, signed 

over half of his father's estate to Elizabeth, and died 

Willard Connely, Brawny Wycherley (New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1930), pp. 68-78. 
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on New Year's Eve of the same year.^ The plain dealer had 

dealt his last hand, and it was a winner. 

Calling Wycherley Horner and/or Manly, hov/ever, is as 

incorrect as calling Swift Gulliver. Horner, Manly and 

Gulliver are, of course, dramatic and satirical creations 

who exist in their own worlds, quite independent of their 

creators. Both of Wycherley's characters. Manly especially, 

do some unheroic things; they are realistically drawn fig

ures v/ith as many character flaws as virtues. 

V/ycherley's first comedy. Love in a V/ood, or, St. James 

Park, is a better first play than Etherege's Love in a Tub. 

Two plots, a high and a low, exist. In the high plot two 

couples, Christina and Valentine, Lydia and Ranger, even-

t'ually reach the altar despite numerous wrong turns caused 

by masks, darkness, and an occasional falsehood, Vincent, 

Friend of Valentine and Ranger, serves as plot unraveller 

and matchmaker. In the low plot Firs. Joyner, a matchmaker, 

is promoting several marriages: Sir Simon Addleplot has 

disguised himself as a clerk to work in Alderman Gripe's 

house so he can marry (for money) his sister, Lady Flip

pant, or his daughter, Martha; Lady Flippant wants to wed 

(for money) Sir Simon, but would prefer an affair with 

Dapperwit; Dapperwit wants to marry (for money) Martha, 

and keep his wench, Lucy; Lucy, however, finds Gripe more 

prosperous. Martha uses the foolish Sir Simon to help 

•^Connely, pp. 33^-335 
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her elope with Dapperwit (to be a father for her illegiti

mate child); Gripe marries Lucy to get heirs in revenge; 

Lady Flippant reluctantly weds Sir Simon. 

Critical opinion on the merits of Love in a V/ood are 

sparse and uncomplicated. John Palmer calls the comedy 

"prentice work," Henry Ten Eyck says that Wycherley's 

first two plays "show glimmerings of the genius which was 

later to manifest itself in The Country-V/ife and The Plain-

Dealer," while Thomas Fujimura believes that Love in a 

V/ood "is more notable for the expression of a naturalistic 

temper and for isolated instances of wit than for a 

successful integration of the various elements that con-
o 

stitute a comedy of wit." P. F. Yernon thinks that Wy

cherley's first play has "greater unity and more serious 
9 

meaning than any recent work for the stage," while Rose A. 
Zimbardo believes Love in a Wood is "a successful pastoral 

10 

romance." Virginia Ogden Birdsall believes Love in a Wood 

to be superior to Wycherley's second play, "but it is, 

nevertheless, of only minor interest to the present study 

^Palmer, p. 122, 

"̂ The Comic Spirit in Restoration Drama (Nev/ York: 
Russell & Russell Inc., 1962), p,35 (copyright I925 by 
Yale University Press). 

The Restoration Comedy of V/it (Princeton; Prince
ton University Press, 1952), p. 128. 

"vernon, p. 18. 

^^V/ynherley'3 Drama (New Haven: Yale U n i v e r s i t y 
P r e s s , 1965)1 p . 3 3 . 
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largely because of its lack of comic focus. "•̂"'" Norman Hol

land likes V/ycherley's first play, particularly its women 

characters: "In Love in a Wood (and in Wycherley's other 

plays) women are rather more successful at social games 

than men. It is a woman, Christina, in Love in a vVood who 

establishes the ideal against which the other people are 
12 

measured." 

Wycherley employs a different method of introducing his 

important female characters (Lydia excepted) from either 

Etherege or Congreve. The latter two playwrights generally 

have males discussing the heroines in Act I, thereby ac

quainting us with the women before they actually appear on 

stage. We know nothing about Christina, however, until 

she is awakened by Lydia and Ranger in the middle of Act II. 

Our first impression of Christina is favorable, for we 

learn from a conversation between the heroine and her woman 

that Christina is not interested in marrying for money: 

Isabel. They say then, since llr, Valentines flying 

into France, you are grown mad, have put yourself into 

Mourning, live in a dark room, where you'd see no body, 

nor take any rest day or night, but rave and talk to 

your self perpetually. 

^^Wild Civility: The English Comic Spirit on the 
Restoration Stage (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 
1970), p. 110. 

The First Modern Comedies (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1959), p. ̂ 2, 
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Christina. Now what else? 

Isabel, But the surest sign of your madness is, they 

say, because you are desperately resolv'd . . . to 

Transport your self and Fortune into France, to Mr. Valen

tine, a man that has not a groat to return you in ex

change. 

Christina. All this hitherto, is true (p. ^1). 

While Christina's sentiments about all important matters 

remain on this same high plane throughout the play and we 

like her because of them, her very goodness and lack of a 

sense of humor mar the play as a comedy. Like Graciana 

and Aurelia in Etherege's Love in a Tub, Christina comes 

quite close to those unbelievably honorable heroines of a 

heroic drama. She is in every sense a romantic character, 

as is her lover Valentine. As was the case with Etherege's 

play, V/ycherley has attempted to blend romantic comedy and 

comedy of humors with comedy of manners. Rose Zimbardo 

notwithstanding, the blend is unsuccessful. Zimbardo ar

gues that the entire play is a pastoral representation of 
1 o 

various kinds of love. ^ While no one could dispute the 

presence of pastoral elements in the play (Christina is 

called "the faithful shepherdess" on two occasions), to 

say that "The kingdom might as v/ell be Arcadia as England" 

is certainly to overstate the case. 

Virginia Birdsall comes closer to describing Christina 

-^Zimbardo, pp. 33~35. 
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appropriately when she compares her with Fidelia, "one of 

those V/ycherley heroines presenting an ideal of fidelity, 

whose presence always strikes a rather incongruous note in 

the plays and whose existence is always made to seem a 
Ik 

little precarious." The wood Christina at last ventures 

into is not a pastoral Arcadian forest, but St. James Park 

after dark, hardly a pastoral setting. Lady Flippant knows 

that "Joan's as good as my lady in the dark," and Christina 

later remarks to Ranger, "It seems you mistook me for an

other, and the night is your excuse, which blots out all 

distinction." Although Christina may be a "faithful shep

herdess," Ranger, Lydia, Vincent, and several other char

acters do not fit the pastoral scheme suggested by Zim

bardo, 

Christina is a flat character who does not change 

during the course of the play. She is good in the be

ginning and does not shift. Her every speech is noble; 

indeed, any speech she utters can be chosen at random to 

support or prove her virtue. V/hile her flat nobility does 

not make her a completely boring character, she is the 

least interesting female character in the comedy, far 

less fascinating for example than Lydia, paramour of Ran

ger. 

Lydia is one of V/ycherley's imperfect "good" char

acters who possess enough foibles to be credible. We 

•^^Birdsall, p. 112. 
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first learn about her in Act I from a conversation between 

Ranger and Vincent. From the followin̂ :̂  conversation we 

discover that Lydia is a typical jealous human being, that 

Ranger foolishly underestimates the intelligence of women, 

and that Vincent is the most perceptive male in the play; 

Ranker. I have had just now a visit from my Mistress, 

who is as jealous of me, as a Wife of her Husband when 

she lies in; My Cosin Lydia, you have heard me speak 

of her. 

Vincent. But she is more troublesom than a V/ife 

that lies in, because she follows you to your haunts; 

why do you allow her that privilege before her time? 

Ranqcer. Faith, I may allow her any privilege and be 

to hard for her yet; how do you think I have cheated her 

to night? Women are poor credulous Creatures, easily 

deceived. 

Vincent. V/e are poor credulous Creatures, when we 

think 'em so (p. 21), 

Lydia, indeed, is more than perceptive and restrained 

enough to bring the indiscreet Ranger to heel. When Ran

ger attempts to apologize to Lydia for not keeping an en

gagement, the crafty Lydia demolishes Ranger with witty 

repartee: 

Ranger. Indeed Cousin, besides my business, another 

cause I did not wait on you, was, my apprehension, you 

were gone to the park, notwithstanding your promise to 

the contrary. 
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Lydia. Therefore, you went to the Park, to visit me 

there, notwithstanding your promise to the contrary. 

Ranker, Who, I at the park? when I had promis'd to 

wait upon you at your lodging; but were you at the Park, 

Madam? 

Lydia. Who, I at the Park? When I had promis'd to 

wait for you at home; I was no more at the Park than 

you were; were you at the Park? (p, 68). 

Lydia's superiority to Ranger at dissembling is vividly re

vealed throughout the play, especially in an aside she 

speaks near the end of Act III: "Because it has been the 

constant endeavour of men, to keep women ignorant, they 

think us so, but 'tis that encreases our inquisitiveness, 

and makes us know them ignorant" (p. 69). 

All the men in Love in a V/ood except Vincent and per

haps Valentine believe themselves intellectually superior 

to women. As it turns out, none are. In every case, even 

in that of the lusty Lady Flippant, each woman in the play 

outwits the man she desires or the man who is pursuing her. 

As Norman Holland correctly observes, Martha's pretended 

love for the foolish Dapperwit traps him into marrying her; 

Lucy's supposed innocence charms the worthless but wealthy 

1 '^ 
Alderman Gripe. ^ Lydia, too, manages to tame the dis
sembling Ranger by superior dissembling. 

Lady Flippant is the least successful female in the 

•'•̂ Holland, p. ̂ 0. 
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play as far as winning what she v/ants is concerned, but even 

she emerges victorious in her effort to marry addlebrained 

Sir Simon Addleplot. Because Flippant pursues several men 

in the play with blatant sexuality. Rose Zimbardo in a truly 

unfortunate selection of terms calls Lady Flippant a "dis-

eased nymphomaniac." Lady Flippant is certainly not dis

eased, and no authority on nymphomania would label her with 

that term. Widow Flippant is no more carnal than most of 

the other female personages of the play; her problem is 

that she has not learned the art of restraint or dissembling 

in courtship. She reminds us of an older Margery Pinchwife. 

Lady Flippant is the best drawn comic character in the 

play. She is the first character to speak in Love in a 

Wood, and her opening line delineates her own character 

and states the central them.e of the play; "Not a Husband 

to be had for money" (p. 10). Widow Flippant, hoping to 

find a husband, has employed Ilrs. Joyner whom Wycherley 

in the dramatis personae calls "a Match-maker, or precise 

City Bawd." Flippant wants a man, any man; her difficulty 

comes in not knowing how to attract one: 

Flippant. Have I not constantly kept Covent-Garden-

Church, St. Martins, the Play-Houses, Hide-Park, where 

Widows and Maids are exposed? 

Joyner. Far be it from me to think you have an 

Aversion to a Husband; But why Madam have you refused 

^^Zimbardo, p. 35* 
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so many good Offers? 

Flippant. Good Offers Mors. Joyner. I'll be sworn I 

never had an Offer since my late Husband's; if I had had 

an Offer Mrs. Joyner; there's the thing Mrs. Joyner" 

(pp. 10-11). 

Lady Flippant might almost qualify as a Truewit were it 

not for her affectation and lack of judgment. As Fujimura 

notes. Flippant is like Etherege's Lady Cockwood in her 

eager pursuit of men, but she is far bolder in her speech 

17 and action. The widow is more masculine than feminine 

most of the time, as evidenced by her attempted seduction 

of Sir Simon Addleplot at the beginning of Act IV. Flip-

pant's efforts go unfulfilled at this juncture, however, 

because of Sir Simon's idiocy: 

Sir Simon. She threw down my ink glass, and ran 

av/ay into the next room; I follow'd her, and in re

venge, threw her down upon the bed; but in short, all 

that I cou'd do to her, wou'd not make her squeek. 

Joyner. She was out of breath man, she was out of 

breath (p. 75)* 

On the two occasions when Lady Flippant ventures out into 

the park at night she compares herself each time to a nymph. 

Since all the women wear m.asks and since the park is un-

lighted, a great deal of intercourse, both social and sex

ual, transpires there each night. On neither occasion 

'Fujimura, p. 128. 
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can our nymph find an interested satyr, ana at these points 

Lady Flippant becomes a pathetic figure: "Unfortunate Lady, 

that I am! I have left the Herd on purpose to be chas'd and 

have v/andered this hour here; but the Park affords not so 

much as a Satyr for me" (p. 96). 

As delightfully funny as the lower plot characters are, 

however, the standard by which they operate must be rejected. 

Birdsall dispenses with their morality in one devastatingly 

brilliant sentence: "Theirs is a world where nymphs and 

satyrs are interested more in attaining pecuniary satis

faction than sexual and where a knight buys his title from 

a court-laundress and frees a 'captive lady' who turns out 

to be six months pregnant and in desperate need of a hus-

band." The high plot women offer no believable standard 

to aim at either. Christina is too good to be credible, 

and Lydia, though she does dissemble well enough to ensnare 

Ranger, uses her wiles to capture a dishonest fellow, one 

who is not worthy of her affection. Love in a V/ood ends 

on these confusingly ambiguous notes. 

Wycherley's second comedy. The Gentleman Dancing-Master, 

is his boldest statement in favor of women's liberation. 

Hippolita, a fourteen-year-old girl, outwits her father, 

Don Diego; her father's selection for her husband, the 

Frenchified fop. Monsieur De Paris; and her puritanical 

nurse, Mrs. Caution, in order to marry a man of her own 

18 Birdsall, p. II6. 
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choosing, the admirable and intelligent Gerard. The single 

plot is quite easy to follow on first reading. Strangely 

enough, V/ycherley's simplest play has inspired a wide vari

ety of critical comment. A representative sampling of the 

critics reveals the existence of three camps: those who 

believe The Gentleman Dancing-Master to be an artistic 

failure; those v/ho see both faults and artistic success in 

the comedy; and those who feel the play is vastly under

rated and should be revived. The first group, that which 

does not like the play, includes Weales, Vernon, and Zim

bardo. Weales is probably the farthest out of line when 

he attacks the play because he doesn't like its heroine: 

"After watching Hippolita for five acts, one wants to con-

19 

gratulate Î onsieur on escaping marriage with her. " -̂  Zim

bardo says the play has little or no value as a work of 

art, while Vernon believes the comedy is superficial and 
21 

does not fulfill the promise hinted at in Love in a Wood. 

Fujimura and Birdsall belong in the middle camp. The for

mer argues that the play "has some good passages of wit, 

but the play as a whole is too farcical to give rise to 
22 

the highest comic wit." Birdsall feels that Hippolita 
is inconsistent, but admires her inventiveness and verve 

^^Weales, p. xiv. 

^^Zimbardo, p. ̂ 9. 

21 
Vernon, p.22. 

^^Fujimura, p. 133. 
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anyway. ^ In contrast to the play's adverse critics, Nor

man Holland thinks The Gentleman Dancing-Master "stands 

out as perhaps the most ingenuous and innocuous comedy of 

the period," while Kenneth Muir suggests that Hippolita 

is V/ycherley's most successful character. -̂  Obviously all 

the critics cannot be correct, and the incorrect ones need 

to be dispensed with. I submit that The Gentleman Dancing-

Master is the second best of Wycherley's four plays. Such 

an argument places me on the side of Holland and Muir, and 

not totally opposed to Birdsall and Fujimura. 

Despite her admittedly inconsistent treatment of Gerard, 

Hippolita is by far Wycherley's most appealing "imperfect" 

heroine. She is a fusion of Alithea and Margery in The 

Country-Wife, She combines the goodness and earthy sen

suality of those two characters, and furthermore she pos

sesses the ability to manipulate her world like Portia in 

The Merchant of Venice. Hippolita is a rebel, and she 

announces the nature of her rebellion in her first speech 

in the play: "To confine a Woman just in her Rambling 

Age! Take away her liberty at the very Time she should 

use it ! 0 barbarous Aunt J 0 unnatural Father!" (p. I30). 

Hippolita's father, James Formal (or Don Diego as he pre

fers to be called), has commanded that she marry a fop 

^^Birdsall, p. 121. 

^^Holland, p. 6^. 

•̂̂ The Comedy of Manners (London: Hutchinson & Co. Ltd., 
1970), p. 71. 
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whom she cannot stand. As was the case with Love in a Wood, 

Wycherley concerns himself again with marriage. Hippolita, 

however, despite her tender age, possesses much more power 

to control her world than any other female character of 

Wycherley's. Hippolita refuses to marry anyone she doesn't 

approve of, and her reasons are brilliantly stated early in 

Act I in a conversation with Prue, her maid: 

Hipp. Fathers seldom chuse well, and I v/ill no 

more take my Father's choice in a Husband, than I would 

in a Gown of a Suit of Knots. . . . /""Monsieur De Paris_7 

has almost made me out of love with m.irth and good 

humour, for he debases it as much as Jackpudding. . . . 

Prue. What, won't you marry him then. Madam? 

Hipp. V/ou'dst thou have m.e marry a Fool! an 

Idiot (p. 31). 

Hippolita's feelings about marriage and the theme of the 

play are well defined by the lyrics of a song she sings 

in Act II: 

Let no one marry 'gainst her will. 
But stand off, when her Parents woo. 

And only to their Suits be coy. 
For she whom jointure can obtain 

To let a Fop her Bed enjoy. 

Is but a lawful Wench for gain (pp. I68-69). 

In her continuing declarations of independence Hippolita 

reminds readers more of an Etheregean hero or heroine than 

one of Wycherley's typical female characters. In one state

ment early in Act I, she reminds us directly of Courtall, 
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Freeman, or Gatty of She Wou'd if She Cou'd: "Come, come 

do not blaspheme this masquerading Age, like an ill-bred 

City Dame, whose Husband is half broke by living in 

Covent-Garden, or who has been turn'd out of the Temple or 

Lincoln's-Inn upon a masquerading Night: by what I've 

heard 'tis a pleasant-well-bred-complacent-free-frolic-

good-natur'd-pretty-Age; and if you do not like it, leave 

it to us that do" (p. 139). Hippolita completely dominates 

The Gentleman Dancing-Master to an even greater degree than 

Angelica will dominate Congreve's Love for Love. Hippolita 

makes all the rules by which the characters operate and de

vises all intrigues and challenges. As Birdsall correctly 

observes, V/ycherley's second comedy comes close to sounding 

at times like a tract in defense of emancipated woman: 

"Hippolita bursts upon the stage, full of the sense of new 

horizons, new possibilities for self-realization and free-
2^ 

dom of expression." Time and again Hippolita makes 

statements which indicate that she is attempting to break 

out of typical feminine restrictions: "Courage then, 

Hippolita, make use of the only opportunity thou canst 

have to enfranchise thy self: Women formerly (they say) 

never knew how to make use of their time till it was past; 

but let it not be said so of a young v/oman of this Age" 

(p. 155). 

It is perhaps possible to discover more about Wycherley's 

^^Birdsall, p. 122. 
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own attitude toward women from this play than from any of 

his other three. In his analysis of The Gentleman Dancing-

Master Norman Holland says that women, to the playwright, 

are like plays and reality: they deceive, ^ Each of the 

women characters in the play — Hippolita, Mrs. Caution, 

Prue, and even Flirt the prostitute -- is smarter than any 

of the men. Old puritanical Mrs. Caution, though she can

not prevent the courtship of Hippolita and Gerard, at 

least has enough sense to realize what is taking place 

before her eyes. She unsuccessfully tries to warn Don 

Diego and Monsieur De Paris about Gerard's masquerade, 

but both refuse to listen: "Brother, brother, even while 

you live for all your Spanish wisdom, let an old V/oman 

make discoveries, the young Fellows cannot cheat us in 

anything, I'd have you to know; set your old Woman still 

to grope out an Intrigue" (p. 162). Though Gerard finds 

it impossible to keep up with Hippolita verbally or in

tellectually, he certainly is no fool, and he quickly dis

covers that what he thought was innocence in Hippolita is 

actually a high degree of clever dissembling ability. As 

Hippolita remarks in a clever aside, "If dissimulation 

were not very natural to a Woman, I'm sure I cou'd not use 

it at this time; but the mark of simplicity and innocence 

is as useful to an intriguing Woman, as the mark of Religion 

to a states-man, they say" (p. 15^). Though he fails to 

27 Holland, p, (^7* 
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comprehend the appropriateness of his statement, even the 

stupid monsieur faintly realizes the intellectual superi

ority of all the women in the play to all the men: "Women 

are made on purpose to fool men; when they are Children, 

they fool their Fathers; and when they have taken their 

leaves of their Hanging-sleeves, they fool their Gallants 

or Dancing-masters" (p. 214), 

In amplification of V/ycherley's attitude toward women, 

it can be logically argued that the playv/right draws back 

from a complete endorsement of female boldness. Even Mar

gery Pinchv/ife apologizes for taking the sexual initiative 

in The Country-Wife. As Virginia Birdsall points out, 

"the fact seems to be that, for all his theoretical ad

vocacy of sexual freedom, he could not quite bring him

self to like the thought of the same freedom for women as 

for men. He retained in spite of himself an idealism 
28 

which often tends to undercut his thematic emphasis." 

Nevertheless, much of Wycherley's humor is sexual, 

and Hippolita participates in and even pointedly creates 

her full share: 

Gerard. 0 dear Miss, if I am like your Shock-dog, 

let it be in his privileges. 

Hipp. Why, I'd have you know he does not lie with me. 

Gerard. 'Twas well guess'd, Miss for one so innocent. 

Hipp. No, I always kick him off from the Bed (p. I56), 

^^Birdsall, p. I23. 
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The libidinous activities of Hippolita and Gerard while pre

tending to practice dancing infuriate the supposedly staid 

Mrs. Caution and produce one of the funniest exchanges in 

the comedy: 

Caution. . , , do you see how her Handkerchief is 

ruffled, and what a heat she's in? 

Don Diego, She has been dancing. 

Caution, Ay, ay, Adam and Eves' Dance, or the Be

ginning of the World, de' see hov/ she pants? 

Don Diego, She has not been us'd to motion. 

Caution. I'lotion, motion, motion de'call it? no in

deed, I kept her from motion till now, motion with a 

vengeance (pp, I86-I87). 

Most critics criticize Hippolita for inconsistency when 

she balks at eloping with Gerard near the end of Act IV. 

The perceptive Birdsall, for example, maintains that 

Hippolita shifts from being a comic heroine to a romantic 

29 
heroine at this point in the play. ^ This argument is 

valid to the extent that Hippolita is seeking the best 

husband she can secure. Her "inconsistency," however, 

is really simply a final test for Gerard to pass before 

she v/ill submit to being his wife. She wants to be com

pletely certain that it is she he desires and not her in

heritance. Hence she tells him she is penniless, and when 

Gerard's desire for her is not lessened by this revelation, 

^^Birdsall, p. 125-
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he passes the final test. The two then finally commit them

selves to each other. Congreve will have Angelica under

take the same ruse in her pursuit of Valentine in Love for 

Love. No one criticizes Angelica for inconsistency, and I 

suggest that Hippolita is no more inconsistent than Con

greve 's heroine. 

Two other female characters in The Gentleman Dancing-

Master merit discussion: Prue, Hippolita's maid, and 

Caution, the heroine's nurse, Prue is an earthier, coarser 

version of Hippolita, She, like Hippolita, is determined 

to find a suitable niche for herself. Virginia Birdsall, 

astute as usual, says that Prue "belongs to the plain, 

vigorous world of sturdy English realists against which 

both French foppery (Monsieur de Paris) and Spanish grav-

30 ity (Don Diego) are measured."^ Rose Zimbardo, author 

of the only book-length treatment of Wycherley's plays, 

doesn't like Prue: "Any man will do for her, for all 

31 serve equally well as instruments of satisfaction."-^ 

Zimbardo, however, doesn't like Margery Pinchwife either; 

she prefers women characters like Christina and Alithea, 

and these preferences prove her bias against Wycherley's 

lusty, honest women characters. In Act IV in an aside 

Prue reveals herself as a normal, carnal, English servant 

who envies the freedoms her mistress enjoys: "0 the un-

^^Birdsall, p. 127. 

^Zimbardo, p. 55» 
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fortunate condition of us poor Chambermaids who have all 

the carking and caring, the watching and sitting up, the 

trouble and danger of our Mistresses Intrigues! whilst 

they go away with all the pleasure; and if they can get 

their man in a corner, 'Tis well enough, they ne're think 

of the poor watchful Chambermaid, who sits knocking her 

heels in the cold, for want of better exercise in some 

melancholy Lobby of Entry, when she could employ her time 

every whit as well as her Mistress for all her Quality, 

if she were but put to 't" (p. 195). 

Prue does lack Hippolita's idealism; she is looking 

for advancement and not a perfect marriage. As a matter 

of fact, Prue is willing to settle for Hippolita's re

ject. Monsieur de Paris, because snaring him means a move 

up in the world for her. But Monsieur de Paris is difficult 

to catch because of his stupidity. Blatant sexual propo

sitions such as those advanced by Flirt and Flounce, two 

prostitutes, are all he is capable of comprehending, but 

Prue tries dutifully to seduce him, and the resulting ex

change is humorous: 

Monsieur. Ay, ay, it was a Dream; and I am hugeous 

glad it was a Dream too. 

Prue. But now I have told your Worship, my door hath 

neither Lock nor Latch to it: if you should be so 

naughty as to come one night, and prove the dream 

true — I am so afraid on't. 
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Monsieur. Ne're fear it, dreams go by the contraries. 

Prue,. Then by that I should come to your Worship's 

Chamber, and come to bed your Worship. Now am I as red 

as my Petticoat again, I warrant. . . . But if I shou'd 

do such a trick in my sleep, your Worship wou'd not cen

sure a poor harmless Maid, I hope; for I am apt to walk 

in my sleep. 

Monsieur. Well then, Prue, because thou shalt not 

shame thy self (poor wench) I'll be sure to lock my door 

every night fast (pp. 198-199). 

The sexual double entendre makes Prue's proposition doubly 

delightful. 

In contrast to Hippolita and Prue, ivirs. Caution is a 

wholly negative character. She is a puritan, and as such 

is outwardly opposed to everything that is fun. Wycherley, 

however, lets us glimpse below her outward appearance, and 

what we see is a lustful, hypocritical old woman. Reveal-

ingly, Wycherley has her utter sexual double entendre more 

than either of the two positive females. As Fujimura notes, 

though her chief function is to harp on virtue and modesty, 

32 
she possesses the dirtiest mind in the play.-' Supposedly 

Mrs. Caution detests sex as a filthy pastime, yet she con

stantly brings up sexual ideas to Hippolita her charge. 

Though Zimbardo misses the mark in her interpretation of 

the play, her analysis of the character of Mrs. Caution 

^ Fujimura, p. 136. 
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is excellent and deserves to be quoted: "Mirs. Caution's 

morality has been arrested at the surface level. Virtue 

for her is not an abstract ideal but a physical condition. 

She has not the ability granted Hippolita of distinguishing 

between good and evil, she can deal only with the material 

facts."^^ 

Even as the comedy ends, Mrs. Caution is still uttering 

obscene remarks. I add Prue's reaction to illustrate the 

contrast between the healthy and normal girls and the rant

ing, lecherous, unfulfilled old woman: 

Caution. Nay, Young man, you have danc'd a fair 

Dance for yourself royally, and now you may go jig it 

together til you are both weary; and though you soon 

have your belly-full of him, let me tell you Mistress. 

Prue. Ha, Ha (p. 233), 

The Gentleman Dancing-Master is Wycherley's second 

best play because of the clarity and unity he achieves in 

developing his theme. His characters, especially the 

women, sire well-developed specimens employed to carry out 

that theme: a contrast of good marriages and bad. Fur

thermore, though The Country-Wife is a superior comedy, 

it does not contain as fine a female character as Hippo

lita. "Thou art a mad girl," cries P^s. Caution early 

in the play, and so she is by conventional moral stan

dards. Birdsall understands Hippolita and brilliantly 

^^Zimbardo, p. 57* 
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sums up her character: "Mischievously av/are of her own 

wickedness, she is equally aware of her own superior 

cleverness and takes a special joy in fooling the fools 

and telling them truths which they fail to recognize as 

such. , . . Alternately chief actress and mistress of the 

revels, she knows the difference (of which both the Mon

sieur and Don Diego have lost sight) between playing the 

fool and being one."^ The sparkling delightfulness of 

Hippolita, however, is best summed up in one of her own 

lines. Gerard thinks he is bribing her to elope with him 

by offering her a fine coach. Hippolita's reply to his 

offer beautifully sums up both her own character and her 

intellectual superiority to Gerard: "V/hat young Woman of 

the Town cou'd ever say no to a Coach and Six, unless it 

were going to the Country: a Coach and Six, 'tis not in 

the power of a foiirteen year old to resist it" (p. 186), 

No comedy with Hippolita in it can ever be termed an ar

tistic failure, 

Wycherley's third comedy, The Country-Wife, is his 

acknowledged masterpiece and is perhaps the best play of 

the forty-year period termed the Restoration. The comedy 

contains two plots which are skillfully integrated through 

Horner's association with each. Horner, the central figure, 

pretends to be impotent so that he can seduce each woman in 

the play with the exception of Alithea. Horner's 'bonquest^' 

3^p. Birdsall, p. I3I. 
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include Margery Pinchwife, Lady Fidget, and Mrs. Squeamish. 

r/Ir. Pinchwife and Sir Jaspar Fidget contribute largely to 

their own cuckolding, the former by being insanely jealous, 

the latter by paying too much attention to business and too 

little to his v/ife. In the other plot Alithea, one of Wy

cherley's imperfect "good" heroines, is engaged to Sparkish, 

a pretender to vdt, but in the end is snared for a wife by 

Hareourt, Horner's friend. As in his two previous comedies, 

Wycherley again concerns himself with marriage. The Pinch

wife and Fidget marriages are exposed as being unsatisfac

tory, while the final union of Harcourt and Alithea is 

held up for our approval. 

More critical disagreement surrounds The Country-Wife 

than any other comedy of manners in the period (The Plain-

Dealer may not be a true comedy of manners), and Horner is 

the cause of it all. The rake seduces most of the women in 

the play by employing trickery and deceit, and several 

"moralistic" critics call him a villain because of his 

methods and actions. Bonamy Dobree calls Horner a grim, 

nightmare figure who dominates the other characters by 

guile.^-^ Even some of the more perceptive critics who 

chuckle at the sexual double entendre of The Country-Wife 

can't quite stomach Horner. Anne Righter calls him "a 

monomaniac who pays too great a price for his undeniable 

^^Restoration Comedy (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
192^)f p. 9^* 
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36 

success";^ while Rose Zimbardo says that Horner "is a hypo

crite, not a natural man, and certainly not a hero. "-̂"̂  

David Vieth believes that "Horner is overcommitted to the 

sensual side of sex while holding aloof from other as

pects, a grotesque disproportion which virtually oblit-
3ft 

erates his identity as a man and a human being."^ 

If Dobree, Righter, Zimbardo, and Vieth are correct in 

calling Horner a wholly negative character, then two in

evitable conclusions arise. Either Horner is not a comic 

protagonist of the play or The Country-Wife is not a comedy 

at all. Since Horner is obviously the comic protagonist, 

and since The Country-Wife is the funniest play in the 

Restoration period, the four attackers of Horner must be 

labeled as grossly incorrest. 

Surely those critics (Fujimura, Holland, and Birdsall) 

who interpret Horner as a positive force are nearer to the 

truth of The Country-Wife. Fujimura terms Horner's pre

tended impotence "a witty intrigue by a Truewit, intended 

not only to satisfy his appetite, but to expose the 'pre-

^ "William Wycherley" Restoration Dramatists: A 
Collection of Critical Essays, ed. Earl Miner (Englewood 
Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1966), p. 112 (Originally 
printed in Restoration Theatre, London: Edward Arnold, 
Ltd., 1965). 

-̂ "̂ Zimbardo, p. 155-

^^"Wycherley's The Country-Wife; An Anatomy of 
Masculinity," Papers on English Language and Literature. 
2(1966), p. 3^2. 
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ciseness' of women like Lady Fidget,"^^ Holland, too, is 

correct when he observes that "the people Horner victimizes, 

his cuckolds and mistresses, are either far worse than he, 

or, like Margery, do not feel that they have been harmed," 

Virginia Birdsall, however, is nearest of all to the truth 

about Horner and about the play: "Horner is (and in part 

by virtue of his very 'wickedness') a wholly positive and 

creative comic hero, and . . . much of the imagery of the 

play places him squarely on the side of health, of free-

41 dom, and most controversial of all, of honesty." Though 

Birdsall may go too far in terming Horner honest, he is 

certainly a positive force in the comedy. 

Wycherley satirically portrays three male characters 

in the play: Sir Jaspar, Sparkish, and Pinchwife. One 

is a businessman, one a dilettante, and one a rake turned 

countryman. Pinchwife unsuccessfully tries to guard Mar

gery like a jailer, while Sir Jaspar and Sparkish cannot 

escape the company of their women fast enough. P. F. Ver

non correctly discerns a pattern in these three marital 

relationships: "Wycherley finds a common connection: 

a refusal to recognize that women have an intelligence 

equal to that of men. That 'sweet, soft, gentle, tame, 

noble Creature Woman, made for Man's Companion' — Sir 

^^Fujimura, p. 139. 

^^Holland, p. 75* 

^^Birdsall, p. 136. 
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Jaspar's phrase captures exactly that mixture of reverence 

and contempt which, for more than two centuries, reduced 

women to the position of idealized slaves." Wycherley per

ceptively understood the folly of a Sir Jaspar and the con

tempt of a Pinchwife. Both assumptions lead to tyranny, 

whether it be the physical imprisonment of Margery or the 

42 intellectual imprisonment of Lady Fidget, Margery and 

Lady Fidget's efforts to escape such imprisonment are two 

of the actions which make The Country-V/ife the most re

vived comedy of manners. 

Margery Pinchwife is the most appealing female char

acter in the play. In the beginning she is a naive inno

cent fresh from the country who is enchanted with the 

things she sees in the big city. She wants to attend a 

play, and her stupid husband's refusal to let her go only 

adds to her anticipation: "I did not care for going; but 

when you forbid me, you make me as't were desire it" 

(p. 275). Since she has no inhibitions, she knows no 

guilt. Margery greets every new town experience with de

light. As Birdsall notes, she is the complete child of 

nature, "with no nagging 'reason' to tell her that she 

ought not to follow wherever her inclinations may lead 

her."^-^ In her innocence Margery is a forerunner of By

ron's Haidee in Don Juan: "Ay, but if he loves me, why 

42 
Vernon, p. 28. 

^^Birdsall, p. 148. 
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shou'd he ruin me? answer me to that: me thinks he should 

not, I would do him no harm" (p, 276). When Pinchwife lets 

it slip that one of the town's gallants is interested in 

her, Margery's interest is fully aroused, and there is no 

stopping her "innocent investigations" of the town from 

this point on: "Faith Dear, not that I care one pin for 

their talk there; but I like to look upon the Playermen, 

and wou'd see, if I cou'd, the Gallant you say loves me" 

(p. 292). 

Margery's naive innocence, however, cannot be allowed 

to flourish in London. If such were possible, then London 

would have been a Utopia. The irony of Margery's situation 

is that even before she discovers the way of the town world, 

she has been trapped and restricted by the dissembling 

people of the "real" world. Margery, innocent early in the 

comedy, is forced by Pinchwife to learn to dissemble in 

order to escape his harsh restrictions. Though she is as

sisted by Lucy in some of her plots to entertain herself, 

Margery quickly learns the art of lying and deceit. Lucy, 

it should be pointed out, is an excellent tutor for Mar

gery in the ways of the world. In Act III when Pinchwife 

absurdly has Margery dress as a boy and Horner steals her 

away momentarily, Lucy's comments attest to her "teaching 

ability": 

Pinchwife. Gone, gone, not to be found; quite gone, 

ten thousand plagues go with 'em; which way went they? 
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Alithea. But into t'other walk, Brother. 

Lucy. Their business will be done presently sure, 

an't please your Worship, it can't be long in doing 

I'm sure on't (pp. 309-310). 

Margery's activities in London are a kind of adolescent 

initiation experience. She learns quickly the Restoration 

paradox that the ability to deceive others is a prerequisite 

for freedom (this fact is the one Horner knows so well and 

is so skilled at). But before she learns to dissemble, her 

most appealing characteristic is her ignorant or innocent 

use of the double entendre. As Birdsall points out, 

"Whether Margery is expressing a natural enthusiasm, giving 

vent to a childish petulance, or asking a well-meaning 

question, she is forever stumbling into some 'guilty' sug-

gestiveness all too readily recognized by those who 
44 

knows (sic) the way of the world better than she." For 

example, on one occasion Margery tells Alithea that Pinch

wife will not go abroad for fear of catching the pox. Ali

thea quickly corrects her diction by adding the word small 

in front of pox. On another occasion in the Exchauige, Mar

gery is innocently fascinated by the various animal heads 

over the tavern doors. Pinchwife, of course, reads more 

into Margery's fascination than is really there: "Nay, if 

every Husband's proper sign here were visible, they wou'd 

all be alike" (p. 300). 

^^Birdsall, p. 149. 
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By Act IV Margery has learned how she must operate in 

town as opposed to the country if she is to be free to en

joy herself. She has even studied the art of dissembling: 

"Well 'tis e'ne so, I have got the London disease, they 

call Love, I am sick of my Husband, and for my Gallant. 

. . . when I think of my Husband, I tremble and am in a 

cold sweat, and have inclinations to vomit, but when I 

think of my Gallant . . . my hot fit comes. . . . I can

not, will not stay here, therefore, I'le make an end of 

my Letter to him, which shall be a finer Letter than my 

last, because I have studied it like anything" (p. 336). 

Margery's education illustrates a poignant loss of inno

cence (at the end she even joins Ladies Fidget and Squea

mish in lying about Horner's "impotence" though Margery 

has had positive proof to the contrary). Though her loss 

of innocence is sad, Wycherley wants us to understand that 

it is necessary; innocence could not exist in the upper 

stratum of Restoration society. 

Due to Margery's degeneration from naive innocent to 

wily female, Alithea should be the most attractive female 

character in the play, and several important critics des

ignate her thus. Norman Holland argues that Alithea is 

the female standard of goodness in the play against which 

4'5 
the less than good women characters should be measured. -^ 

Zimbardo sees Alithea as even more noble and perfect than 

^^Holland, pp. 77-78. 
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does Holland: "Alithea, as her name suggests, is the truth 

46 
that opposes hypocricy," If Holland and Zimbardo are 

correct, we might expect Alithea at least to be able to 

know what is best for her own life, but Alithea is in con

trol of nothing. She does end up marrying Harcourt, the 

best male character in the play, but the union comes about 

not because of anything Alithea does. Sparkish, the Wit-

would to whom she is engaged, is the kind of fellow who 

"wou'd no more miss seeing a new Play the first day, than 

I wou'd miss sitting in the wit's row" (p. 268). As is 

generally the case in comedy of manners, anyone who an

nounces that he is a wit is usually farthest from it, and 

Sparkish is an idiot. He is so foolish that in his effort 

to avoid being thought jealous by the real wits in the play 

he actually pushes the beautiful Alithea toward Harcourt: 

"Go, go with her into a corner, and try if she has wit, 

talk to her anything, she's bashful before me" (p. 278), 

Harcourt's reply — "Indeed if a Woman wants wit in a 

corner, she has it nowhere" (p, 279) — flies right over 

Sparkish's empty head, but Alithea understands Harcourt 

and begins to be aware of his existence. 

It can be argued successfully that Alithea is as naive 

in her devotion to "honor" as Margery is in her ignorance 

about city ways. Again and again Alithea makes rather 

absurd statements about the nature of honor, statements 

^^Zimbardo, p. I6I. 
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which indicate that she, like Margery, must undergo edu

cation if she is to gain any sort of happiness: "/"Sparkish__7 

loves me, or he wou'd not marry me" (p. 279); and again: 

"I must marry him, my reputation wou'd suffer in the World 

else" (p. 279). Just as Lucy, the maid, educated Margery 

in the art of dissembling, so she also teaches Alithea that 

her devotion to a fool she doesn't even like while rejecting 

the suit of Harcourt whom she loves is absurd: "The Woman 

that marries to love better, will be as much mistaken, as 

the Wencher that marries to live better. No, Madam, marry

ing to increase love, is like gaming to become rich; alas 

you only lose what little stock you had before" (p. 312). 

An ideal marriage, according to Wycherley, is one involving 

trust and freedom for both parities. Alithea, due to her 

idealistic and perhaps faulty notion of honor, almost 

misses achieving this ideal. As Birdsall reveals, "where 

the question of marriage is concerned, naivete is a dan

gerous quality , . . ; its possessors are always subject 

to being tricked and trapped, through ignorance of reality, 

by the world of hypocrisies and repressions. There is 

always the danger that innocence will misplace its trust. 

And in this connection it becomes apparent that Margery 

and Alithea are actually parallel characters in spite of 

the fact that one belongs to the world of reality and the 

47 
other to that of the potentially ideal." Alithea only 

^'^Birdsall, p. 139. 
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encourages Harcourt after Sparkish, the man who prides him

self on never being jealous, rejects her in an absurd fit 

of jealousy. Thus Alithea, the idealist, submits to possi

ble happiness only as a result of fate; little or no will 

on her part is responsible. Though Alithea is an admirable 

figure in the play, it is illogical to say she is the stan

dard of correctness against which Wycherley intended the 

other females to be measured. 

Lady Fidget, Mirs. Squeamish, and Mrs, Dainty are cer

tainly not standards of goodness or correctness either. 

All are satirized throughout The Country-Wife. V/ycherley 

satirizes such women because of their pretensions to honor. 

Honor to these fine ladies means something far different 

from what the concept means to an honest human being like 

Alithea. Honor to people like Lady Fidget means nothing 

more nor less than reputation, how the world thinks of them. 

These women are much like Lady Cockwood in Etherege's She 

Wou'd if She Cou'd, Mrs. Loveit in The Man of Mode, Ladies 

Froth and Plyant in Congreve's The Double-Dealer, Mrs. Fore

sight in Love for Love, and Lady Wishfort in The Way of the 

World. Early in Act I the ladies' concept of honor is re

vealed through a conversation with Horner and Sir Jaspar 

Fidget: 

Sir Jaspsir, . . . he hates Women perfectly I find. 

Dainty. What a pity 'tis he shou'd. 

Ladv Fidget. Ay, he's a base rude Fellow for't; but 
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affectation makes not a Woman more odious to them, than 

Virtue. 

Horner. Because your Virtue is your greatest affec

tation, Madam, 

Lady Fidget. How, you sav/cy Fellow, would you v^ong 

my Honour? 

Horner. If I cou'd. 

Lady Fidget, How d'y mean, Sir? 

Sir Jaspar, Hah, hah, hah, no he can't wrong your 

Ladyship's honour, upon my honour; he poor Man --

hark you in your ear — a meer Eunuch. 

Lady Fidget. 0 filthy French Beast, Foh, foh (p. 261). 

Horner, the most perceptive and intelligent character 

in the pla.y, easily seduces all three women when they dis

cover that such activities cannot damage their "honour" 

due to Horner's pretended impotence. Horner too deals 

plainly with Ladies Fidget, Squeamish, and Dainty, exposing 

their pretensions: "Why, these are pretenders to honour, 

as criticks to wit, only by censuring others; and as every 

raw, peevish, out-of-humour'd, affected, dull. Tea-drinking, 

Arithmetical Fop sets up for a wit, by railing at men of 

sense, so these for honour" (p, 285). When Horner reveals 

to the ladies that he is not impotent at all, they are de

lighted with their prospects for secret fulfillment. The 

contrast between the affected rhetoric of Lady Fidget and 

the straightforward rhetoric of Horner is further revealing: 
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Lady Fidget. But, poor Gentleman, cou'd you be so 

generous? so truly a Man of Honour, as for the sakes 

of us Women of honour, to cause yourself to be reported 

no Man? No Man! and to suffer yourself the greatest 

shame that cou'd fall upon a Man, that none might fall 

upon us V/omen by your conversation; but indeed, Sir, as 

perfectly perfectly, the same Man as before your going 

into France, Sir, as perfectly, perfectly. Sir. 

Horner. As perfectly perfectly. Madam; nay, I scorn 

you shou'd take my word; I desire to be try'd only 

Madam (p. 289). 

But like Lady Cockwood, even after consenting to go to bed 

with Horner, Lady Fidget's affectation is so ingrained in 

her personality that she is unable to discard it: "But 

first, my dear Sir, you must promise to have a care of my 

dear Honour" (p. 324), 

Just after Horner and Lady Fidget have consummated their 

tryst, Lady Fidget's husband and r/Irs. Squeamish arrive at 

Horner's house, and the resulting conversation deserves to 

be fully noted. The sexual double entendre in the famous 

"china scene" is stunning. John Palmer calls the conver

sation "the most indecent passage of the most indecent 

play by the most indecent author of the most indecent pe-
48 

riod of English Literature." It should be added that 

the passage is also one of the funniest in the drama: 

^^Palmer, p. 131. 
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Lady Fidget. And I have been toyling and moyling, for 

the pretti'st piece of China, my Dear. 

Horner. Nay she has been too hard for me do what I 

c ou • d. 

Squeamish. Oh Lord I'le have some China too, good 

Mr, Horner, don't think to give other people China, and 

me none, come in with me too, 

Horner. Upon my honour I have none left now. 

Squeamish. Nay, nay I have known you deny your China 

before now, but you shan't put me off so, come — 

Horner. This Lady had the last there. 

Lady Fidget. Yes indeed Madam, to my certain knowl

edge he has no more left. 

Squeamish^ 0 but it may be he may have some you could 

not find. 

Ladv Fidget, What d'y think if he had had any left, 

I would not have had it too, for we women of quality 

never think we have China enough (p, 329). 

The fact that Sir Jaspar is present during the conversation 

about china but suspects nothing makes the "china scene" 

one of the most devastating ironic passages in literature. 

Though Wycherley rather brutally satirizes the "honor" 

of these ladies of quality, it should not be assumed that 

he denies them all sympathy. At no time do the Ladies 

Fidget, Squeamish, and Dainty receive his harshest con

demnation. That condemnation is reserved for the two 
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husbands who force their wives into seeking satisfaction out

side of marriage: Sir Jaspar Fidget and Pinchwife. By the 

end of the play the ladies of quality are even treated sym

pathetically. Horner has educated them to the art of dis

sembling to the phonies of the world in order to secure 

freedom for themselves: 

Lady Fidget. Well then, there's no remedy. Sister 

Sharers, let us not fall out, but have a care of our 

Honour? though we get no Presents, no Jewels of him, we 

are savers of our Honour, the Jewel of most value and 

use, which shines yet to the world unsuspected, though 

it be counterfeit. 

Horner. Nay, and is e'en as good, as if it were true, 

provided the world think so; for Honour, like Beauty now, 

only depends on the opinion of others (p. 353). 

Lady Fidget's conduct should not be castigated by readers 

and viewers, for her sexual escapades are fully justified. 

Indeed, she rationalizes her behavior quite reasonably in 

a revealing couplet at the end of Act II: "Who for his 

business, from his Wife will run;/ Takes the best care, 

to have her bus'ness done" (p. 290). Wycherley is also 

sympathetic to Margery Pinchwife. Her husband treats her 

like a common prisoner, and it becomes a necessity, even 

her duty, to seek love elsewhere. Such, according to Wy

cherley, is human nature and the way of the world, 

V/ycherley's fourth and final play, The Plain-Dealer 
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(1676), is the most difficult play of the Restoration period 

to analyze. The first difficulty is determining what type 

of play The Plain-Dealer is. Though he comes up with few 

helpful answers, Ian Donaldson states the question v̂ ell: 

"Is The Plain-Dealer to be formally regarded as a satire, 

a romantic comedy, a tragi-comedy, a re-write of Moliere, 

a comedy of manners, or what?" " Critics can be found to 

defend each type as the only correct one. The Plain-

Dealer, however, contains elements of each type, and I 

submit that anyone who tries to fit the play into a hard 

and fast category is pursuing a hopeless course. It simply 

will not fit one exclusive type. 

Critical comment on the artistic merit of the play is 

divided also. Henry Ten Eyck Perry believes that Wycher

ley let himself get carried away to violent extremes, thus 

losing that philosophical detachment essential to comedy.-̂  

Fujimura says The Plain-Dealer "is inferior as a play and 

'51 also as a comedy of wit,"-^ while Holland attacks the play's 

'52 
ending as "improbable, unreal, in short, supernatural."^ 
Vernon terms Wycherley's play "less than perfect, "-"-̂  and 

^"'Tables Turned': The Plain-Dealer," Essays in 
Criticism. 17(1967), P. 30^: 

^ Perry, p. 55* 

^Fujimura, p. 146. 

^^Holland, p. 109. 

•̂ -̂ Vernon, p. 33* 
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Righter thinks it is "only rescued by the fertility of the 

invention and the strength of the language from being rec

ognizably a disaster."^^ In contrast to those critics who 

attack the artistic success of The Plain-Dealer. Rose Zim

bardo believes the play to be "a perfect rendition of for

mal satire in the dramatic mode."^^ Virginia Birdsall ar

gues that the play is a meaningful comedy-satire confron

tation v/ith Manly the satiric spokesman and Freeman his 

comic adversary,-^ Birdsall does not attempt to fit The 

Plain-Dealer into a generic category, and it is my opin

ion that her analysis of the play's meaning is the most 

perceptive available. 

To understand fully Birdsall's analysis it is necessary 

to cite V/. H, Auden's definitions of satire and comedy on 

which she bases her interpretation: 

The goal of satire is reform, the goal of comedy 
acceptance. Satire attempts to show that the be
havior of an individual or a group within society 
violates the laws of ethics or common sense, on 
the assumption that, once the majority are aware 
of the facts, they will become morally indignant 
and either compel the violators to mend their ways 
or render them socially or politically impotent. 
Comedy, on the other hand, is concerned with the 
illusions and self-deceptions which all men indulge 
in as to what they and the world they live in are 
really like and cannot, so long as they remain hu
man, help being. . . . Satire is angry and opti
mistic -- it believes that the evil it attacks 

^^Righter, p. 118. 

•̂ -̂ "The Satiric Design in The Plain-Dealer." Studies 
in English Literature, 1(1961), p. 2. 

^^Birdsall, p. 158. 
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can be abolished: Comedy is good tempered and 
pessimistic — it believes that, however much 
we may wish we could, we cannot change human^„ 
nature, and must make the best of a bad job.-̂ ^ 

Birdsall accepts Auden's eminently accurate definition and 

suggests that Manly is the satirist who fits into the defi

nition, while Freeman is the comedian: "In short, v/e are 

witnessing throughout the play a comedy-satire debate in 

v/hich each spokesman alternately gives a conscious defense 

of his position and then reveals through his actions the 

way of life to which such a position leads." By way of 

example, Birdsall compares Freeman to a tennis player who 

plays all comers, playing fairly against honest men, 

cheating against those who bend the rules, laughing with 

and at all players. In contrast. Manly, the "refuser of 

festivity . . . fights like fury to stay off the tennis 

court altogether."^^ Birdsall's interpretation of The 

Plain-Dealer is the only one into which all the pieces of 

the puzzle of the play will fit. Other interpretations 

(those by Fujimura, Holland, and Zimbardo) either have a 

few pieces of the puzzle left over or have several jammed 

into the wrong places. 

The plot of The Plain-Dealer has two actions, each of 

"̂̂ Quoted in Birdsall, p. 159? originally from "Byron: 
The Making of a Comic Poet," The New York Review of Books. 
7(August 18, 1966), p. 14. 

^^Birdsall, p. 158. 

^^Birdsall, p. I60. 
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which is simple to follow. In the main action r^nly re

turns from the sea accompanied by Freeman, his friend, and 

Fidelia, a young woman v/ho loves him but who has disguised 

herself as a boy. Upon his return Manly discovers that his 

fiance, Olivia, has jilted him for his supposed best friend, 

Vernish, and stolen Manly's jewels and money. To gain re

venge Manly enlists the help of Fidelia (whom Olivia lusts 

after) in order to rape his former fiance. Though she a-

voids rape, Olivia is exposed as a lying cheat, and Manly 

weds Fidelia after she reveals her sex. In the subplot 

Freeman plots successfully to get his hands on the money 

of the litigious Widow Blackacre. Three major women char

acters (Olivia, Fidelia, and Widow Blackacre) along with 

one minor figure (Eliza) are important enough to deserve 

comment. 

Olivia is the only female character in any of the plays 

of Etherege, Wycherley, or Congreve, except for Mrs. Mar-

wood, to whom all sympathy is denied. In plain and simple 

terms Olivia is a villainess. Furthermore, Olivia is not 

a funny, vicious character. She is the object of hate, 

not scorn, and her absolute villainy seems strangely out 

of place in a supposed comedy. In her first appearance 

in the play we discover that she is a hypocrite. She and 

her cousin Eliza are talking about the way of the world, 

and Olivia assumes the role of a plain dealer who scorns 

association with fops and fools. When Novel, a notorious 
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fop, arrives for a visit, Olivia's hypocrisy is revealed: 

Eliza, Well; but since he is such a Coxcomb for Heav'ns 

sake, let him not come up: tell him, r^s. Lettice, your 

Lady is not within. 

Olivia. No, Lettice, tell him my Cousin is here, and 

that he may come up; for, notwithstanding I detest the 

sight of him, you may like his conversation. . , . 

Eliza. Very fine! Pray let him go to the Devil I 

say, for me: I know him not, nor desire it. Send him 

away, Mirs. Lettice. 

Olivia. Upon my word, she sha'nt: I must disobey 

your commands, to comply with your desires. Call him 

up Lettice (p. 412), 

As soon as Novel is shown in, Olivia falls all over her

self flattering him: "You liave a way with you so new, and 

obliging. Sir" (p. 413). A short time later Olivia brings 

up the subject of sex, and the two cousins discuss Wycher

ley's earlier play. The Country-Wife, Olivia, of course, 

attacks the indecency of the play while Eliza defends it: 

Olivia, . . . I say, the lewdest, filthiest thing, is 

his China, nay, I will never forgive the beastly Author 

his China: he has quite taken away the reputation of 

poor China itself and sully'd the most innocent and 

pretty Furniture of a Ladies chamber; insomuch, that I 

was fain to break all my defil'd Vessels. You see I 

have none left; nor you, I hope. 
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Eliza. You'll pardon me, I cannot think the worse 

of my China, for that of the Play-house (p, 421). 

These are fine sentiments from a woman who has just jilted an 

idealistic man, stolen his money, and will shortly attempt to 

rape his young supposed page. 

But it is Olivia's cruel treatment of Manly v/hich is 

most despicable. In Manly*s presence she begins wooing and 

fondling Fidelia: "An agreeable young fellow this! — and 

wou'd not be my Aversion!" (p. 429), She flings curses at 

Manly which finally drive him to his own vicious plot of 

revenge: "May the curse of loving me still, fall upon your 

proud hard heart" (p, 431), Manly, of course, was a fool 

to love Olivia in the first place, and his plan for re

venge, raping her, is in no way excusable, yet if any woman 

ever deserved comeupance, it is Olivia, She is evil in

carnate, and her final words in the play are a scream for 

revenge. 

Olivia claims and pretends to be the female plain dealer 

of the play, but she is not that at all. Instead, the label 

of plain dealer fits her cousin, Eliza. Though only a minor 

character, Eliza makes quite an impression on us as the most 

sensible and successful female character. She is Olivia's 

foil, and as Holland points out, "serves as a reflector for 

Fidelia just as Freeman does for Manly." At the beginning 

of Act V, when Eliza discovers the extent of Olivia's wick-

^^Holland, p. 100. 
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edness, she routs her evil cousin with fierce castigation: 

Eliza. . . . to be plain. Cousin, the World cannot 

talk worse of you, than it did before. . . . ̂ ""it says__7 

that you mind other peoples actions so much, that you 

take no care of your own, but to hide 'era; that, like a 

Thief, because you know yourself so guilty, you impeach 

your Fellow Criminals first, to clear yourself. 

Olivia. 0 wicked World! 

Eliza. That you pretend an aversion to all Mankind, 

in publick, only that their Wives and Mistresses may not 

be jealous, and hinder you of their conversation, in 

private. 

Olivia. Base World! 

Eliza. That, abroad, you fasten quarrels upon innocent 

men, for talking of you, only to bring 'em to ask you 

pardon at home, and to become dear Friends with 'em, 

who were hardly your acquaintance before. 

Olivia, Abominable World! 

Eliza. That you condemn the obscenity of modern Plays, 

only that you may not be censur'd for never missing the 

most obscene of the old ones, 

Olivia. Damn'd World! 

Eliza. That you deface the nudities of Pictures, and 

little Statues, only because they are not real (pp. 489-

490). 

Eliza and Freeman are ideally suited for each other. 
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both intellectually and psychologically, and in a normal 

comedy of manners we could expect them to court. That they 

do not get together indicates that The Plain-Dealer is not 

a comedy of manners at all, though the play does contain 

elements of that genre. Though Freeman is busy most of 

the time swindling Widow Blackacre's money, Wycherley 

could have just as well had another male character do that, 

Birdsall's comedy-satire debate interpretation is the only 

suggestion which can explain Eliza's lack of lines and de

velopment in the play. Evidently Wycherley believed that 

Freeman's ingenious comic appropriation of a Jonsonian 

huT.ors character's money provided a better contrast to 

the absolute satirist. Manly, than a Freeman-Eliza witty 

courtship would have. 

Another possible reason for Eliza's lack of development 

may have been that the playwright did not want another fe

male character to detract from the idealistic Fidelia. Each 

critic who discusses the characters in The Plain-Dealer 

points out the resemblance between Fidelia and Shakespeare's 

Viola in Twelfth Night. Most critics also note her inno

cence and air of unreality, Fidelia is more like a good 

fairy than a real, flesh and blood human being. All her 

sentiments are good and noble; she follows Manly, the man 

she loves, everywhere, doing his every wish. Some blank 

verse lines she speaks in a soliloquy early in Act III in

dicate accurately her feelings and sentiments which remain 
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unchanged throughout the play: 

Shou'd I discover to him now my sex. 
And lay before him his strange cruelty, 
•Twou'd but incense it more — No, 'tis not time. 
For his Love, must I then betray my own? 
Were ever Love or Chance, till now, severe? 
Or shifting Woman pos'd with such a task? 
Forc'd to beg that which kills her, if obtained; 

And give away her Lover not to lose him (p. 443). 

The dilemma to which Fidelia refers above is Manly's request 

that she assist him in raping Olivia. In contradiction to 

her goodness and idealism which Wycherley wants us to ac

cept, Fidelia consents to helping with the evil revenge 

plot, thereby seriously compromising her symbolic repre

sentation of good in the play. Her credibility as a char

acter is damaged when this perfect fairy woman participates 

in the planning of the evil crime of rape. We must ask the 

question — why does Wycherley have her do this? I believe, 

as does K. M. Rogers, that V/ycherley's purpose became 

blurred while vrriting the play. The author's Horatian 

motto at the beginning of the play — "Ridicule commonly 

decides great matters more forcibly and better than se

verity" — does not fit the final result Wycherley pro

vides at all, because Manly's rewards exceed those of Free

man, his comic adversary. I believe that in the course of 

the play Wycherley began to sympathize more and more with 

Manly, the attacker of hypocrisy. As a result, Wycherley 

^^"Fatal Inconsistency: Wycherley and The Plain-
Dealer," ELH 28(1961), pp. 158-159. 
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allows Manly to win more happiness in the end than is really 

possible for an absolutist like the plain dealer. Fidelia 

thus becomes the deus ex machina who assists Manly in achiev

ing those ends which he cannot accomplish himself. When 

Manly needs an assistant in his rape scheme, Fidelia is 

there. When Wycherley decides that Manly, despite his pride 

and cruelty (he is much like Lemuel Gulliver in this re

spect), should be allowed to live happily ever after, Fi

delia is there with her love and large dov/ry. Hence, Fi

delia is little more than a fairy assistant for the plain 

dealer. Certainly she cannot be considered a real and 

credible character. 

The Widow Blackacre presents no such problems. She is 

a Jonsonian humors character who presents little difficulty. 

Widow Blackacre is a forerunner of Uncle Toby and Walter in 

Sterne's Tristram Shandy. The widow's passion for litiga

tion is equal to Toby's love of toy soldiers and miniature 

fortifications or to Walter Shandy's passion for theories 

and hypotheses. Her one-track mind is illustrated in Act I 

when Manly tries to ask her about Olivia: 

Manly. But the incomparable Olivia, how does she since 

I went? 

V/idow. Since you went, ray Suit — 

Manly. Olivia. I say, is she well? 

Widow. My Suit, if you had not return'd — 

Manly. Damn your Suit, how does your Cousin Olivia? 
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Widow. My Suit, I say, had been quite lost; but now — 

Manly. But now, where is Olivia? in Town? for — 

Widow, For tomorrow we are to have a Hearing (p, 402). 

Though Widow Blackacre knows everything there is to know 

about the law, she has no concept whatsoever about justice. 

The widov; with her hobby horse, litigation, is probably 

modeled on the playwright's own father who spent most of 

his life in and out of various courts trying legally to get 

his hands on other people's money. The widow neither under

stands nor values any good other than material good, and, 

as Zimbardo states, "She v/ill, for instance, deny her in

tegrity on the spot, declaring herself an adultress and her 

son a bastard, to protect her jointure and thereby her life 

6? in the courts." " Though she is a monomaniac, she is also 

a shrewd woman. On two occasions when Freeman thinks he 

has her bested in his efforts to secure her money, she 

slyly wriggles off the hook. In the end, however, she loses 

both her son and her money, because she is ultimately no 

match for the brilliant Freeman. 

In a final analysis of V/ycherley's attitude toward 

women, it is necessary to ignore their treatment in The 

Plain-Dealer. All the women characters in his final play 

except Olivia, the villainess, are either underdeveloped 

or lack credibility. If we accept their treatment in this 

play, then Wycherley's final statement would be that women 

^^Zimbardo, p. 135. 
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are either villainesses, Jonsonian humors characters, or 

incredible fairies. I refuse to draw such a conclusion. 

In his earlier plays, however, V/ycherley is perhaps the 

foremost proponent other than Congreve for the liberation 

of women in the English drama of the Restoration. His 

heroines — Christina, Lydia, Hippolita, Alithea, and Mar

gery — all strive for freedom in their personal or marital 

relationships with men, and all are successful. Wycherley 

was obviously appalled by most of the marriages he saw 

during his time, including his own. He opposed arranged 

marriages and bad treatment of wives by husbands. These, 

therefore, are his chief satiric themes in his comedies. 

As Vernon observes, for V/ycherley "free love" did not, of 

course, have its current meaning; it meant rather a freely 

chosen partnership based on mutual attraction and re

spect. ^ In all of his plays he always implied that this 

honest and free partnership could work within the frame

work of marriage. 

^^Vernon, p. 116. 



CHAPTER IV 

WOMEN IN THE PLAYS OF WILLIAM CONGREVE 

V/illiam Congreve's four comedies. The Old Batchelor 

(I693). The Double-Dealer (1695). Love for Love (I697), 

and The Way of the World (I7OO), were written about tv/enty 

years after those of Etherege and Wycherley. Most readers 

and critics agree that Congreve consummated the comedy of 

manners tradition begun by the two earlier writers, and 

almost all critics believe that Congreve was by far the 

superior writer of the three. In the prefactory lines to 

The Double-Dealer Dryden proposed that Congreve was the 

equal of Shakespeare: "Heav'n that but once v/as Prodigal 

before,/ to Shakespeare gave as much, she cou'd not give 

him more," All critics who cite Dryden's praise hasten 

to point out that Congreve is not Shakespeare's equal, 

and of course, they are correct. The world of Shake

speare's plays is much wider than Congreve's narrow and 

limited late seventeenth-century society. Though Con

greve 's scope is smaller than his predecessor's, however, 

•̂ The Complete Plavs of William Congreve.ed. Herbert 
Davis, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, I967). p. 124, 
Subsequent references to Congreve's plays will be from this 
edition. 
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I suggest that Shakespeare could not have surpassed Con

greve 's achievement in what the latter attempted to do: 

delineate accurately, credibly, and brilliantly the close 

of the most sophisticated period of English history, the 

Restoration. 

If dates of composition of the works of Etherege, Wy

cherley, and Congreve v/ere unknown, it v/ould still be pos

sible to determine from evidence within the plays them

selves that the first tv/o v/riters were the creators of 

comedy of manners, while Congreve caps off and adds the 

finishing touches to the genre. As Virginia Birdsall, 

the most perceptive critic of the genre notes, "Etherege 

and Wycherley continually give the impression, each in 

his particular way, of being very much involved with the 

heroes whose actions they dramatize. They were themselves, 

in effect, participants in a revolution in its progress, 

and their comic protagonists are centrally preoccupied 

with attaining the freedom to establish an identity and 

a way of life for themselves within a society that regards 

them with suspicion."^ In the comedies of Congreve, how

ever, the truewits fight to keep and improve their positions 

Rose Snider in her book called Satire in the Comedies 
of Congreve, Sheridan, V/ilde, and Coward suggests that the 
latter three playwrights continue the genre down to the 
present, but she fails to prove her hypothesis, 

^Wild Civility: The English Comic Spirit on the Resto
ration Stage. (Bloomington:Indiana University Press, 
1970), p. 17». 
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in an already established society, one which Etherege and 

Wycherley (and by extension their comic heroes and heroines) 

created over a decade earlier. Nevertheless, Congreve owes 

a greater debt to Etherege for his flashing repartee and 

wit and to Wycherley for certain themes, situations, and 

character types than he does to his own contemporaries 

who were moving toward sentimental comedy. It is true 

that there is less emphasis on libertine philosophy and 

overt-sex in Congreve than in his forerunners, but such 

still exists in a more refined and subtle form. 

Congreve's treatment of women in his comedies is not a 

radical departure from that of Etherege and Wycherley, 

More often than not Congreve's intelligent heroines are 

given enough wit and brilliance to conquer intelligent 

libertine heroes in wit combat, as was the case with 

Etherege and Wycherley. Congreve's own attitude toward 

women, although something of a mystery since he was never 

married, can be partially ascertained by his relationships 

with Anne Bracegirdle, the actress, and Henrietta, Duchess 

of Marlborough. John C. Hodges, definitive biographer of 

Congreve, says that the playwright pursued the beautiful 

actress for almost ten years, that he worshipped her in an 

almost illogical manner, and that he wrote the female leads 

4 
of all four plays specifically to suit her talents. Hodges 

William Congreve the Man. (New York: Modern Language 
Association of America, 19̂ 3)f pp. ^3-51. 
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admits that only the third point can be proved; the first 

two speculations are only strong possibilities. Hodges 

further suggests that for many years after his departure 

from the theater Congreve had a long affair with John 

Churchill's daughter, Hodges believes that Congreve and 

the duchess had an illegitimate daughter but admits that 

proof for the speculation is not available.-^ Congreve was 

fat all his adult life, and this condition might help ex

plain Bracegirdle's refusal to marry him, if indeed he even 

asked her, Congreve obviously enjoyed the company of women, 

brilliant ones especially, since he spent so much time with 

them. Little else, however, is known about the author's 

personal attitudes toward women except what can be gleaned 

from his comedies. 

According to Dryden, Congreve's The Old Batchelor was 

the best first play he had ever seen. The plot is unusually 

complex for a Congreve play, consisting of four separate 

actions, each of which becomes intertwined with the others. 

Vainlove, a libertine who enjoys the chase but who has 

become bored with consummations, pursues Araminta, while 

Bellmour, Vainlove's friend who gets first choice of Vain-

love's cast off mistresses, angles for Belinda. The two 

couples wed at the end of the play, Heartwell, a surly 

old bachelor who supposedly hates women, falls in love 

with Sylvia whom he believes to be chaste but who is ac-

^Hodges, pp. 116-117. 
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tually a former mistress of both libertines, Heartwell is 

made fun of throughout the play, but Vainlove and Bellmour 

feel sorry for him and save him from Sylvia, The final 

action involves Sir Joseph V/ittoll and Captain Bluffe who are 

duped by the trickster named appropriately Sharper. Un

like Congreve's following plays, no real villains are pres

ent. Critical opinions about the merits of The Old Batche

lor are fairly consistent. Palmer states that "Here was 

the vein the ^"play goers_7 bad welcomed in Etherege more 

surely and firmly pursued; together with the vivid, voluble 

buoyancy and keen touches of character they had applauded 

in V/ycherley." Fujimura calls it "indeed, a witty com

edy,""̂  while Holland terms the play "a brilliant suc-
o 

cess." Van Voris calls the dialogue "remarkably gay and 

expert,"^ Novak says that "the breathless quality of Con

greve 's wit was as startling to his contemporaries as it 
10 has been to modern audiences," and Birdsall believes 

^John Palmer, The Comedy of Manners, (New York: Russell 
& Russell Inc., I962), p. I7I (first printed in 1913). 

"̂ Thomas H. Fujimura, The Restoration Comedy of Wit. 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1952), p, I65. 

^Norman Holland, The First Modern Comedies. (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1959). P. 132. 

^W, H, Van Voris, The Cultivated Stance: The Designs 
of Congreve'3 Plays. (Dublin: Dolmen Press Ltd,, I967), p. 40, 

•'•̂ Maximilian E, Novak, "Congreve's The Old Batchelor: 
From Formula to Art," EIC, 20 (1970), 182. 
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that The Old Batchelor "is already marked by the intellectual 

seriousness and artistic awareness which were to characterize 

Congreve's comic vision throughout his career as a play

wright." 

Three female characters in The Old Batchelor deserve com

ment: Araminta, Belinda, and Sylvia. The libertines which 

the first two must tame are typical of comedies of the pe

riod. Bellmour establishes the tone of the play and de

lineates both his own and Vainlove's character on the first 

page: "Come, come, leave Business to Idlers, and V/isdom to 

Fools; they have need of 'em: Wit, be my Faculty; and Plea

sure, my Occupation; and let Father Time shake his Glass. 

Let low and earthy Souls grovel till they have work'd them

selves six foot deep into a Grave. , , , I rowl in a higher 

Orb," It should be added, of course, that the two rake heroes 

are not identical personalities. Vainlove is more of a con-

templator or anticipator than a doer. Though it is clear 

that he has seduced many women before the play opens, he re

mains chaste during the course of the action. He prefers 

the chase and shuns the actual consummation of an affair. 

Van Voris correctly argues that Vainlove "wants the sus

tained titillation of precieuse courtship for that is his 

only pleasure. "''•̂  Van Voris is proven correct by Vain-

love's reaction to a forged letter from Sylvia to himself 

^^Birdsall, p. 180. 

Van Voris, p. 51. 
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(Sylvia pretends to be Araminta and acquiesces to Vainlove's 

suit): "by Heav'n there's not a Woman, will give a man the 

pleasure of a chase: My sport is alv/ays balkt or cut short 

— I stumble ore the game I would pursue — 'Tis dull and 

unnatural to have a Hare run full in the Hounds mouth; and 

would distaste the keenest Hunter — I would have over

taken, not have met my Game" (p, 80), Two different kinds 

of rake heroes require two different types of witty heroines, 

and one of Congreve's chief talents is his ability to make 

each main character a fully differentiated individual, 

V/hen we first meet Belinda and Araminta in Act II, they 

are arguing about Belinda's supposed aversion to men. Both 

chajracters win their ways into our hearts immediately: 

Araminta, because of her perception of the real Belinda; 

Belinda because of the humorous and ingenious way she turns 

the conversation around so as to make it seem that Araminta 

is the more lustful of the two: 

Araminta. . . . You don't know that you dreamt of Bell-

mour last Night, and call'd him aloud in your sleep. 

Belinda. Pish, I can't help dreaming of the Devil some

times; would you from thence infer I love him? 

Araminta. But that's not all; you caught me in your 

Arms when you named him, and press'd me to your Bosom — 

Sure if I had not pinch'd you till you wak'd, you had 

stifled me with Kisses. 

Belinda. 0 barbarous Aspersion! 
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Araminta. No Aspersion, Cousin, we are alone — Nay, 

I can tell you more. 

Belinda. I deny it all. 

Araminta. What, before you hear it? 

Belinda. My Denyal is premeditated like your Malice — 

Lard, Cousin, you talk odly — What ever the Matter is, 

0 my Sol, I'm afraid you'l follow evil courses (p. 55), 

Of course, the audience, Araminta, and Belinda all realize 

that Belinda loves Bellmour with heated passion, but Be

linda, the witty heroine who knows quite well the way of 

the world in matters concerning courtship, realizes per

ceptively that it is not in her best interests to admit 

her feelings; rather, she will be chased until she is 

ready to be caught. If Belinda sounds like a forerunner 

of Millimant, that is exactly what she is. As Rose Snider 

suggests, "Belinda, in her desire to make Bellmour con-

13 form to her wishes, is but Millimant on a smaller scale," ^ 

But Belinda is not exactly like the later heroine. She 

possesses a great deal of originality and operates in sev

eral different manners from Millimant. For one thing, un

like Millimant Belinda has in Araminta a confidant in whom 

she can confide and whom she can tease. For example, when 

the women expect a visit from Vainlove and Bellmour, Belinda 

states that she will remain in the room only because she 

cares about the honor of her friend: 

13 
"^Snider, p.5. 
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Belinda. . . . my Mind's chang'd, I won't go. 

Araminta. So, this I expected — You won't oblige me 

then. Cousin, and let me have all the company to myself? 

Belinda. No, upon deliberation, I have too much 

Charity to trust you to yourself. The Devil watches 

all opportunities; and in this favourable disposition 

of your Mind, Heav'n knows how far you may be tempted: 

I am tender of your Reputation (p. 57)* 

The irony in Belinda's statement is outrageously funny, be

cause Belinda, of course, wants to remain so that she can 

see and entertain Bellmour, When the two heroes enter the 

women's presence, Belinda wastes no time in beginning her 

attack on her would-be suitor: 

Belinda. 0 God I hate your hideous Fancy — You said 

that once before —If you must talk impertinently, for 

Heav'ns sake let it be v/ith variety; don't come always 

like the Devil, wrapt in Flames — I'll not hear a Sen

tence more, that begins with an, I burn — Or an, I be

seech you, Madam. 

Bellmour, But tell me how you would be Ador'd — I 

am very tractable. 

Belinda. Then know, I would be Ador'd in Silence (p. 59). 

In his otherwise perceptive reading of The Old Batchelor 

Maximillian Novak wrongheadedly calls Belinda "more absurd 
14 

and extravagant than those she criticizes." In one 

^\ovak, p. 190. 
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sense Novak might be considered correct (Belinda is extrava

gant in her wit, and she has a short attention span), but 

these characteristics are the very ones which endear her to 

us and make readers and viewers love her. Novak's same ar

guments could be used against Millimant, though they would 

be equally wrong about her. We expect Belinda to rail at 

the world and at her suitor, and herein lies one of the 

most significant aspects of the treatment of women in com

edies of the period. Etherege's early heroines were much 

meeker and more discreet in their dealings with the world 

and with men. Congreve's women characters are true equals, 

perhaps even superiors, to their male counterparts except 

for the double standard concerning sex which, of course, 

still exists today. The reason for the attractiveness of 

a Belinda or of a Millimant is their brilliance and their 

witty disdain (or apparent disdain) for folly and men. In

deed, Belinda will rail at Bellmour until she traps him into 

proposing, even after she traps him. Her reply to Bell

mour's statement — "Courtship to Marriage, is but as the 

Musick in the Play-House, till the Curtain's drawn; but that 

once up, then opens the Scene of Pleasure" — finally es

tablishes her superiority in wit and control to Bellmour: 

"Oh, foh, — no: Rather, Courtship to Marriage, is a very 

witty Prologue to a very dull Play" (p. I07). Those crit

ics who read into this remark by Belinda that the ensuing 

marriage will be unhappy are incorrect. We already know 
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that Belinda loves Bellmour passionately, and her dispar

aging remark about marriage is simply a continuation of her 

plot to subdue and control her suitor. And control him she 

will, because she is more intelligent than he is. Knowing 

full well the double standard of the world, she must dom

inate him so that he will be unlikely to be unfaithful af

ter marriage. But we should not believe that she will 

cruelly dominate him. Her domination will be benevolent 

as is Portia's in The Merchant of Venice. 

The second female heroine of The Old Batchelor. Ara

minta, is equally as admirable as Belinda, but the reasons 

for her pleasant glow are altogether different. Her task 

of capturing Vainlove is more difficult than Belinda's pur

suit of Bellmour, because Vainlove is a more elusive quarry. 

He is more thoughtful, a bit colder and more aloof, than 

Bellmour, As Birdsall correctly observes, Vainlove "is 

the romantic dreamer for whom real life can offer, he 

fears, no fulfillment equal to his dreams." -^ Hence, Con

greve had to create in Araminta a character with what Fu

jimura calls "judgment and a refined sensibility rather 

than much fanciful wit." In Araminta's first appearance 

the contrast between her and Belinda is immediately appar

ent. Araminta in private with her cousin will not rail at 

men, instead she speaks her true feelings: "If Love be the 

^^Birdsall, p. 182. 

1 ̂ 
Fujimura, p. I69. 
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Fever which you mean; kind Heav'n avert the cure: Let me 

have Oil to feed that Flame and never let it be extinct, 

till I myself am Ashes" (p, 54), But although Araminta is 

open and honest with Belinda about her feelings toward Vain

love, she is also smart enough not to let her male target 

become aware of her love. She plays the Restoration court

ship game as astutely as Belinda. When Vainlove begins his 

suit to her, Araminta shackles him with both wit and bril

liance: "I find we are grov/ing serious, and then we are in 

great danger of being dull" (p, 58). In order for Araminta 

to ensnare Vainlove, she must convince him that she will 

never yield, and this she does quite astutely, just as Be

linda secures Bellmour. 

Araminta, like Belinda and later Congreve heroines, is 

allowed to rail at any fools or foolishness she encounters, 

and one of her wittiest and most appealing lines comes in 

an attack on the male dupe of the play. Sir Joseph Wittoll: 

Sir Joseph. Hem! Pray Madam, Which Way's the Wind? 

Araminta. A pithy Question. — Have you sent your 

Wits for a Venture, Sir that you enquire? (p. 85) 

It is precisely this ability to destroy fools verbally which 

adds a new dimension to Congreve's female Truwits and makes 

them irresistible to their male suitors and to viewers and 

readers. 

The third important female character in the play, Sylvia, 

has some things in common with Belinda and Araminta, but she 
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has many significant differences too. Sylvia has not re

mained chaste; she has slept with both rake-heroes and is 

now the cast-off mistress of both. But the fact that she 

refuses to yield to Heartwell may indicate that she has 

seen the light about the sex double standard and is trying 

to adjust her life to her newly conceived "higher" rules. 

The fact that she is willing to go along with the plan of 

Bellmour and Vainlove and not marry Heartwell by trick also 

pulls audience and reader sympathy toward her. But then 

too she is clearly not on the same plane with the two witty 

heroines. The fact that she is eager to marry the idiot 

Sir Joseph V/ittoll is not a point in her favor. As Holland 

points out, "Error and absurdity lie (as in earlier plays 

like She Wou'd if She Cou'd) in wrongful satisfaction of 

that desire ^"sex^7» in letting that satisfaction appear 

openly, or in letting dissimulation creep in where it does 

not belong. Sylvia is the worst offender. She does not 

conceal her desires, nor can she maintain for long the rep-

17 
utation of not satisfying them." 

When we first meet Sylvia, she is discussing her male-

hunting situation with her perceptive maid, Lucy, There is 

a gentleman caller at the door, and Sylvia hopes it is Vain

love, but Lucy assures her in succinct language that it can

not be he. Sylvia's reply illuminates her character sharply: 

Lucy. You may as soon hope to recover your own Maiden-

^'^Holland, p. 137-
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head, as his Love, Therefore, e'n set your Heart at rest, 

and in the name of opportunity mind your own Business, 

Strike Heartwell home, . . . 

Sylvia. Well, since there's no remedy — (p. 61). 

Directly following the above conversation, Sylvia makes a 

declaration of revenge on whomever Vainlove now loves, but 

her threats do not ring true and are not convincing. The 

best that Sylvia and Lucy can come up with -- forging a 

letter to Vainlove supposedly from Araminta — was a pretty 

stale trick by 1693» and no one, including its authors, is 

amazed when the ruse fails to work. The actions of Sylvia 

do not constitute villainy as will be the case later with 

Lady Touchwood and Mrs, Marwood, There are no villains of 

either sex in Congreve's first play. At the conclusion 

Lucy marries the fool. Captain Bluffe, while her mistress 

marries the other dupe. Sir Joseph. But these marriages 

are not punishment for the two women, since both desire the 

matches. 

The women in Congreve's first effort at comedy are suc

cessful creations. All are individuals, none are stock 

types, and this individuality of character is a Congreve 

trademark. The only thing missing in The Old Batchelor 

is a female villainess; Lady Touchwood will appear in the 

next play. Although the playwright's female characters 

will become more complex and more interesting, no apologies 

have to be made for Belinda, Araminta, or Sylvia. 
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Critical opinion about Congreve's second play. The Dou

ble-Dealer (1695), is widely diverse, and the reason is 

easy enough to explain: the play has more characteristics 

of a tragi-comedy or a melodrama than a comedy of manners. 

Of course, elements of comedy of manners remain (personified 

in the Plyants and the Froths), but the two remarkably evil 

villains, Maskwell and Lady Touchwood, do.-iinate the play. 

The villains are overthrown not so much because of the 

actions of the virtuous characters but primarily by fate. 

Two critical groups exist for The Double-Dealer: those who 

believe the play to be a failure and those who praise the 

play (some mildly, some extravagantly). All the critics 

agree that it is far from the typical comedy of manners. 

Fujimura says The Double-Dealer is a failure "due to 
18 

the fact that the standards in the play are inconsistent," 

19 

Holland believes it to be a "sophomore slump," ^ and Clif

ford Leech states that in the play "Congreve's character

istic harmony is impaired: the villains and the lovers 

seem to belong to a different world from the Froths and 
20 

the Plyants whose follies are displayed." John Palmer 

is the only critic who gives The Double-Dealer unqualified 

^^Fujimura, p. 171. 

^^Holland, p. 149. 

^^Clifford Leech, "Congreve and the Century's End," 
Philological Quarterly. 41 (Jan., I962), 281-282. 
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praise, terming it "every way an advance"^^ over The Old 

Batchelor. D. Crane Taylor proposes that in Congreve's 

second effort "the evil is too real and sinister to be 

22 

amusing, , , . and it lacks the dignity to be tragic." 

Rose Snider suggests that the play "is a sort of changeling 

in the comedies of Congreve, having in it both comic and 
23 

tragic elements," ^ while Birdsall, never completely wrong 

and generally more perceptive than anyone else, sees the 

play as a point of departure for Congreve: "Behind the 

surface lightness of tone between Cynthia and Mellefont 

there is a sobriety that will to a greater or less degree 

prove to be an important aspect in the relationships of all 
24 

Congreve's pairs of lovers from this point on," 

The Double-Dealer contains two plots, one humorous and 

one serious, with each commenting on the other. In the 

funny action the follies of the Froths and the Plyants are 

exposed. Both husbands are made cuckolds by their lusty 

wives. Lord Froth by Brisk, a pseudo-wit, and Sir Paul by 

Careless, friend of the hero Mellefont, The main plot in

volves the courtship of Cynthia by Mellfont and the ef

forts of the two villains, Maskwell and Lady Touchwood, 

^^Palmer, p. 178. 

^^D Crane Taylor, William Congreve, (New York: Russell 
& Russell Inc., 1963). p. 46 (first published in 1937). 

^^Snider, p. H . 

^^Birdsall, pp. 197-198. 
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to prevent the marriage. Maskwell pretends to assist Mel

lefont while trying to secure Cynthia for himself, while 

Lady Touchwood, Mellefont's lustful aunt, attempts to se

duce the hero. Lord Touchwood discovers the plotters in 

the end, and good prevails. All four female characters --

Lady Touchwood, Cynthia, Lady Froth, and Lady Plyant --

are important enough to merit discussion. 

Lady Touchwood follows in the footsteps of Etherege's 

Lady Cockwood, Mrs. Loveit, and Wycherley's Olivia. Lady 

Touchwood is further the forerunner of Mrs, Marwood in 

The Way of the World. As is generally the case with Con

greve 's female characters, we learn about Lady Touchwood 

from conversations between the males before her appearance. 

This information is always related by the most intelligent 

males and must be accepted as truth or fact. Mellefont 

first describes his aunt as a hellish fiend: "Hell is not 

more busie than her Brain, nor contains more Devils, than 

that Imaginations" (p. 129). A few lines later, Mellefont 

explains to readers and the audience that she has been lust

ing after him, thereby further delineating her warped char

acter: "Since my first refusal of her addresses, she has 

endeavor'd to do me all ill offices with my Uncle; yet has 

manag'd 'em with that subtilty, that to him they have born 

the face of kindness; while her Malice, like a Dark Lanthorn, 

only shone upon me, where it was directed" (p. 129), More 

important even than Mellefont's description of Lady Touch-
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wood are the remarks of Careless, Mellefont's friend, be

cause Careless is more intelligent than the hero: "She is 

Handsome and cunning, and naturally wanton. Maskwell is 

Flesh and Blood at least, and opportunities between them 

are frequent" (p. I31). Hence, after this opening conver

sation between Careless and Mellefont, we are aware of the 

evil potentialities of the two villains. 

Lady Touchwood possesses intelligence and malice suf

ficient to succeed in her wicked efforts. Another reason 

for her near success is that Mellefont is the weakest hero 

in any of the plays treated in this study, and Cynthia is 

occasionally less than dynamic. Lady Touchwood's reversal is 

brought about by her failure to take into account the vil

lainy of Maskwell, her supposed ally. As Snider points out, 

"His interference makes her attempt at ruining Mellefont 

doubly hard, for Maskwell's affection for her has long 

since worn off," ^ if indeed he was ever serious about her. 

One reason for Lady Touchwood's strength and power is a 

certain degree of self-knowledge, a much stronger self-

knowledge than that possessed by Lady Cockwood or Mrs, 

Loveit, In one of her plotting sessions with Maskwell 

Lady Touchwood becomes temporarily angry at the male vil

lain and violently explains her own emotions and moti

vations: "Death, do you dally with my Passion? Insolent 

Devil! But have a care, -- provoke me not; For, by the 

^•^Snider, p, 12, 
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Eternal Fire, you shall not escape my Vengeance, — Calm 

Villain! . . . 0 I have Excuses, Thousands for my Faults; 

Fire in my Temper, Passions in my Soul, apt to every Prov

ocation; oppressed at once with Love, and with Despair" 

(p. 135). Such speeches seem strangely out of place in a 

Congreve comedy. They sound instead like the passions of 

a Lady Macbeth, a Goneril, or a Reagan. 

Not only do Lady Touchwood's passions seem Lady Macbeth

like, but her method of treachery seems strangely Eliza

bethan also. She ingeniously plants the notion in her hus

band's head that Mellefont has been making lewd advances to 

her: "A little harmless mirth -- only misplac'd that''̂  all 

— but if it were more, 'tis over now, and all's well. For 

my part I have forgot it; and so has he, I hope — for I 

have not heard anything from him these two days" (p. 153). 

Lord Touchwood, of course, goes berserk and swears revenge. 

Later at the close of Act IV, just when Mellefont believes 

that he has trapped his aunt by catching her in a compro

mising situation with Maskwell, Lady Touchwood brilliantly 

turns the tables by pretending to her incredulous husband 

that Mellefont has just attempted to rape her in her own 

bedroom: 

Lfldy Touchwood. (Aside) Ha! my Lord listening! 0 

Fortune has 0'repaid me all, all! all's my own! 

Mellefont. Nay, I beseech you rise. 

Ladv Touchwood. (aloud) Never, never! I'le grow to 
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the ground, be buried quick beneath it, e're I be con

senting to so damn'd a Sin as Incest! . . . 0 Heaven, 

you will not ravish me! (p. 186), 

Mellefont is helpless in the face of such villainy. Were 

it not for the actions of Cynthia, evil would have carried 

the day, 

Cynthia, however, possesses the intelligence to over-

com.e plots against herself and Mellefont. From the be

ginning she suspects the duplicity of Maskwell, But Cyn

thia too seems strangely out of place in a comedy of man

ners, Cynthia would be more at home in a romantic comedy 

by Shakespeare; she thinks, feels and speaks more like a 

Viola than a Belinda, an Angelica or a Millimant. In her 

first conversation with Mellefont she displays a thought

ful cynicism rarely found in the comedies of the period: 

"I'm thinking, that tho* Marriage makes Man and Wife one 

Flesh, it leaves 'em still Two Fools; and they become more 

Conspicuous by setting off one another. , , , I find it's 

like Cards, if either of us have a good Hand, it is an 

Accident of Fortune" (p. 142), Like other Congreve hero

ines, however, she understands and disapproves of fools 

and foolishness, but her railing is less boisterous and 

more kind. Many of her attacks come in the form of thought

ful asides rather than in the direct attacks of a Millimant. 

The cynical tone of the play is superbly demonstrated by 

Cynthia's questioning soliloquy about the nature of happi-
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ness at the end of Act III: "'Tis not so hard to counter

feit Joy in the Depth of Affliction, as to dissemble Mirth 

in the company of Fools -- V/hy should I call 'em Fools? 

The World thinks better of 'em; for these have Quality and 

Education, Wit and fine conversation are receiv'd and ad-

mir'd by the World — If not, they like and admire them

selves — And why is not that true Wisdom, for 'tis Happi

ness: And for ought I knov/, we have misapply'd the Name 

all this while, and raistaken the thing: Since 

If Happiness in Self-content is plac'd. 

The V/ise are Wretched, and the Fools only Bless'd" 

(p. 167). 

Fujimura accurately explains the sense of cynicism and dis

illusion which is the lot of Mellefont and Cynthia: "The 

two reveal an inwardness and disillusionment which make 

them overstep the bounds of true wit, and they are both too 

levelheaded and too serious about life to indugle in much 

26 
fsmciful wit or repartee." 

The courtship of Cynthia and Mellefont is different 

from other Restoration courtships also. They are uncon

cerned about estates, doweries, or reputation. As Cynthia 

puts it, "You know we Tterry for Love" (p. 168), And it is 

Cynthia who possesses the resolve and ability to get her 

man in spite of the two resourceful villains and a weak 

lover: "I don't know whether I have Love enough, — but 

^^Fujimura, p. 172. 
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I find I have obstinacy enough to pursue whatever I have 

once resolved; and a true Female courage to oppose anything 

that resists my will, tho' 'twere reason itself" (p. 193). 

It is Cynthia who finally exposes the villainy of Lady 

Touchwood and Maskwell. She alone among the good charac

ters is strong enough to defeat them, Cynthia is admirable 

but for different reasons from other heroines of the period. 

We admire her for her passion and honesty rather than for 

her wit or sense of humor. 

In contrast to the two serious female characters. 

Lady Froth and Lady Plyant are more what we expect in a 

comedy of manners. Lady Froth is almost a humors char

acter in her pretensions to wit. As she relates to Cyn

thia, she is a composer of "Songs, Elegies, Satyrs, En

comiums, Lampoons, Plays, or Heroick Poems," all of them 

abominations. She calls her husband "the very Phosphorus 

of our Hemisphere" because he shines so brightly. The sex

ual double entendre sparkles most of the time Lady Froth 

is on stage: 

Lord Froth. No, no, I'll allow Ivlr. Brisk; have you 

nothing to shew him, my Dear? 

Ladv Froth. Yes, I believe I have. — Mr. Brisk, come 

will you go into the next Room, and there I'll shew you 

all I have (p. 142). 

The fact that Lady Froth manages to get herself seduced by 

Brisk, the biggest male fool in the play, says much about 
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her. The scene in which they seduce each other (neither is 

directly responsible because they are both absolutely wit

less) is pure farce and quite humorous. Lady Froth has so 

little intelligence that she can only mimic the foolish 

words of Brisk: 

Brisk. The Deuce take me, I can't help laughing myself 

neither, ha ha ha; yet by Heavens I have a violent Passion 

for your Ladyship, seriously. . . . 

Lady Froth. No the Deuce take me if I don't Laugh at 

my self; for hang me if I have not a violent Passion for 

Mr. Brisk, ha ha ha (p. I76). 

Shortly after their declaration of "violent Passion" 

for each other. Lady Froth and Brisk begin to move toward 

consummation, but they are surprised by her equally foolish 

husband, and sexual double entendre rears its head again: 

Lord Froth. — No, my Dear, do it with him. 

Ladv Froth. — I'll do it with him, my Lord, when you 

are out of the way (p. 177). 

Norman Hollsind does not like Lady Froth. He argues, uncon-

vincingly in my opinion, that "we realize with a sudden and 

violent revulsion how appallingly trivial Lady Froth and 
27 

her kind are, how she levels everything." Instead of 

Holland's explanation of the characters like Lady Froth, 

I maintain that Congreve included the fools for comic con

trast with the serious melodramatic episode. At times the 

^''Holland, p. 153. 
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Mellefont-Cynthia, Maskwell-Lady Touchwood plot approaches 

the tragic, and I believe that the author includes such 

silly figures so that we may in effect laugh to keep from 

crying. Holland is correct when he says that Lady Froth is 

shallow and empty, but she is also extremely funny. For ex

ample. Brisk and Lady Froth retire outside for extracurric

ular activities in Act V, and the conversation between her 

husband and Sir Paul Plyant about their possible activities 

is brillisint sexual farce: 

Sir Paul. I suppose they have been laying their heads 

together. 

Lord Froth. How? 

Sir Paul. Nay, only about Poetry, I suppose, my Lord; 

making Couplets (p. 201). 

At this point Brisk and Lady Froth return from their cou

pling, and the double entendre runs riot: 

Ladv Froth. My Dear, Mr. Brisk and I have been Star

gazing, I don't know how long. 

Sir Paul. Does it not tire your Ladyship? Are you not 

weary with looking up? 

Ladv Froth. Oh, no, I love it violently (p, 201). 

Only in the Froth-Plyant episodes of The Double-Dealer does 

Congreve approach the bawdiness of Wycherley's china. It 

is understandable why Jeremy Collier was particularly harsh 

on this play. 

Although Lady Plyant is as foolish as Lady Froth, she 
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is foolish in a different manner, Congreve continues to 

individualize even his fools. Lady Plyant is another Lady 

Cockwood minus the latter's wickedness. Sir Paul's wife, 

like Lady Cockwood twenty years earlier, confuses honor 

with lust. She makes continual protestations of her honor, 

but at the same time lusts after Mellefont, and v/hen she 

fails with him, turns to Careless, Lady Touchwood's first 

salvo toward the young lovers takes the form of convincing 

Lady Plyant that Mellefont has been trying to seduce her. 

Lady Plyant falls into the trap without a blink: 

Lady Plyant, Have I behaved myself with all decorum, 

and nicety, befitting the person of Sir Paul's Wife? 

Have I preserved my Honour as it were in a Snow-House 

for this three year past? Have I been white and un-

sulli'd even by Sir Paul himself? 

Sir Paul. Nay, she has been an impenetrable Wife, 

even to me, that's the truth on't (p. 145). 

The funniest and at the same time the most pitiful scene 

involving Lady Plyant comes when she convinces herself that 

Mellefont is trying to seduce her. Like her predecessor in 

She Wou'd if She Cou'd it is all Sir Paul's wife can do to 

restrain herself from physically reaching out to fondle 

Mellefont's heroic instrument: "I know Love is Powerful, 

and no body can help his passion: 'Tis not your fault. 

, how can I help it if I have Charms? . . . I swear 

it's a pity it should be a fault, — but my honour — 
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well, but your honour too — but the sin! — well but the 

necessity. . . . Well, you must consider of your Crime: and 

strive as much as can be against it, -- strive be sure — 

but don't be melancholly, don't despair" (p. 148). Such ap

palling confusion and lack of self-knowledge is indeed rare. 

And of course Congreve cannot restrain himself from double-

entendre in the case of Sir Paul and Lady Plyant, At one 

point in Act III Sir Paul even symbolically asks Careless 

to make him a cuckold: 

Careless. I warrant you, what we must have is a Son 

some way or other. 

Sir Paul. Indeed, I should be mightily bound to you, 

if you could bring it about, Mir. Careless (p. 162). 

What choice does a fine, upstanding Restoration rake like 

Careless have, except to comply with the old fool's wishes? 

In no other Congreve play, or for that matter in no 

other Restoration comedy of manners, do the v/omen so com

pletely and obviously control the men. Even the fools, 

Lady Froth and Lady Plyant, cuckold their husbands in 

broad daylight with little difficulty. Cynthia controls 

the entire play, as she overthrows Maskwell and Lady Touch

wood. Congreve could not allow Lady Touchwood to prevail; 

then the play would have begun to approach tragedy. But 

Lady Touchwood is strong enough to subdue the male hero; 

it takes another woman to stop her. Evidently, however, 

Congreve is implying that only chaos and folly result when 
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women so completely dominate men. Van Voris sums up the 

result well: "In Lord Touchwood's house the representatives 

of the aristocracy have all seemed broken or shabby pre

tenders. • . . The husbands are impotent, lascivious wives 

rule, gravity giggles and hiccups, inventions are but the 

vent of whimsies, judgment is usually absurd, and the 

squirearchy sits in tipsy, placid bafflement, serene in its 

stupidity. The best that the aristocracy can offer is a 

suspicious young girl with a beauty she knows will fade, and 

an open-hearted young man. " The Double-Dealer is Con

greve's most pessimistic play, more so than The Way of the 

World, 

In contrast to Congreve's The Double-Dealer. which was 

a box office failure, his third play. Love for Love (1697)» 

was a smashing success. Palmer relates that Love for Love 

held the stage until the time of Hazlitt. It may well be 

that Congreve simply decided to write a popular play. He 

always seemed to know after his first two efforts what would 

be successful and what would not. One certain reason for 

the play's popularity is the great abundance of memorable 

parts. Palmer states it well: "It is characteristic of 

Love for Love that one remembers the persons and the story 

of the play which is neither possible nor necessary in the 
29 

majority of Restoration comedies." ^ In Love for Love as 

^^Van Voris, pp. 75-16* 

^^Palmer, p. 188. 
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in The Old Batchelor no villains are present — no Mask-

wells, Lady Touchwoods, Mr. Fainalls, or Mrs, Marwoods 

at any rate. The young lovers, Valentine and Angelica, do 

face difficulties, of course, but these are caused by a 

stupid father and not a supreme villain. The theme of the 

play concerns itself with, as Charles R. Lyons puts it, 

"recognition of the worth of a woman's love as the ulti-

30 mately sane action."-^ The play seems to celebrate the 

rationality of an appropriate and genuine exchange of love, 

the action and language of the comedy define this exchange 

as beautifully correct, and distortions of true love are 

exposed as folly and madness. 

Unlike Congreve's other three plays, there is little 

point in reviewing the criticism of Love for Love, be

cause almost all the critics agree that the play is an 

artistic success. Furthermore there is almost no disagree

ment as to the meaning of the comedy. The only thing which 

should be mentioned is the contention of Holland, Van Voris, 

and Birdsall that Love for Love is Congreve's sardonic put

ting to the test of John Locke's philosophical conclusions. 

Birdsall states the case forcefully: "Sir Sampson repre

sents, in Locke's terras, an unnatural force denying basic 

human rights and in comic terms, the law and authority 

against which the audacious spirit of youth is to assert 

-^^Charles R. Lyons, "Congreve's Miralce of Love," 
Criticism, 6 (1964), 337. 
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31 its defiance and its right to freedora and pleasure."-^ No 

one has disputed this interpretation, and no one should 

attempt to do so, because Holland, Van Voris, and Birdsall 

are unquestionably correct. 

The plot of Love for Love is singular and uncomplicated, 

Valentine, the hero, loves Angelica, but he has run out of 

money after an expensive courtship, and Sir Sampson, his 

father, is about to take away his inheritance and bestow it 

upon Valentine's brother, Ben. Even after Valentine's 

heated courtship, Angelica will not relent, and at this 

point both Sir Sampson and Tattle, an indiscreet beau, be

gin pressing for Angelica's hand. At the same time, 

r^s. Frail whose virtue is indicated by her name tries to 

marry Valentine, and the hero decides to feign madness in 

a last ditch effort to win Angelica. This plan doesn't 

work either, so Valentine throws up his hands, resigns 

his estate, and gives his blessing to the marriage of Sir 

Sampson and Angelica. Finally, after Valentine's renun

ciation of everything he cares about, Angelica says yes to 

him, and the two marry. 

Angelica is the most significant and finest drawn comedy 

of manners heroine studied so far. She is superior to 

Etherege's Harriet, her only challenger. Except for her 

at times rather cruel treatment of Valentine, she is an 

almost perfect female. And even her supposed lack of 

^^Birdsall, p. 210. 
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feeling for the hero can be explained as the result of her 

search for a perfect marriage. That she secures it with 

Valentine at the end of Love for Love proves both her in

genuity and her mettle, Valentine, the man she chooses to 

tame, is no Mellefont either. He is brilliant, resourceful, 

and tenacious. Some of the lines Congreve gives him during 

his feigned madness are worthy of and equal to Shakespeare: 

"But what are you for? Religion or Politics? There's a 

couple of Topicks for you, no more like one another than 

Oyl and Vinegar; and yet those two beaten together by a 

State-Cook, make Sauce for the whole Nation" (p. 282), 

And again: "But I'll tell you one thing; it's a Question 

that v/ould puzzle an Arithmetician, if you should ask him, 

whether the Bible saves more Souls in Westminster-Abby, 

or damns more in Westminster-Hall" (p. 280). And again: 

"Tomorrow, Knaves will thrive thro* craft, and Fools thro' 

Fortune; and Honesty will go as it did. Frost-nip't in a 

Summer suit" (p. 288). It should be apparent from these 

penetrating lines that Valentine is more astute than any 

comedy of manners hero except possibly Mirabell in The Way 

of the World. Both men are unique geniuses and are far 

above other heroes of the period. 

We first see Angelica in Act II, the usual procedure 

for the introduction of a Congreve heroine. We already 

know what to expect of her from earlier conversations 

about her. We have been told that she is beautiful, witty. 
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and proud; readers and viewers are not disappointed. In 

her first appearance Angelica is railing at her foolish old 

Uncle Foresight because he doesn't want her to leave the 

house. She rallies him superbly in his own astrological 

terminology: "But my Inclinations are in force, I have a 

mind to go abroad; and if you won't lend me your coach, I'll 

take a Hackney, or a chair and leave you to erect a Scheme, 

and find who's in Conjunction with your Wife. , . , You 

know my Aunt is a little Retrograde (as you call it) in 

her Nature, Uncle, I'm afraid you are not Lord of the As

cendant" (p, 237), In reply to Angelica's witty outburst 

Foresight calls Angelica a "jill-flirt," a "malapert Slut," 

and a "provoking minx," but the heroine counterattacks both 

her uncle and Miss Prue's nurse with true devastation: 

"Look to it. Nurse; I can bring Witness that you have a 

great unnatural Teat under your Left Arra, and he another; 

and that you Suckle a Young Devil in the Shape of a Tabby-

Cat" (p. 238). Clearly here is a woman to be reckoned with, 

Birdsall believes that Angelica revels "in a consciousness 

of her own cleverness and in her power to know the real 

world and to make it her plaything (as witness her impudent 

and rather coarsely suggestive taunting of Foresight early 

in the play)."^ Although many of Angelica's actions in 

the play seem cruel toward the desperate Valentine, an ex

amination of her thoughts and statements reveals that she 

^^Birdsall, p. 224. 
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generally does the correct and kind thing. For example, 

in Act III when Valentine asks her to come to a resolution 

about their future, Angelica makes a thoughxful and per

ceptive answer: "I can't. Resolution must come to me, 

or I shall never have one" (p. 259). 

Until Valentine's feigned madness in Act IV, the hero 

has controlled the action of the play. At this point, how

ever, Angelica immediately sees through Valentine's scheme 

and decides to force matters to a head. She becomes the 

plotter and forces Valentine to go through a sort of learn

ing process by which she can determine whether or not he 

merits her love. Angelica pretends to encourage the ad

vances of both Sir Sampson and Tattle in order to test 

Valentine. When Tattle presses his suit, she wryly tells 

him that "when you are as Mad as Valentine, I'll believe 

you love me, and the maddest shall take me" (p. 29I), 

When she speaks with Valentine she continually pushes him 

into corners where sincerity on his part must be inevitable. 

During one conversation, Angelica still pretends to believe 

Valentine insane, Valentine is trying to convince her that 

his madness has been a ruse, but Angelica will have none of 

it, because he really is a bit touched in the mind accord

ing to her standards: 

Angelica. (sighs) I would I had lov'd you — for Heav

en knows I pitie you; and could I have forseen the sad Ef

fects, I wou'd have striven; but that's too late, (sighs) 
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Valentine, , . , my seeming Madness had deceiv'd my 

Father, and procur'd me time to think of means to recon

cile me to him; and preserve the right of my Inheritance 

to his Estate; which otherwise by Articles, I must this 

Morning have resign'd. . . . 

Angelica. How! I thought your love of me had caus'd 

this Transport in your Soul; which it seems, you only 

counterfeited, for mercenary ends and sordid Interest, 

Valentine. Nay, now you do me Wrong; for if any In

terest was considered, it was yours, since I thought I 

wanted more than Love, to make me worthy of you. 

Angelica. Then you thought me mercenary — But how am 

I deluded by this Interval of Sense, to reason with a 

Madman? (pp. 294-295) 

She finally becomes exasperated with Valentine's motives. 

She will marry for love, without consideration of other 

matters like money, and his continued concern about things 

other than love in their courtship inspires her to speak 

the most perceptive lines in the play: 

Valentine. You are not leaving me in this Uncertainty? 

Angelica. Wou'd any thing, but a Madman complain of un

certainty? Uncertainty and Expectation are the Joys of 

Life. Security is an insipid thing, and the overtaking 

and possessing of a Wish, discovers the Folly of the 

Chase. Never let us know one another better; for the 

Pleasure of a Masquerade is done, when we come to shew 
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our Faces; But I'll tell you two things before I leave 

you; I am not the Fool you take me for; and you are Mad 

and don't know it (p. 296), 

Angelica's treatment of Sir Sampson is rather cruel, 

but the foolish old man deserves any comeupance he receives 

for disinheriting Valentine and then attempting to wed the 

woman his son loves. In Act V Sir Sampson is bragging about 

his strength and virility to Angelica, but the heroine makes 

a subtle remark which, although the old fool is too imper-

ceptive to recognize it, serves as a warning: "Have a care, 

and don't over-act your Part — If you remember, the stron

gest Sampson of your Name, pull'd an old House over his 

Head at last" (p, 301), Sir Sampson, of course, continues 

his foolish course and does pull his house down on his head 

in the end. 

In the final scene of the play Valentine renounces his 

inheritance and offers to hand over Angelica to Sir Sampson, 

because he thinks that this action is what she desires. As 

a result of this renunciation, Valentine finally moves up 

to the plane of pure love occupied all along by Angelica, 

and as a result he becomes worthy of her love. She does 

not hesitate in accepting him: "Had I the World to give 

you it cou'd not make me worthy of so generous and faith

ful a Passion: Here's my Hand, my Heart was always yours, 

and struggled very hard to make this utmost tryal of your 

Virtue" (p. 312). Love for Love is Congreve's only comedy 
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in which a female is allowed to speak the final words, and 

those v/ords appropriately go to Angelica: "Men are general

ly Hypocrites and Infidels, they pretend to Worship, but 

have neither Zeal nor Faith: Hov/ few, like Valentine, would 

persevere even unto Martyrdom, and sacrifice their Interest 

to their Constancy! In admiring me, you misplace the Nov

elty. 

The Miracle to Day is, that we find 

A Lover true: Not that a Woman's Kind" (p,3l4). 

To switch from Angelica to Miss Prue is a long jump. 

In Miss Prue we have the reincarnation of Margery Pinchwife, 

Prue has just arrived in London from the country, and to say 

that she enjoys her new environment is a giant understate

ment. Van Voris calls Miss Prue "the eternal adolescent, 

sweet-toothed, apt to bawl, lecherous, her brain clogged 

with baby-fat. "-̂ ^ Her funniest scene is the one in which 

she is educated by Tattle to the London way of the world 

concerning sex. The scene is long but deserves full ci

tation because Prue's character is herein fully pictured: 

Miss Prue. Well, and how will you make Love to me — 

Come, I long to have you begin. . . . 

Tattle. De'e you think you can Love me? 

Miss Prue. Yes. 

Tattle. Pooh, Pox, you must not say yes already; I 

shan't care a Farthing for you then in a twinkling. . . . 

^^Yan Voris, p. 9̂ . 
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Miss Prue. Why, must I tell a Lie then? 

Tattle. Yes, if you would be well-bred. All well-bred 

Persons Lie — Besides, you are a Woman, you must never 

speak what you think; Your words must contradict your 

thoughts; but your Actions may contradict your words. 

. . . If I ask you to kiss me, you must be angry, but 

you must not refuse me. If I ask you for more, you must 

be more angry — but more complying. . . , Well, my 

pretty Creature; will you make me happy by giving me a 

Kiss? 

Miss Prue, No, indeed; I'm angry at you. — 

Runs and Kisses him. . . . 

Tattle. Admirable! That was as well as if you had 

been born and bred in Covent-Garden, all the days of your 

Life; — And won't you shew me, pretty Miss, where your 

Bedroom Chamber is? 

Miss Prue. No, indeed won't I: But I'll run there 

and hide my self from you behind the Curtains (pp. 252-253), 

D. Crane Taylor believes that Prue is the first full-length 

portrait of a country hoyden in English comedy: "The coun

try lout had descended to Restoration comedy from similar 

characters in the comedies of Jonson. . . . Several boorish 

country fellows are sketched in Shadwell's comedies, but 

not till we come to the immortal Tony Lumpkin do v/e find 
34 

Miss Prue's true brother."-^ Taylor's character sketch 

of Prue is accurate, even though he strangely omits mention 

^Saylor, pp. 71-72. 
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of Margery Pinchwife, undoubtedly Congreve's inspiration for 

the character of Prue. 

Prue, of course, does not find happiness within the 

play, because her lusty nature is far from Congreve's idea 

of how women should behave. Miss Prue is looking for a 

man, any man, and Congreve refuses to place Prue with her 

adolescent desires on the same level with Angelica; hexnce 

it is necessary for the hoyden to be disappointed. Her un-

happiness comes when Tattle rejects her because he thinks 

he has a chance to get Angelica: 

Miss Prue, . . . I know you may be my Husband now if 

you please. . . . 

Tattle. 0 Pox, that was Yesterday, Miss, that was a 

great while ago. Child. I have been asleep since" 

(p. 303). 

If Congreve is picturing his own ideals for womanhood in 

Love for Love, however, Prue occupies the middle ground 

between Angelica and the two sisters Foresight and Frail. 

Prue's desires to fornicate enthusiastically with almost 

every male she encounters are a mark against her, but her 

innocent naivete and honesty make her appealing nonetheless. 

Mrs. Foresight and Mrs, Frail can be grouped in one 

discussion because they are so much alike. As Van Voris 

notes, "r/Irs. Frail is the younger counterpart of her sis

ter, a little more lecherous, a little more desperate; 

she has a slick urbane gift for gossip and mimicry which 
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completely deceives Ben."^^ The characters of both are 

brilliantly revealed in Act II \7hen Mrs. Foresight accuses 

her sister of going to the wicked suburbs with a secret 

lover: 

r/Irs. Foresight. , . , You never were at the World's 

End? 

Mrs. Frail. No. 

Mrs, Foresight. You deny it positively to my Face. 

f^s. Frail, Your Face, v/hat's your Face? 

Mirs. Foresight. No matter for that, it's as good as a 

Face as yours. 

Mrs. Frail. Not by a dozen years v/earing. — But I do 

deny it positively to your Face then (p. 247). 

V/hat Mrs. Foresight is getting to is that she has found a 

gold pin which Ivirs. Frail lost at the World's End. Ivirs. 

Foresight is going to accuse her sister of indiscreet be

havior, but Mirs. Frail, no fool herself, quickly asks 

Mrs. Foresight how she came into possession of the pin, im

plying correctly that Mrs. Foresight must have been there 

in order to find it, and their ensuing conversation is quite 

humorous and revealing: 

Mrs. Frail. I have heard Gentlemen say. Sister; that 

one should take great care when one makes a thrust in 

Fencing, not to lye open ones self. 

Mrs. Foresight. It's very true. Sister: Well, since 

^^Van Voris, p. 95* 
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all's out, and as you say, since we are both Wounded, let 

us do that is often done in Duels, take care of one an

other, and grow better Friends than before. 

Mrs, Frail. With all ray heart, ours are but slight 

Flesh-wounds, and if we keep 'em from Air, not at all 

dangerous (p. 248). 

The subtle double meaning in Mrs. Frail's use of the v/ord 

air together v;ith the witty extended metaphor prove that 

both women possess adequate wit. 

Although Congreve does not dislike the two sisters (he 

does not make them villainesses by any means), neither does 

he approve of their secretly lustful methods of operation. 

He allows Mrs. Foresight to be seduced by Scandal who under

takes the action only to help Valentine; Scandal cares 

nothing for her. And Ivirs, Frail's fate is even more un

savory. She is tricked into marrying Tattle, the least at

tractive male in the play other than Sir Sampson. There is 

a great deal of poetic justice involving the four female 

characters in Love for Love. Each gets exactly what she de

serves, or what Congreve thinks she deserves. In Congreve's 

plays we no longer see cruel rakes and designing women carry

ing the day as was sometimes the case in the plays of Ethe

rege and Wycherley. The virtuous are rev/arded, while the 

"wicked" are appropriately punished. Not to admit that 

Congreve is moving at least in the direction of the senti

mental comedy of Steele is to ignore the facts. This hint 
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of sentimentalism will continue in The V/ay of the World, 

one of the most moral plays in English literature. 

Congreve's fourth comedy. The Way of the World (1700), 

is his acknowledged masterpiece. All critics who admire 

comedy of manners admire this play. Unlike Love for Love, 

however, there is a great deal of critical debate about the 

proper interpretation of the play; hence, a review of the 

criticism is mandatory. In the early twentieth century 

after John Palmer's revolutionary The Comedy of Manners 

had begun to nudge the genre back up to the niche it now 

occupies, The V/ay of the V/orld v/as general-ly praised for 

its scintillating rhetoric and its brilliant portrayal of 

high society during the Restoration, Palmer's view is rep

resentative: "The Way of the World is a perfect expression 

of the temperament whose origins we have studied in the 

letters and plays of Etherege, Life is accepted and ob

served — not as a problem, but a pageant, . . , The 

whole duty of man is to talk, when he can, like Mirabell."-^ 

Taylor, v/riting twenty years later, agrees in essence with 

Palmer: "Congreve has given in this comedy the mature and 

37 
final expression of the Cavalier attitude,"-^' In 1937t 

however, the critical climate surrounding the play and the 

entire genre underwent a basic change, for in that year 

L, C, Knights published his famous attack on comedy of man-

^^Palmer, p, 191. 

-̂ "̂ Taylor, p, 145. 
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ners in which he argued that comedy of manners supporters 

should not spend time defending the plays against charges 

of indecency, but that they should defend his own charges 

that the plays are trivial, gross, and dull. As a result 

of Knights' attack, most critics began delving more into 

the meaning of various plays. The Way of the World, be

cause of its complexity and subtlety, has received the 

lion's share of attention, Fujimura, appropriately, sees 

Congreve turning away from the naturalistic philosophy of 

wit comedy, and making concessions to morality, good sense, 

and sensibility,^ Then in 1958 Paul and Miriam Mueschke 

come up v/ith a new interpretation, one which they spend 

85 pages carefully proving. The Mueschkes propose "to show 

that it is the insight with which the progressive regener

ation of one pair of adulterers is contrasted v/ith the pro

gressive degeneration of another pair of adulterers . . . 

and that above all else, it is the depth, variety, and 

siibtlsty of the wit emanating from the repudiation of carpe 

diem philosophy which establishes the eminence of The Way 

of the World in the satiric tradition of Horace and Jon

son. "^^ Norman Holland, like Congreve himself, saves his 

best rhetoric for The Way of the World: "If Shakespeare's 

diction, as one of Keats' sonnets suggests, is 'the voice 

^^Fujimura, p. 195-

-̂ P̂aul Mueschke and Miriam P/lueschke, A New View of Con
greve's Way of the World, (Ann Arbor: University of Michi-
gan Press, 1958), p. 9* 
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of waters,' then surely Congreve's is the sound of cham-

.40 If 
pagne 

In contrast to the above critical progression Jean 

Gagen reverts to the pre-Knights interpretation: "Mirabell 

is an embodiment of the ideal of the gentleman which pre

vailed in Congreve's lifetime. . . . Mirabell is not a rake; 

his conduct is not reprehensible; and he undergoes no refor

mation because it never occurs to him or to anyone else in 
41 

the play that any reformation is necessary or desirable." 

Gagen's argument is a strange but interesting blend of his

torical and analytical criticism. Van Voris calls the com

edy a profoundly political play about the structure of soci

ety, observing that the characters form a kind of microcosm 

42 T 

Of the outside world. Birdsall, perceptive as usual, sug

gests that Mirabell and Millimant's challenge (the theme of 

the play) is to succeed "in making prevail within their cha

otically passionate world the kind of artistry each has a-

chieved on the individual level." ^ That none of these 

widely divergent interpretations cited can be proven in

correct is positive proof of the complexity of the play. 

The plot of The Way of the World is as complex as the 

^^Holland, p. 175. 

^^Jean Gagen, "Congreve's Mrabell and the Ideal of the 
Gentleman," PMLA, 79 (Sept.-Dec, 1964), 422. 

^^Van Voris, p. 125. 

^^Birdsall, p. 229. 
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various interpretations. Every character in some degree 

influences the course of action. Mirabell loves Millimant, 

niece and ward of Lady Wishfort, who intends that Millimant 

shall marry Sir Wilfull Witwoud, a country squire. In order 

to attempt to secure Millimant, Mirabell pretends to court 

her aunt, but as a result of Mxs. Marwood, his plan is dis

covered. Next Mirabell has his servant Waitwell marry Lady 

Wishfort's maid Foible, and then pretend to court Lady Wish

fort disguised as Sir Rowland. Marwood exposes this plot 

also, Fainall, a supposed friend of Mirabell, has married 

Lady Wishfort's daughter, a former mistress of Mirabell, 

in order to secure her fortune. Ivtrs. Marwood, Fainall's 

mistress, convinces him he can secure all of Lady Wishfort's 

fortune by threatening to expose her daughter (his wife) as 

an immoral person. When Fainall has sprung this plot, Mira

bell offers to help Lady Wishfort out of the difficulty if 

she will let him have Millimant. She agrees, whereupon 

Mirabell produces a will authorized by Mrs. Fainall before 

her marriage which conveys all her wealth to her friend 

Mirabell. As a result of Mirabell's final coup, Mrs. Fain

all and her mother are safeguarded, Fainall and Mrs. Marv/ood 

are thwarted, and Mirabell and Millimant are to be married. 

To complicate matters even further, most of the action 

occurs in Act V. It is easy to see why the comedy has 

never succeeded on the stage. A viewer has to be almost 

a genius in order to understand the plot. But plot matters 
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little in The Way of the World! theme, character, and rhe

torical style are the important ingredients. 

As was the case in The Old Batchelor there exist three 

important female characters: Millimant, Lady Wishfort, and 

Mrs. Marwood. As usual, all three are sharply individual

ized and significant, but it is the incomparable Millimant 

who has been winning the hearts of readers and scholars, 

if not viewers, since the play was written. In strength of 

personality Millimant is about equal to Angelica, but the 

former exceeds the latter in wit, if not in emotional genius. 

Millimant's situation, however, is far different from An

gelica's, because Mirabell is already on her own level, un

like Valentine who had to be educated throughout Love for 

Love. Hence, Millimant has more time to display her wit, 

whims, and delightful vanity. Furthermore, Millimant dif

fers from Angelica in that Millimant is interested in more 

than love for love in marriage. She, more than any other 

heroine in the period, values freedom and independence, as 

the often-quoted proviso scene proves. The first time Milli

mant is described at length in Act I in a conversation be

tween Mirabell and Fainall, Congreve gives us an excellent 

character sketch of the heroine: "I like her with all her 

Faults; nay, like her for her Faults. Her Follies are so 

natural, or so artful, that they become her; and those 

Affectations which in another Woman wou'd be odious, serve 

but to make her more agreeable" (p. 399). 
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Typically v/e must wait until Act II to meet Millimant 

in person. One of Millimant's first humorous metaphorical 

revelations she makes about herself is that she uses letters 

she receives to pin up her hair. But sif^aificantly, Milli

mant will not use prose for this purpose, only poetry. 

Birdsall describes her accurately: "From the moment when 

she 'sails' onto the stage, she is in perpetual motion, 

shamelessly indulgent in her own capriciousness and quite 

outrageously egotistical and overbearing. . . . She will 

have the v/orld on her own terms or not at ail — a place 

beautiful and exciting and free, a poem of her own mak-

44 

ing," When Millimant and Mirabell first converse, Milli

mant torments her suitor with her wit: "One's Cruelty is 

one's Power, and when one parts with one's Cruelty, one 

parts with one's Pov/er; and when one has parted with that, I 

fancy one's Old and Ugly" (p. 420). Millimant's apparently 

harsh treatment of Mirabell, however, is done for a com

pletely different reason from that which caused Angelica to 

torment Valentine. While Angelica was attempting to educate 

her lover into an understanding of the nature of true love, 

Millimant's motives are primarily to establish and maintain 

her own freedom and independence. 

Mirabell, of course, becomes continually exasperated as 

a result of his treatment by Millimant, and at one point in 

Act II he lashes at both her and womankind. His remarks 

^^Birdsall, pp. 228-229. 
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aptly describe the effect such a woman eternally has on an 

intelligent male lover: "Think of you J . . . A Fellow that 

lives in a Windmill, had not a more whimsical Dwelling than 

the Heart of a Man that is lodg'd in a Wom.an. There is no 

Point of the Compass to which they cannot turn, and by which 

they are not turn'd , , , for Motion not Method is their 

Occupation" (p. 423), Was it ever thus? But from the wit 

combat between Mirabell and Millimant comes a rational and 

at least possibly permanent relationship. The other cen

tral characters, as the Mueschkes have observed, function 

within the carpe diem philosophy, Fainall, Mrs, Marwood, 

and Lady Wishfort think only of satisfying desires of the 

moment; in contrast, Mirabell and Millimant search for 

lasting happiness. Since Congreve allows the young lovers 

to emerge victorious, Congreve is obviously rejecting the 

carpe diem mode of living, at least in this play. The 

whole family is in the process of crumbling, but in the 

middle of that collapse, Mirabell and Millimant "meet and 

45 

bargain to create a new unity with artifice," -̂  The bar

gaining occurs in Act IV in the proviso scene. Millimant 

essentially demands freedom, while Mirabell in his list of 

requisites slightly qualifies Millimant's demands. Milli

mant, nothing if not perceptive, accepts Mirabell's de

mands, but in saying yes, she only slightly drops her mask 

of gaiety and cynicism: "Well, you ridiculous thing you, 

^^Van Voris, p. 1^2, 
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I'll have you, — I won't be thank'd — here kiss my hand 

tho' — so hold your tongue now, and don't say a word" 

(p, 452), Only after Mirabell has departed the stage does 

Millimant confess her true emotions to Mrs, Fainall: "Well, 

if Mirabell shou'd not make a good Husband, I am a lost 

thing; — for I find I love him violently" (p. 453). Appro

priately, following Millimant's comraittment to Mirabell, 

Congreve gives her few more significant lines in the play. 

Had he allowed the heroine to control the final action, as 

Angelica did in Love for Love, the character of Mirabell 

would have been weakened, and such could not be the case, 

for Mirabell is Millimant's equal in pov/er and potential. 

Lady Wishfort, female patriarch of the play, is more 

of a fool than a villain. She has much in common with Sir 

Sampson in Love for Love. Neither is a genuine villain 

like Maskwell, or even Fainall, but by the same token, each 

causes the good characters in each play much difficulty. 

Like Sir Sampson, Lady Wishfort is ridiculous, affected, 

and absurd, but she is also imposing enough to be a real 

obstacle to Mirabell. Lady Wishfort's basic problem is a 

lack of self-knowledge. She continually attempts to be 

something she is not. For example, she thinks herself 

capable of being a young lover when actually she is old 

enough to be a grandmother. She considers herself a Pu

ritan (Bunyan's works are prominent over her chimney, as 

is Jeremy Collier's Short View 01 the Profaneness and Im-
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morality of the English Stage), when in reality she is a 

lecherous old woman, lusting after several young men in the 

play. 

Lady Wishfort is not introduced until Act III, a possi

ble indication that Congreve wishes her to be considered 

the center of the comedy, the focal point around which all 

the characters move. All her actions are taken on impulse, 

another illustration of the carpe diem theme. When Foible, 

Mirabell's assistant in his plot to win Millimant, delib

erately tells Lady Wishfort that Mirabell detests her so 

that she will pursue Sir Rowland, her reaction perfectly 

pictures her impulsive nature: "Audacious Villain! han

dle me, wou'd he durst — Frippery? old Frippery! I'll 

be married to Morrow, I'll be contracted to Night" (p. 423). 

As Lady Wishfort prepares to receive the supposed Sir 

Rowland, her cosmetic endeavors represent the absolute 

height of absurdity: 

Lady Wishfort. . . . This wretch has fretted me that 

I am absolutely decay'd. Look Foible. 

Foible. Your Ladyship has frowned a little too rashly, 

indeed Madam. There are some cracks discernable in the 

white Vernish. 

Lady Wishfort. Let me see the Glass — Cracks, say'st 

thou? Why I am arrantly flea'd — I look like an old 

peel'd Wall. Thou must repair me Foible, before Sir 

Rowland Comes; or I shall never keep up to my Picture. 
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Foible. I warrant you, Madam; a little Art once made 

your Picture like you; and now a little same Art, must 

make you like your Picture. Your Picture musx sit for 

you. Madam (pp. 428-429), 

The irony running through the entire passage is masterful. 

The funniest passage involving Lady Wishfort, however, comes 

when Sir Rowland actually pretends to pay court to her. 

V/hile secretly lusting after her supposed suitor. Lady Wish

fort insists that sexual desire has nothing at all to do 

with her acceptance of his proposal: "You must not attrib

ute my yielding to any sinister appetite, or Indigestion 

of Widdow-hood. . . . If you do, I protest I must recede --

or think that I have made a prostitution of decorums. . . . 

If you think the least scruple of Carnality was an Ingre

dient — " (pp. 458-459). Like Lady Cockwood in Etherege's 

She Wou'd if She Cou'd, Lady Wishfort's capacity for self-

delusion is indeed infinite. 

Though Congreve wants us to laugh at Lady Wishfort with 

all her silly affectations, and laugh we do, there is a 

poignant touch, a note of sadness, in this portrait of de

caying womanhood. We honestly and correctly feel sorry for 

her in her confusion about how to act in the presence of Sir 

Rowland. The inevitable impression Congreve forces us to 

perceive is that the pitiful plight of Lady Wishfort is the 

result of foolishly clinging to the precieux feminine tra

dition. Furthermore, with Lady Wishfort the playwright also 
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pictures the ultimate result of the sexual double standard 

on women. 

As Rose Snider proposes. Lady Wishfort's "youth is so 

far away that she has long since forgotten how to act when 

46 being wooed, and is now making her debut all over again." 

We again feel sorry for her in Act V when she begins to 

understand the true villainy of Mrs. Marwood and Fainall. 

Her expression of her desire to return to a kind of Golden 

Age is particularly sad: "Well Friend, you are enough to 

reconcile me to the bad World, or else I wou'd retire to 

Desarts and Solitudes; and feed harmless Sheep by Groves 

and Purling Streams" (p. 465). But our final analysis of 

Lady Wishfort cannot be sympathetic, because she has almost 

pulled her own house down on her head and almost wrecked 

the happiness of Mirabell and Millimant because of her im

mense folly. She does in fact represent one way of the 

world, and Congreve forces us to reject her way. 

Mrs. Marwood, in contrast to Lady Wishfort, is a genuine 

villain. Her motives, desire for wealth and revenge against 

Mirabell, insure a total lack of reader sympathy when she is 

destroyed at the end of the play. Mrs. Marwood is a more 

subtle and evil character than her partner in intrigue, Fain

all. Birdsall terms her an lago-like villain: "Working on 

Fainall's passions of greed and jealousy, she turns him with 

cold calculation into an instrument for carrying out the de-

46 Snider, p. l6. 
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structive designs of her own hatred." "̂  Fainall's marriage, 

entered into primarily because of his desire for money, is 

exceeded in its essential negative quality only by the type 

of marriage Mrs. Marwood states that she would prefer: "If 

I cou'd but find one that lov'd me very well, and would be 

thoroughly sensible of ill usage; I think I shou'd do my 

self the violence of undergoing the Ceremony" (p. 411). 

When Mrs. Fainall asks Marwood whether she would make her 

husband a cuckold, her reply further establishes her com

pletely negative character: "No, but I'd make him believe 

I did, and that's as bad" (p. 411). Garwood's above pro

posal is, of course, even mor3 crusl than encouraging secret 

lovers. It could be argued that Congreve intended Mirs. Mar

wood to exemplify one typical reaction to that subjection 

wom.en had been forced to cope with for centuries, but I be

lieve Marwood v/ould have been evil regardless. 

In order for any character to be an effective villain, 

he or she must possess a relatively high degree of intelli

gence and passionate intensity. I^s. Marwood proves she 

possesses both in a soliloquy in Act III: "0 Man, Man! 

Woman, Woman! The Devil's an Ass: If I were a Painter, I 

wou'd draw him like an Idiot, a Driveler, with a Bib and 

Bells. Man shou'd have his Head and Horns, and Woman the 

rest of him" (p. 431). As evidenced by the above emotion, 

it is clear that Mrs. Mairwood is a Machiavellian character 

^•^Birdsall, pp. 231-232. 
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because of her cold and rational efforts to achieve power 

over the other characters in the play. Unfortunately for 

Mirs. Marwood, Mirabell possesses enough wit and inventive

ness to overpower her. When Mrs. Marwood and Fainall are 

defeated by Mrabell's tricky manipulation of the v/ill, 

Mrs. Marwood still does not relent or submit to justice. 

True to character her last words are an avowal of revenge: 

Mrs. Fainall. Madam, you seem to stifle your Resent

ment: You had better give it Vent. 

r/Irs. Marwood. Yes it shall have Vent — and to your 

Confusion, or I'll perish in the attempt (pp, 476-477). 

Birdsall accurately explains v/hat Congreve has accomplished 

with the character of Mrs. Marwood: "What Congreve illus

trates here once again is the hair-thin line that separates 

the comic from the tragic, the creative from the destructive, 

where the human passions in general and sexual antagonsim 

48 and aggressiveness in particular are concerned." 

With Congreve women characters achieve a new importance. 

All his comic heroines are at least as intelligent as their 

male counterparts, and in his middle two comedies Cynthia 

and Angelica actually control the actions of the plays. 

Certainly Millimant has Mirabell twisted around her little 

finger. He is content only knowing that she loves him. 

Although the double standard concerning sex still exists 

to a degree, Congreve even begins to chip away at that con-

^^Birdsall, p. 233. 
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cept with the character of Millimant. Though the play

wright's women characters are unable to erase completely 

the double standard concerning sex, his heroines are in 

every other significant way equal to or superior to men. 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

Etherege, Wycherley, and Congreve were perhaps more sympa

thetic to granting women more freedom than had been granted 

in any previous period of English literature. Though a def

inite pattern of increasing feminine rights in the comedies 

of the three dramatists would be difficult to establish, a 

progressive trend is apparent. Even in Etherege's first ex

perimental comedy. Love in a Tub, if the heroic sections are 

excluded, women are granted intellectual equality and supe

riority of inventiveness to men. Certainly the three play

wrights were willing to grant women more rights than were 

available to the sex in the world at large during the Resto

ration. Those female characters in each play who fail in 

their efforts to compete socially and intelLectually with 

men lack success because of their inability to throw off 

the precieux tradition of male-female relationships, a sys

tem which had kept women subject to men for centuries. 

In Etherege's second play. She Wou'd if She Cou'd. Lady 

Cockwood illustrates the folly of subscribing in youth to 

that distortion of honorable courtly love which attempted 

to ignore the sex drive. Her predicament is, to be sure, 

191 
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not her fault, since she was indoctrina-ued v/ith the unv/ork-

able tradition as a girl. Her excessively demanding sexual 

nature obviously owes much to repression. She has denied 

her own sexual nature for so long that her lust spills over 

into unacceptable channels. As Courtall observes, "She 

would by her good will give her Lover no more rest, than a 

young squire that has newly set up a coach, does his only 

pair of horses" (p. 98), As Birdsall points out, "It is 

against her alternately repressive and blatantly aggressive 

world — a world devoid of free and creative vitality — 

that the new playful world of Courtall and Freeman, Gatty 

and Ariana, is opposed," 

In contrast to Lady Cockv/ood, Gatty is a strong-willed 

realist who understands exactly what she must do to gain 

freedom in her society. She fiercely rejects sentimentality 

which would hinder her efforts. She accepts the sexual 

double standard of the time (Etherege was unwilling to grant 

this final freedora, and one can iraagine Jereray Collier 

twitching with sick revulsion if the draraatist had), yet she 

still resolves to strike out for all other forms of social 

happiness and equality. That Etherege allowed Gatty to suc

ceed in her efforts proves that Etherege favored a new de

gree of liberation for women, 

•^Virginia Ogden Birdsall, Wild Civility:^ The English 
Comic Spirit on the Restoration Stage (Bloomington: In
diana University Press, 1970), pp, 60-61. 
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Harriet, heroine of The Man of Mode, is an enlargement 

and an extension of Gatty, Harriet's strength lies in her 

absolute rejection of all illusions. One added freedom 

which Etherege grants to Harriet is the right to rally ver

bally any fools whom she encounters. Significantly, on one 

occasion Medley calls Harriet "the new woman" (p. 244); he 

is more correct than he knows. Never before in English 

drama had anyone quite like Harriet appeared. One must re

turn to Roman or Greek comedy to find her sisters. Her in

dependence and total rejection of the precieux mode is dem

onstrated, when in response to Dorimant*s statement — 

"V/omen indeed have commonly a method of managing those 

messengers /"eyes^/ of Love! now they will look as if they 

would kill, and anon they will look as if they were dying. 

They point and rebate their glances, the better to invite 

us" — she replies, "I like this variety well enough, but 

hate the set face that always looks as it would say Come 

love me. A woman, who at Plays makes the Deux yeux to a 

whole Audience, and at home cannot forbear 'em to her Mon

key" (p. 248). 

Harriet, unlike Mrs. Loveit, operates in what Etherege 

terms a reasonable manner. To operate reasonably is simply 

to be realistic about the appetitive and inconstant nature 

of man and to act accordingly. Loveit cannot function with

in Etherege's definition of reasonableness. She wants men 

to be like Sir Foppling Flutter, men who are "ever offering 
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us their services, and always waiting on our v/ill" (p. 268). 

When confronted with a Restoration rake like Dorimant v/ho 

delights in causing her to break her fan rather than flut

ter it, she goes berserk and cannot compete. 

Women in the comedies of Wycherley gain an added di

mension of freedom in that his wiser heroines refuse to sub

mit themselves to the centuries-old concept of arranged 

marriages. Some, of course, are already unhappily married 

when they discover and begin to rebel against their plight, 

but all eventually strike out for healthy freedom in marital 

relationships. Lydia and Christina, heroines of Love in a 

V/ood, contribute little to the emancipation of women, but 

Hippolita, fourteen-year-old central figure of The Gentleman 

Daneing-Master, is a truly liberated female. Hippolita is 

Wycherley's most invigorating and appealing female char

acter. As Birdsall remarks, "Hippolita bursts upon the 

stage, full of the sense of new horizons, new possibilities 
2 

for self-realization and freedom of expression." One of 

her remarks early in Act II perfectly illustrates the grow

ing acceptance for women's liberation which Restoration 

comedy of manners promotes. Hippolita is threatened with 

a parentally arranged marriage, but she will have none of 

it: "Courage then, Hippolita. make use of the only oppor

tunity thou canst have to enfranchize thy self: Women 

formerly (they say) never knew how to make use of their 

^Birdsall, p. 122, 
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time till it was past; but let it not be said so of a young 

Woman of this Age" (p. 155). 

V/ycherley, hov/ever, could not bring himself to condone 

complete female boldness. Women, according to the playwright, 

should remain ever the pursued. He takes great pains to dif

ferentiate between Hippolita and the tv/o crafty female pros

titutes. Flirt and Flounce, Just as Etherege was unvilling 

to allow his heroines to assume the sexual initiative, 

neither is V/ycherley, except in the case of Margery Pinch

v/ife, and Margery herself apologizes on several occasions 

for being so bold. Margery has just arrived in London from 

the country and is unfamiliar with city social procedures. 

V/ycherley, it seems, steps up to the line separating tra

ditional male chauvinism and an enlightened male attitude 

toward women, but then retreats a slight distance. Birdsall 

believes that V/ycherley, despite his relatively enlightened 

attitude toward women, retained throughout his life a kind 
3 

of idealism as opposed to realism toward the sex,-' and she 

is probably correct. Nevertheless, Wycherley did vehe

mently oppose many injustices perpetrated toward women, 

chiefly arranged marriages and unfair restrictions placed 

on wives by tyrannical husbands like Pinchwife and Sir 

Jaspar Fidget. One only wishes that Wycherley had com

pleted his statement about women in The Plain-Dealer, be-

gim so well in The Gentleman Daneing-Master and The Country-

^Birdsall, p. 123, 
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Wife. 

Congreve, the greatest v/riter of Restoration comedy of 

manners, makes the definitive statement on the Restoration 

attitude tov/ard women v/ith Millimant in The Way of the World. 

The dramatist arrives at this final statement in a round

about fashion through his three earlier comedies and several 

casual remarks recorded in his letters. 

Belinda and Araminta, heroines of The Old Batchelor, pos

sess as much freedom as any previous comedy of manners her

oine with the possible exception of Harriet in The Man of 

Mode and Hippolita in The Gentleman Dancing-Master. Be

linda is a suitable forerunner of I.Iillim.ant, possessing 

most of the latter's characteristics. The language Belinda 

speaks is invariably realistic, never romantic. She is 

blessed with the rhetorical ability and the cynicism ne

cessary to devastate fools in witty conversation. Birdsall 
4 

calls her rhetorical attacks "a sheer poetry of abuse," 

Araminta, more serious and less cynical than her cousin, 

is also well equipped to battle successfully for the man 

she desires, despite the still extant double standard which 

rears its head throughout the play. 

Cynthia in The Double-Dealer is more thoughtful and 

philosophical than any other Congreve feraale character, and 

her condition can be attributed to the extraordinary nuraber 

of villains and fools in the play. Cynthia's lover, Melle-

^Birdsall, p. I85. 
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font, is not perceptive enough to cope with the villains, 

and it is Cynthia who must outwit them. Furthermore, Melle

font and Cynthia have already admitted their love for each 

other v/hen the play opens, and as a result conduct no wit 

battles. Hence, The Double-Dealer is more introspective 

and less humorous than Congreve's other conedies. 

With the appearance of Angelica in Love for Love the 

treatment of women in the plays of Congreve reaches a nev/ 

plateau. As Fujimura notes, Angelica is "more boisterous 

in her wit and frankly sexual in her allusions"^ than any 

Congreve female truewit so far. Her v/it and ability to en

gage in repartee are more than the mere firing off of wit

ticisms and epigrams; they represent the posture of a bril

liant and admirable female "aroused enough to snow pique 

but sufficiently observant of decorum not "uo give way to 

passionate speech." Female characters who assert them

selves less than Angelica deny themselves freedora which Con

greve at this stage of his career was willing to grant, 

while those v/ho exceed the level of decorum exhibited by 

Angelica run the risk of becoming absurd like Lady Wish

fort or villainesses like Lady Touchwood. 

Between the composition of Love for Love and The Way of 

the World, in a letter to John Dennis dated July 10, 1695» 

^Thomas H. Fujimura, The Restoration Comedy of Wit 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1952), p. 180, 

Fujimura, p, 181, 
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Congreve defines his conception of zhe term humor and ex

plains why he believes that women cannot be humors char

acters. According to the dramatist, "a humor is a singular 

and unavoidable manner of doing, or saying any thing. Pecu

liar and Natural to one Man only; by which his Speech and 

Actions are distinguish'd from those of other Men.""̂  Later 

in the same letter Congreve makes a rather astounding ad

mission: "But I must confess I have never made any obser

vation of what I Apprehend to be true Humor in Women. . . , 

For if ever any thing does appear Comical or Humorous in 

a Woman, I think it is little more than an acquir'd Folly, 

or an Affectation." Immediately, however, Congreve qual

ifies his statement by adding, "We may call them the weaker 

Sex, but I think the true Reason is, because our Follies 
o 

are stronger, and our Faults are more prevailing," At 

first glance Congreve here sounds like a twentieth-century 

male chauvinist, but upon closer examination such is not 

the case. The playwright is not, as it first appears, 

placing women on a precieux pedestal and resubscribing to 

the ideas of courtly love; instead, he is actually arguing 

that women are superior to men in certain areas, notably, 

their greater ability to comprehend and therefore to par

ticipate more perceptively in social relationships, be

cause they are not encumbered with humors. 
n 

'Hodges, Letters and Documents, p. I76. 
Q 

Hodges, Letters and Documents, pp. 182-183, 
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Congreve's final view about women comes naturally in his 

final comedy. The Way of the World, That the statement, to

gether with all the other ideas in the play, is definitive 

is supported by a remark in the dedication in which Congreve 

announces that he has not concerned himself with possible 

popularity for the play: "Little of it was prepar'd for 

that general Taste v/hich seems now to be predominant in the 

Pallats of our Audience" (p. 390), The most important pas

sage in comedy of manners relating to m.ale-female relation

ships is the famous proviso scene between Millimant and 

Mirabell. The significant aspect is Millimant's demands 

for freedom in marriage: 

Millimant. There is not so Impudent a thing in Nature, 

as the sawcy look of an assured Man, Confident of Success. 

The Pedantick arrogance of a very Husband, has not so 

Pragmatical an Air! Ah! I'll never marry unless I am 

first made sure of my v/ill and pleasure. . . . positively 

Mirabell, I'le lie a bed in a morning as long as I please. 

. . . I won't be call'd Names . . . /"such_^7 as Wife, 

Spouse, My dear, Joy, Jev/el, Love, Sweet heart and the 

rest of that nauseous Cant, in which Men and their Wives 

are so fulsomely familiar. . . • 

Mirabell. Have you any more Conditions to offer? 

Hitherto your demands are pretty reasonable. 

Millimant. Trifles, — As liberty to pay and receive 

visits from whom I please, to vorite and receive Letters, 
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without Interrogatories or v/ry Faces on your part. To 

v/e:ir what I please; and choose conversation with regard 

only to m.y ov;n taste; to have no obligation upon ne to 

converse with Wits that I don't like, because chey are 

your acquaintance; or to be intimate with Fools, because 

they may be your Relations. Come to dinner when I please, 

dine in my dressing room when I'm out of humor without 

giving a reason. To have my Closet Inviolate; to be sole 

Empress of my tea-table, v/hich you must never presume to 

approach without first asking leave. And lastly, where 

ever I am, you shall always knock at the door before you 

come in. These Articles subscrib'd. If I continue to en

dure you a little longer, I may by degrees dv/indle into 

a V/ife (pp. 449-450). 

To anyone reading this passage who is unfamiliar with Milli

mant 's character, the heroine might appear to be a shrew, 

but that would be a misinterpretation. Millimant's requests,/' 

demands even, are those of a witty, brilliant, and percep

tive woman declaring her o^/m independence within the frame

work of marriage. Mirabell quickly retaliates with his own 

reasonable demands which Millimant accepts. The heroine's 

ultimate femininity and charm are beautifully displayed as 

soon as Mirabell leaves the stage following the proviso 

scene: "Well, If Mirabell shou'd not make a good Husband, 

I am a lost thing; — for I find I love him violently" 

(p. 453). 

( 
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